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MEDER 2018, the IFToMM International Symposium on Mechanism Design for Robotics, was the
fourth event of a series that was started in 2010 as a speciﬁc conference activity on mechanisms
for robots. The ﬁrst event was held at Universidad Panamericana de Ciudad de Mexico, Mexico,
in September 2010; the second was held in 2012 at Beihang University in Beijing, China; the third
one was held in 2012at Aalborg University in Denmark; and the fourth one was organized at Udine
University in Italy.
The aim of the MEDER Symposium is to bring researchers, industry professionals, and students
together from a broad ranges of disciplines dealing with mechanisms for robots, in an intimate, collegial,
and stimulating environment. Again, in the 2018 MEDER event, we have received signiﬁcant attention
regarding this initiative, as can be seen by the fact that the Proceedings contain contributions by authors
from all around the world.
The Proceedings of MEDER 2018 Symposium have been published within the Springer book series
on MMS, and the book contains 52 papers that have been selected after review for oral presentation.
These papers cover several aspects of the wide ﬁeld of robotics dealing with mechanism aspects in
theory, design, numerical evaluations, and applications.
This Special Issue in Robotics (https://www.mdpi.com/journal/robotics/special_issues/MDR) has
been obtained as a result of a second review process and selection, but all the papers that have been
accepted for MEDER 2018 are of very good quality with interesting contents that are suitable for journal
publication, and the selection process has been diﬃcult.
The papers in this Special Issue are focused on the design of novel mechanisms for robots, and on
the development of new methodologies for the modeling and control of robotic devices. In particular, a
couple of papers deal with walking robots, namely, one presents a novel humanoid robot with parallel
architectures [1] and the other one is focused on a hexapod robot [2]. Several papers are focused
on teleoperation and HRI (human–robot interactions) to deal with the design of a safe teleoperated
system for Doppler sonography [3] and of a safety mechanism for cobot joints [4], the development
of techniques for hand guidance of a mobile robot [5], and the use of artiﬁcial muscles in haptic
interfaces [6]. Other papers address problems regarding the design of speciﬁc actuators for robots,
such as underactuated ﬁngers [7], compliant rotary actuators [8], and robotic wrists [9]. There are
also three papers on special robotic systems for a robot for artistic painting [10], a cylindrical rolling
robot [11], and a cable-driven robot [12]. The last paper of this Special Issue presents a methodology
for the design of optimal robotic trajectories [13].
The members of the International Scientiﬁc Committee for MEDER Symposium are gratefully
acknowledged for helping us to achieve the success of MEDER 2018 and this Special Issue:
Marco Ceccarelli (Univ. of Cassino, Italy, Chair)
Ding Xilun (Beihang Univ., China)
Grigore Gogu (SIGMA Clermont, France)
Robotics 2019, 8, 30; doi:10.3390/robotics8020030
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Mario Acevedo (Univ. Panamericana, Mexico)
Shaoping Bai (Aalborg Univ., Denmark)
Yukio Takeda (Tokyo Inst Tech., Japan)
Alba Perez (Idaho State Univ., USA)
Yan Jin (Belfast Univ., UK)
Erwin Lovasz (Politehnica Univ. Timisoara, Romania)
Said Zeghloul (Poitiers Univ., France)
Victor Petuya (Univ. of Basque Country, Spain).
We thank the authors, who have contributed very interesting papers on several subjects, covering
many ﬁelds of “Mechanism Design for Robotics”, and for their cooperation in revising papers on time
in agreement with the reviewers’ comments. We are grateful to the reviewers for the time and eﬀort
they spent in evaluating the papers to a very tight schedule, which permitted the publication of this
Special Issue.
We thank the Udine University in Udine, Italy, for having hosted the MEDER 2018 event with
a very eﬃcient local organising committee. We would like to thank the sponsorship of IFToMM
(International Federation for the Promotion of Mechanism and Machine Science), IFToMM Italy,
the IFToMM Technical Committees of Linkages and Mechanical Controls, and Robotics and Mechatronics,
which have supported the conference event, in which more than 15 countries participated.
We would like to thank the publisher and editorial staﬀ of the Robotics for accepting and helping
with the publication of this Special Issue, a process that began in 2016.
We are grateful to our families, since without their patience and comprehension it would not
have been possible for us to organise MEDER 2018, IFToMM International Symposium on Mechanism
Design for Robotics and this Special Issue.
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Abstract: The paper presents an innovative hexapod walking robot built with 3-UPU parallel
mechanism. In the robot, the parallel mechanism is used as both an actuator to generate walking
and also a connecting body to connect two groups of three legs, thus enabling the robot to walk
with simple gait by very few motors. In this paper, forward and inverse kinematics solutions are
obtained. The workspace of the parallel mechanism is analyzed using limit boundary search method.
The walking stability of the robot is analyzed, which yields the robot’s maximum step length. The gait
planning of the hexapod walking robot is studied for walking on both ﬂat and uneven terrains.
The new robot, combining the advantages of parallel robot and walking robot, has a large carrying
capacity, strong passing ability, ﬂexible turning ability, and simple gait control for its deployment for
uneven terrains.
Keywords: hexapod walking robot; 3-UPU parallel mechanism; kinematics; stability; gait planning

1. Introduction
Legged robots have advantages over the wheeled robots in their ﬂexibility of movement and the
adaptability of the environment. Legged robots can adapt to different terrains. A multi-DOF design
enables it to actively adjust the height of the body according to the operational requirements to ensure
the balance and stability of the body.
To date, many legged robots have been developed [1–4]. The NOROS robot developed by
Ding et al. [2,3] is a modular walking robot. It consists of up to eight autonomous leg modules, each
equipped with various sensors. A self-recovery approach is applied by imitating the self-recovery
motion of insects. Ma et al. [4] proposed a robot which consists of six legs of the same structure
distributed evenly on a platform. Each leg of the robot has a structure similar to that of a telescopic
parallelogram mechanism with folding capability, which is beneﬁcial to the gait planning and real-time
control of the robot. The parallel type mobile robot formed by parallel mechanism applied to the legged
robot can greatly improve the load/weight ratio of the mobile robot, reduce the energy consumption,
and prolong the walking time. Our interest is to develop a hexapod walking robot that utilizes a
parallel mechanism, namely, a three-DOF translational 3-UPU parallel mechanism.
The concept of 3-UPU parallel mechanism was ﬁrst introduced by Tsai [5], which can produce
three-dimensional translation movement. Gregorio [6] presented a 3-UPU parallel manipulator, named
3-UPU wrist for spherical motions with its prismatic pairs actuated. Ji et al. [7] proposed a 3-UPU
translational parallel robotic manipulator with an equal offset in its six universal joints and obtained
16 solutions for forward kinematics. Han et al. [8] analyzed kinematic sensitivity of the 3-UPU parallel
mechanism. Huang et al. [9] studied feasible instantaneous motions and kinematic characteristics of
Robotics 2018, 7, 48; doi:10.3390/robotics7030048
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an orthogonal 3-UPU parallel mechanism. Wu et al. [10] designed a conﬁguration-switch mechanism
for 3-UPU parallel mechanism.
The kinematics and dynamics analyses of 3-UPU parallel mechanisms have been well developed
in literatures [11–15]. Two novel 3-UPU parallel kinematics machines with two rotations and one
translation are proposed in literature [13]. In addition, singularity [14,15] and stiffness [16] of the
3-UPU parallel mechanism are also studied.
There are some reports about applications of parallel mechanism in mobile robots. A rolling
biped robot was proposed based on a 3-UPU parallel mechanism [17]. Gait and stability analyses
were presented and four rolling modes of the mechanism were discussed and simulated. Gu [18]
proposed to apply a typical 3-UPU parallel mechanism in a quadrupedal walking robot. Wang et al. [19]
presented a bipedal locomotor consisting of two identical 3-DOF tripod leg mechanisms with a parallel
manipulator architecture. Sugahara et al. [20] presented a design of a battery driven bipedal robot,
which used 6-DOF parallel mechanism for its each leg. Wang et al. [21] proposed a quadruped/biped
reconﬁgurable parallel legged walking robot, in which the robot can change between biped and
quadruped walking modes according to real-time road conditions. Each leg is composed of a 3-UPU
parallel mechanism. The robot walks as a quadruped generally and changes to bipedal walking when
walking up and down stairs.
Walking robots have to walk following a certain pattern of leg movement, namely, the gaits.
Hirakoso et al. [22] developed a multi-legged gait prototype robot with four legs consisted of redundant
joint. An optimal control system was proposed to control any motion for the four-legged robot with
redundant joint. Sun et al. [23] proposed a transformable wheel-legged mobile robot that integrated
stability and maneuverability of wheeled robot and obstacle climbing capability of legged robot. When
under wheeled mode, the robot avoids the obstacle using a motion control strategy that combines
three basic cases of translation, rotation, and arc motion, while the robot climbs the obstacle by legs.
A method of free gait generation that utilizes the primary/secondary gait for both straight line and
circular body trajectories was proposed by Bai [24]. Four constraints of primary gait were discussed.
When the walking machine cannot move using the primary gait, the secondary gait is generated to
adjust the leg position and enable the vehicle to keep on moving. Gait planning combined with path
planning was also developed [25,26].
Gong et al. [27] focused on the dynamic gaits control for complex robot with 20 DOFs. Using
composite cycloid to plan the swing foot trajectory curve made the velocity and acceleration to be
zero which can reduce the impact of collision with ground and energy loss. Li et al. [28] presented a
three-dimensional model of a quadruped robot which has six DOFs on torso and ﬁve DOFs on each
leg. Matsuzawa et al. [29] proposed a crawling motion to reduce the risk of malfunction due to falling
when a legged robot travels across rough terrain.
Winkler et al. [30,31] developed trajectory planning for legged locomotion that automatically
determines the gait sequence, step timings, footholds, swing-leg motions, and six-dimensional body
motion over rough terrain, without any additional modules. Neunert et al. [32] proposed a trajectory
optimization framework for whole-body motion planning through contacts. Zhao et al. [33] developed
a motion generation approach for a hexapod robot Octopus-III to control the robot to walk along
the planned trajectory. The approach coordinates the body motion and the feet motions to fulﬁll
requirements of walking stability and kinematic feasibility simultaneously. Oliveira et al. [34] studied
locomotion patterns of hexapod robots, including metachronal wave gait, and tetrapod and tripod gaits.
Up to date, the reported research works of legged robots are mainly focused on biped, quadruped,
and hexapod robots. Most of these robots have independent driving joints on the legs, which requires
many actuators. In the case of a single leg of three joints, a hexapod robot needs at least 18 motors
which greatly increases the weight of the robot. Moreover, the position of each foot has to be considered,
which adds complexity to control.
The paper presents a hexapod walking robot designed with a 3-UPU parallel mechanism, aiming
to reduce the number of driving motors and improve load capacity and terrain adaptability. The
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new design is characterized by alternating motion between the two platforms of the 3-UPU parallel
mechanism to realize robot walking. The parallel mechanism is used as both an actuator to generate
walking and also a connecting body to connect two groups of three legs. The new walking robot is
thus able to walk with simple gait by very few motors.
The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the conﬁguration of the hexapod walking robot is
presented in Section 2. The forward and inverse kinematic solutions of the 3-UPU parallel mechanism
are derived in Section 3. The workspace of the robot is obtained using joint constraint conditions and
inverse kinematics equation in Section 4. The movement stability of the robot is analyzed using the
center of gravity projection method in Section 5. The gait of the robot is planned under the conditions
of ensuring the efﬁciency of the walking mode of the robot in Section 6. A case study is included in
Section 7, and the work is concluded in Section 8.
2. Conﬁguration of 3-UPU Hexapod Walking Robot
A 3-UPU hexapod walking robot is proposed, as shown in Figure 1a. The 3-UPP mechanism,
shown separately in Figure 1b, connects two platforms. On each platform, three retractable legs,
distributed evenly on the triangular platforms, are mounted to support the robot. Servo motors are
mounted at the end of each supporting leg to adjust its length in ﬁtting uneven ground. A separate
pressure sensor is installed on each supporting leg to detect whether the supporting leg is in contact
with the ground.
z'

B2

y'
x'

O'

B1

B3

l2
P1

l1
l3

(a)
Swinging in one direction

P3

A1

O

x
A3

Swinging in another direction

A2

y

z

Swinging direction switching

P2

A3

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Structure of 3-UPU hexapod walking robot. (a) 3D model. (b) 3-UPU parallel mechanism.
(c) The orientation of the Hooke joint.

The upper and lower platforms of the 3-UPU parallel mechanism are connected by three limbs.
The structures of the Hooke joints in three limbs are different. In two of these limbs, the structures
of the Hooke joints are the same, which can supply two rotational DOFs. In another limb, two forks
of the Hooke joint are just in contact with each other, as shown in Figure 1c. The active fork can only
swing in one direction during the movement of the robot. The swinging direction can be switched
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when the active fork swings to its highest position. This structure of the Hooke joint can effectively
control the moving direction of 3-UPU hexapod walking robot.
The rotating shafts on forks ﬁxed to the platform are tangent to the circumcircle of the equilateral
triangle formed by mounting positions of three Hooke joints. Because there are three couples
which limit the three rotational DOFs of the mechanism, thus the moving platform has only three
translational DOFs.
3. Kinematics of 3-UPU Parallel Mechanism
We brieﬂy describe the kinematics of 3-UPU parallel mechanism, upon which the locomotion
kinematics is developed.
3.1. Inverse Kinematics Solution
The moving, or the upper platform of 3-UPU parallel mechanism is a mechanism with only
three-dimensional translations. The inverse kinematics problem of 3-UPU parallel mechanism is
to solve the lengths (l1 , l2 , l3 ) of the equivalent driving links for given position (x, y, z) of the
moving platform.
As shown in Figure 1b, the moving coordinate system O -x y z is connected to the moving
platform. The origin O is located at the center of the moving platform. x axis is coincident with
O B1 , and point B1 is located at the negative direction of x axis. y axis is parallel to line B3 B2 . z
axis is perpendicular to the upper platform and pointing away from the mechanism. The coordinate
system O-xyz is connected to the lower, or the static platform. The origin O is located at the center of
the static platform. The x axis is coincident with OA1 , and point A1 is located at the axis’ negative
part. y axis is parallel to line A3 A2 . z axis is perpendicular to the static platform and the direction is
upward. Moreover, the circumradii of the moving platform and the static platform are noted as r and
R, respectively. The equivalent link lengths of the limb i are noted by li (i = 1, 2, 3).
According to the geometric characteristics of the mechanism, the closed vector loop equation is
established as:
(1)
Ai Bi = −OAi + OO + O Bi , (i = 1, 2, 3)

|Ai Bi | = li , (i = 1, 2, 3)

(2)

Let the coordinate of the geometric center O in the static coordinate system O-xyz be (x, y, z). The
vector OO can be expressed as:

T
OO = x, y, z
(3)
and OAi and O Bi (i = 1, 2, 3) can be expressed as:

T
OA1 = − R, 0, 0

T
√
OA2 = 12 R, 23 R, 0

T
√
OA3 = 12 R, − 23 R, 0


T
O B1 = −r, 0, 0

T
√
O B2 = 12 r, 23 r, 0

T
√
O B3 = 12 r, − 23 r, 0

(4)

From Equations (1), (3), and (4), the following expressions can be obtained.

T
A1 B1 = x + Δ, y, z

T
√
A2 B2 = x − 12 Δ, y − 23 Δ, z
T

√
A3 B3 = x − 12 Δ, y + 23 Δ, z
where Δ = R − r.
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According to Equation (2), the position inverse solution can be obtained.
⎧
⎪
( x + Δ ) 2 + y 2 + z 2 = l1 2
⎪
⎪

√
⎨ 
2
x − 12 Δ + y − 23 Δ
⎪


√
⎪
2
⎪
⎩ x − 1Δ + y + 3Δ
2
2

2
2

+ z 2 = l2 2

(6)

+ z 2 = l3 2

When the basic geometric dimensions of the 3-UPU parallel mechanism and the position (x, y, z)
of the moving platform are known, the variation of the equivalent link length li (i = 1, 2, 3) of three
limbs, i.e., the displacement of three prismatic pairs can be obtained using Equation (6). Similarly,
when the upper platform is a static platform and the lower platform is a moving platform, the static
coordinate system O-xyz is connected to the upper platform, while the moving coordinate system
O -x y z is connected to the lower platform. The coordinate directions do not change, and the closed
vector loop equation is established as:
Bi Ai = −OBi + OO + O Ai , (i = 1, 2, 3)

(7)

Similarly, the inverse position solution of the upper platform can be obtained as:
⎧
⎪
( x − Δ ) 2 + y 2 + z 2 = l1 2
⎪
⎪

√
⎨ 
2
x + 12 Δ + y + 23 Δ
⎪


√
⎪
2
⎪
⎩
x + 12 Δ + y − 23 Δ

2
2

+ z 2 = l2 2
+ z2

= l3

(8)

2

3.2. Kinematics Forward Solution
Giving the lengths (l1 , l2 , l3 ) of the prismatic pairs of three limbs, we need to solve the spatial
position (x, y, z) of the moving platform. The solutions of position (x, y, z) can be obtained numerically
using Equation (6).
4. Workspace of the 3-UPU Parallel Mechanism
4.1. Factors Inﬂuencing the Workspace of the 3-UPU Parallel Mechanism
The reachable workspace of the 3-UPU parallel mechanism is under the inﬂuence of several
factors: the shortest and longest distance of the limb and the range of rotation angle of Hooke joint.
4.1.1. Shortest and Longest Distances of the Limbs
The position (x, y, z) of the reference point of the moving platform is constrained by the equivalent
link length li (i = 1, 2, 3) of the three limbs. The three prismatic pairs in the limbs act as driving inputs,
which makes the moving platform move in the workspace range. When the limb is the shortest or the
longest, servo motor I, which acts as the prismatic pair, is in the zero position or the limit position. The
reference point of the moving platform reaches the boundary of the workspace.
Taking the upper platform as the moving platform, the equivalent link length li (i = 1, 2, 3) of each
limb satisfy the constraint:
lmin < li < lmax
(9)
where lmin and lmax are the minimum and maximum link lengths of the limb.
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4.1.2. Rotation Angle Range of the Hooke Joint
The Hooke joints are used to connect the limbs to the upper and lower platforms. As shown in
Figure 2, the rotation angle θ 1 of the Hooke joint connected to the limb is related to the length l1 of the
limb and the y coordinate of the moving platform. The rotation angle θ 1 should satisfy:
θ1 = arcsin

B1 E
|y|
= arcsin
l1
l1

(10)

The rotation angle θ 2 of the Hooke joint connected to the static platform is related to the projection
length of the limb l1 at O-xz plane and the z coordinate of the moving platform. The rotation angle θ 2
should satisfy:
EF
z
θ2 = arccos
= arccos
(11)
A1 E
l1 2 − y 2

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2. Rotation angles of the Hooke joint in the 3-UPU parallel mechanism. (a) Angle θ 1 of the
Hooke joint. (b) Angle θ 2 of the Hooke joint. (c) Rotation angles of the Hooke joint.

4.2. Method for Determining Workspace of the 3-UPU Parallel Mechanism
The workspace of the 3-UPU parallel mechanism is determined using the limit boundary search
method. The idea is that when the position of the moving platform is known, the equivalent link
length li (i = 1, 2, 3) of each limb can be calculated by the inverse solution equation of the mechanism
position. The rotation angles of Hooke joint can be solved using Equations (10) and (11). Then, these
results are compared with the corresponding limit values, respectively. If any of these values exceed
the allowable range, that is, the reference point is outside the workspace. The solutions are
(1)

(2)

Deﬁning the structure parameter of the mechanism, including: the circumradii r and R of the
upper and lower platforms, the maximum travel range of the equivalent link length li (i = 1, 2, 3)
of limb i, the maximum rotation angle of Hooke joint.
Deﬁning the range of the coordinates (x, y, z) of the reference points of the moving platform, or,
the search space.
9
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(3)

(4)

The reference point coordinate is substituted into the position inverse solution equation of the
mechanism, the equivalent link length li (i = 1, 2, 3) and the Hooke joint angles θ 1 and θ 2 in the
limbs are obtained. The results are checked whether they are within the allowable range. If they
are, these points are recorded.
The set of points satisfying the condition is the workspace of the 3-UPU parallel mechanism when
a given range of values has been searched.

The design parameters are given in Table 1. According to workspace search ﬂow chart in Figure 3,
the workspaces of the 3-UPU parallel mechanism are obtained using MATLAB.
Table 1. Design parameters of the 3-UPU parallel mechanism.
Parameter

Symbol and Unit

Equivalent circumradius of the upper platform
Equivalent circumradius of the lower platform
Range of the equivalent link length of limb i
Range of the rotation angle of the Hooke joint

r/mm
R/mm
li (i = 1, 2, 3)/mm
θi (i = 1, 2)/rad

Figure 3. Workspace search ﬂow chart for the 3-UPU parallel mechanism.

5. Stability of 3-UPU Hexapod Walking Robot
The walking of 3-UPU hexapod robot is realized by alternative shifting between the upper and
lower platforms, each with three retractable legs to support the whole robot. During the movement of
the robot, the robot is supported by three legs and six legs alternately. An overturn can happen in the
phase of three-leg support. Stability analysis is thus needed.
10
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Stability of walking robots can be analyzed in terms of static and dynamic stability. A walking
robot is statically stable if the horizontal projection of its center of gravity lies inside the support
polygon, while it is dynamically stable when the robot walking is stable even if the static stable
condition is not satisﬁed. As the 3-UPU hexapod robot walks in a relative slow speed, we analyze only
its static stability.
As shown in Figure 4, three points—E, F, H—are the landing positions of the three supporting
legs of lower platform, respectively. They form a supporting triangle. Let the center of gravity of the
upper platform and its three legs be marked as G1 , the center of gravity of the lower platform and its
three legs as G2 . The center of gravity of the whole robot, located on the line connecting two points G1
and G2 , is marked as G3 . Figure 5 shows the relation between the projection of the center of gravity
and stability margin d. When the projection of the robot’s center of gravity G3 on the ground is located
within the supporting triangle, the walking is stable. Otherwise, the walking of the robot is unstable
and the robot is likely overturned.

]*
*

(

*

G

'

[
)+

Figure 4. Three centers of gravity considered in the stability analysis.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Relation between the projection of the center of gravity and stability margin. (a) The projection
of the center of gravity is located within the supporting triangle. (b) The projection of the center of
gravity is located on the boundary of the supporting triangle.

The projections of points G1 and G2 are coincident in the initial status, that is the six legs of
the robot land on the ground. When the projection of the center of gravity G3 moves inside the
supporting triangle, the amount of movement allowed is the smallest in the direction perpendicular to
the boundary. Thus, the displacement of the projection of the center of gravity G3 in the O-xy plane is
analyzed. As shown in Figure 5a, let the horizontal coordinate of points G1 and G3 be xG1 and xG3 ,
11
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respectively, the mass of the upper platform and its three legs be m1 , the mass of the lower platform
and its three legs is m2 , the moment equilibrium equation is established as
xG1 m1 − xG3 (m1 + m2 ) = 0

(12)

To sum up, the horizontal coordinate of the point G3 is
xG3 =

xG1 m1
m1 + m2

(13)

When the displacement of the upper platform is equal to zero, the projections of the two points
G1 and G2 are coincident, too. If G1 is located outside the supporting triangle, as shown in Figure 5b,
the robot will lose its stability. The maximum step length of the robot is marked as xG . Then, the step
length of the robot, marked as S, can be expressed as:
S ≤ xG

(14)

Here, the maximum step length of the hexapod walking robot is calculated and analyzed in
theory only according to the instability condition. The movement of the platform is restricted by the
equivalent link length li (i = 1, 2, 3) of the limb, which may not reach the maximum step length before
the instability.
6. Gait Planning of 3-UPU Hexapod Walking Robot
For the new walking robot, we develop a special type of gait, which is simple and easy
to implement.
6.1. A New Gait
The walking of 3-UPU hexapod robot is realized by alternating motion between two platforms. A
gait called 3–3 gait, i.e., alternate tripod support gait, is used in the process of walking. The legs are
divided into two groups, in turn in the support phase or suspending phase state.
As the robot uses two groups of legs to walk, the duty factor β is deﬁned as 0.5 for the hexapod
walking robot. This ensures that the robot has three legs on the ground to keep the body stable, while
the robot has relatively high walking efﬁciency and moderate velocity. The gait diagram is displayed
in Figure 6, where the thick line stands for the state when a leg is supporting on the ground and a thin
line for legs in the air.

Figure 6. 3–3 gait diagram of 3-UPU hexapod walking robot.

The gait of one cycle in walking is divided into two stages:
Stage I: The six legs of the robot land on the ground in the initial state. To begin with, a group
of legs—namely, legs 1, 3, 5—in the lower platform serves as a support, the upper platform lifts, as
shown in Figure 7a; Then, the upper platform moves forward, as shown in Figure 7b; Finally, a group
of legs, namely—legs 2, 4, 6—in the upper platform lands on the ground as shown in Figure 7c.
Stage II: When a group of legs in the upper platform lands on the ground, the legs in the lower
platform—namely, legs 1, 3 and 5—will be lifted, as shown in Figure 7d; Then the lower platform
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moves forward, as shown in Figure 7e; Finally, these legs land on the ground, as shown in Figure 7f. A
cycle of this gait is completed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7. Walking gait of 3-UPU hexapod walking robot. (a) Lifting of the upper platform. (b) Moving
forward of the upper platform. (c) Landing on the ground of the upper platform. (d) Lifting of the lower
platform. (e) Moving forward of the lower platform. (f) Landing on the ground of the lower platform.

6.2. Gait Parameters of 3-UPU Hexapod Walking Robot
When the upper platform moves, according to the position inverse solution Equation (6), the
parameter variation of each driving motor, i.e., the equivalent link length li (i = 1, 2, 3) of the limb i can
be expressed as:
⎧
⎪ l = ( x + Δ )2 + y2 + z2
⎪
1
⎪
⎪
⎪


√
⎨
2
2
x − 12 Δ + y − 23 Δ + z2
l2 =
(15)
⎪
⎪


√
⎪
2
2
⎪
⎪
⎩ l3 =
x − 12 Δ + y + 23 Δ + z2
where (x, y, z) is coordinate of the moving platform reference point O in the static coordinate system
O-xyz.
When the lower platform moves, according to the inverse solution equation of the position of the
mechanism, the equivalent link length li (i = 1, 2, 3) of the limb i can be obtained as:
⎧
⎪
⎪
l1 =
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
l2 =
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ l3 =

( x − Δ )2 + y2 + z2


2
x + 12 Δ + y +


2
x + 12 Δ + y −

√

2
3
2 Δ
√
2
3
2 Δ

+ z2

(16)

+ z2

6.3. Stride Calculation of 3-UPU Hexapod Walking Robot
The hexapod walking robot is realized by alternating motion between the two platforms.
Therefore, to avoid collision between the two groups of supporting legs, the maximum step size
of the robot should be limited. In Figure 8a, ΔLMN and ΔEFH represent the robot’s upper and lower
platforms, respectively. The small squares at six vertices represent six legs. Taking the upper platform
starting to move as an example, point L as the reference point, the equivalent radius of leg cross section
is marked as RT . When the upper platform moves forward along forward direction of x axis, as shown
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in Figure 8b, the interference between the leg of L, M and the leg of F, H, should be considered. On the
premise of no collision, the expression of the maximum moving distance of the moving platform is:
lmax1 = LF − 2R T = 2(OJ − R T ) = 2( xG3 − R T )

(17)

When the upper platform moves along LH direction, as shown in Figure 8c, the expression of the
maximum moving distance of the moving platform is:
lmax2 = LP − R T = xG3 − R T

(18)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8. Motion diagram of 3-UPU hexapod walking robot. (a) Initial status. (b) Maximum moving
distance of the upper platform along x axis. (c) Initial status. (d) Maximum moving distance of the
upper platform along LH direction.

The allowable maximum stride of the moving platform along forward direction of x axis has
to be larger than that when it moves along negative direction of x axis, as demonstrated in Figure 8.
Combined with the analysis of the stability of the robot, the maximum stride of the robot is less than
xG3 in the situation of without instability. In order to ensure the stability of the robot and avoid the
interference of the legs, the maximum stride of the hexapod walking robot is set to lmax1 . This situation
occurs when the moving platform moves along the direction pointed by the triangle sharp angle of the
supporting surface.
6.4. Trajectories of the Two Platforms
The trajectory of the moving platform is analyzed in related to walking on different terrains.
When planning the gait of the hexapod walking robot, the trajectory curve of the moving platform can
be divided into two kinds: straight line and curve. The trajectory of straight line is ﬂexible at the same
height of obstacle crossing, but at the turning point of the trajectory, the velocity and acceleration will
change, which will affect the stability of the robot.
At the same obstacle height, the trajectory of the straight section is more ﬂexible, but the mutation
of the velocity and acceleration at the turning point of the trajectory occur, which affects the stability
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of the robot. A quadratic polynomial is thus adopted for the platform trajectory to avoid a sudden
change of velocity and acceleration, whose expression is:
z = ax2 + bx + c

(19)

7. Case Study
We include a case study of the analysis of the 3-UPU parallel mechanism-based walking robot.
The design parameters of the 3-UPU parallel mechanism are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Design parameters of the 3-UPU parallel mechanism.
Parameter

Value

Equivalent circumradius of the upper platform, r/mm
Equivalent circumradius of the lower platform, R/mm
Range of the equivalent link length of limb i, li (i = 1, 2, 3)/mm
Range of the rotation angle of the Hooke joint, θi (i = 1, 2)/rad

125
160
li ∈ [365, 465]
θi ∈ [−π/4, π/4]

Following the workspace search ﬂow chart shown in Figure 3, the workspace of the 3-UPU
parallel mechanism formed by the combination of the top and bottom surfaces and the surrounding
surfaces, as shown in Figure 9. The upper and lower surfaces are formed by the limit position of the
equivalent link length li (i = 1, 2, 3) of limb i. The surrounding surfaces are constrained by the limit
position of the rotation angle θ i of the Hooke joint. It was also found that the inﬂuence of the limit
positions of two revolute pairs on the workspace is different.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9. Workspace of the 3-UPU parallel mechanism. (a) Workspace projection in xz plane.
(b) Workspace projection in yz plane. (c) Workspace projection in xy plane. (d) 3D Workspace.

In the initial assembly, the coordinates of the upper platform center in the static coordinate system
is (0, 0, 363). The variation curves of the parameters of the limb lengths can be obtained when the
upper platform moves using MATLAB simulation, as shown in Figure 10a,b.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 10. Variation of the limb lengths when the upper or lower platform moves. (a) The upper
platform moves forward along z axis. (b) The upper platform moves along x axis. (c) The lower
platform moves along z axis. (d) The lower platform moves along x axis.

When the lower platform moves, the moving and static coordinate systems exchange. The
coordinate of the lower platform center in the static coordinate system is (0, 0, −363) mm. The variation
curve of parameters of each driving motor can be obtained from Equation (6), as shown in Figure 10c,d.
From Figure 10, the equivalent link length of each limb li (i = 1, 2, 3) varies smoothly when the upper
platform moves, that is, the displacement of each driving motor is stable.
When the upper platform is conducted as the moving platform, the static coordinate system is
established in the center of the lower platform. According to the robot’s gait planning, the maximum
stride lmax1 is 160 mm, the starting point coordinate of the curve is (0, 363), and the ending point
coordinate is (160, 363). According to the workspace of the 3-UPU parallel mechanism, the maximum
obstacle height of the robot could cross is 80 mm, that is, the extreme point coordinate of the curve is
(80, 443). Substituting the coordinates of the starting point, the end point and the extreme point into
Equation (19), the trajectory equation of the reference point of the upper platform can be obtained,
z = −0.0125x2 + 2x + 363

(20)

Taking the lower platform as the moving platform, the static coordinate system is connected to
the center of the upper platform. The maximum stride is 160 mm. Substituting the starting point
coordinate (−60, −363), the ending point coordinate (0, −363), and the extreme point coordinate (−80,
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−283) of the curve into Equation (19), the trajectory curve equation of the centroid of the reference
point of the lower platform can be obtained as:
z = −0.0125x2 − 2x − 363

(21)

Following trajectory speciﬁed by Equation (21), walking along a straight line on ﬂat terrain with
the robot was simulated in SolidWorks. A snapshot is shown in Figure 11. The variation of the stability
margin is shown in Figure 12. The stability margin is calculated by d = min {d1 , d2 , d3 }, where di , i = 1, 2,
3 are the distances from G3 to three sides of the supporting triangle, as demonstrated in Figure 5a. As
can be seen in Figure 12, the stability margin d is always larger than zero, thus static walking stability
is guaranteed.

Figure 11. Walking on ﬂat terrain of 3-UPU hexapod walking robot.

Figure 12. Variation of the stability margin when walking on ﬂat terrain.

A simulation of walking on uneven terrain is shown in Figure 13, in which the robot walks over a
ditch. The step length is adjusted to ﬁt both the ditch width and also the stability requirement. The
simulation shows that the robot can walk over the ditch stably, with the stability margin displaying
in Figure 14. Compared with Figure 12 for even terrain walking, the stability margin (SM) plot in
Figure 14 shows some differences. One is that the change of SM is not periodic, as the walking robot
has to adjust its stride in ditch crossing. Another difference is that, in Figure 14, the SM for some short
periods remains unchanged. This is because the two platforms do not move but only legs are extended
to ﬁt the terrain. It is noted that the SM in Figure 14 is always larger than zero too, which guarantees a
stable static walking.
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Figure 13. Crossing a ditch of 140 mm in depth and 350 mm in width by the 3-UPU hexapod
walking robot.

Figure 14. Variation of the stability margin when crossing ditch.

8. Discussion and Conclusions
A hexapod walking robot built with a 3-UPU parallel mechanism is introduced in this paper. The
inverse kinematics solution of the mechanism platform is analyzed, the closed vector loop equation is
established, and the inverse solution is obtained. The workspace of the mechanism is obtained using
the constraint condition of each joint and the inverse kinematics solution.
The movement stability of the robot is analyzed using the center of gravity projection method. On
the premise of maintaining the stability of the body, according to the structure parameters of the robot
and without collision between the legs or between the legs and the body, the maximum transverse
moving stride of the robot is 160 mm. The gait planning of the hexapod walking robot is carried out,
and the variation of the equivalent link length of each limb with the movement of the robot is obtained.
The novelty of the work lies in the introducing of the 3-UPU parallel mechanism in the walking
robot. While parallel mechanisms were mostly used as legs in most works [17–21], in this work, we
innovatively use the parallel mechanism as both an actuator to generate walking and also a connecting
body to connect two groups of three legs. The new walking robot is thus able to walk with simple gait
using very few motors. Moreover, the robot has a high terrain adaptability and stability, which has
been demonstrated through simulations. The robot also has other potentials, including large carrying
capacity and turning ability. In future work, we will focus on the detection of the robot’s center of
gravity position and study further on stable walking on other uneven terrains, such as slopes and
stairs. Experimental investigation with a prototype under developed is also planned.
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Abstract: A cylindrical rolling robot is developed that generates roll torque by changing the shape
of its ﬂexible, elliptical outer surface whenever one of four elliptical axes rotates past an inclination
called trigger angle. The robot is equipped with a sensing/control system by which it measures
angular position and angular velocity, and computes error with respect to a desired step angular
velocity proﬁle. When shape change is triggered, the newly assumed shape of the outer surface is
determined according to the computed error. A series of trial rolls is conducted using various trigger
angles, and energy consumed by the actuation motor per unit roll distance is measured. Results show
that, for each of three desired velocity proﬁles investigated, there exists a range of trigger angles
that results in relatively low energy consumption per unit roll distance, and when the robot operates
within this optimal trigger angle range, it undergoes minimal actuation burdening and inadvertent
braking, both of which are inherent to the mechanics of rolling robots that use shape change to
generate roll torque. A mathematical model of motion is developed and applied in a simulation
program that can be used to predict and further understand behavior of the robot.
Keywords: shape changing; rolling; robot; cylindrical; elliptical; velocity control; economic locomotion;
actuation burden; inadvertent braking

1. Introduction
Ground based robots typically move from place to place using wheels, legs, or by changing
shape in a biomimetic fashion, as with peristaltic or slithering locomotion [1–3]. Wheeled robots are
the most common of these three locomotion styles because, in general, wheeled robots are highly
efﬁcient and they can move faster than other types of ground based robots [1]. A special class of
wheeled robots is the rolling robot, which rolls exclusively on an outer, driven surface that entirely
envelopes the system [4]. The study herein investigates locomotion of an autonomous rolling robot,
developed at the Unmanned Systems Laboratory at Oklahoma State University (OSU) and pictured in
Figure 1, which generates torque by means of changing its outer surface. By executing shape change at
just the right time, the robot repeatedly conﬁgures itself into a forward-tilting elliptical cylinder and
subsequently rolls forward under the force of its own weight. In addition to being shape changing and
partially gravity powered, locomotion of the OSU Roller, as it is entitled, is categorized as dynamic [5],
meaning it has a natural rocking tendency and exhibits inertial motion. In other words, if the outer
surface were to suddenly stop changing shape in the middle of a roll, the robot would likely require
several seconds to come to rest. Non-dynamic rollers, such as crawling rolling robots [6,7], move slowly
in comparison and do not exhibit dramatic inertial effects after motion input has ceased. The OSU
Roller is also an underactuated system [8], referring to how the robot exploits its own natural dynamics
in order to achieve steady, rolling locomotion.
Robotics 2018, 7, 52; doi:10.3390/robotics7030052
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Figure 1. The OSU Roller has a mass of 0.950 kg with a perimeter of 2.095 m.

Locomotion via gravity power has previously been studied as a ﬁeld of interest in biomechanics.
In [9], researchers presented a mathematical model of human gait using a notional three-link machine
with muscles that acted only to periodically conﬁgure the gait, leaving the machine to move entirely
under the force of gravity for most of its motion. Others [10,11] investigated gaits in which gravity
alone generated motion of simple link-composed machines down a slanted ramp. Authors of these
studies pointed to the simplicity and efﬁciency of gravity powered gaits and suggested that power
and control could be added using small, strategically timed energy inputs that do not interrupt the
natural motion of the machine. Although the OSU Roller is not a linked walking machine like those
presented in [10,11], the concept of applying strategically timed inputs during a gravity-powered gait
is, in essence, how the OSU Roller works.
With the rise in popularity of modular robotics, researchers have developed shape changing
rollers whereby six or more servo motor modules [2] are stacked end-to-end to form a dynamic rolling
loop. In [5], researchers presented a modular loop robot composed of ten CKBot modules. On each
module of the robot, there was a touch sensor for knowing when a side of the loop was in contact
with the ground, at which point the loop quickly morphed into a newly conﬁgured football-like shape,
now with its long axis aligned closer to the vertical, and continued rolling forward until the next side
of the loop touched down. In [12], researchers constructed a modular rolling loop composed of six
SuperBot modules that was programmed to deform its shape by contracting and relaxing its hexagonal
shape, thereby shifting the robot center of gravity forward and causing the robot to roll. Using their
hexagonal rolling loop, researchers performed an experiment that measured endurance by lapping the
robot around an inside building corridor for a total distance of roughly one kilometer while voltage in
the module batteries was monitored.
Modular loops, while they are highly conﬁgurable and allow roboticists to experiment with
different locomotion strategies and gaits, are bulky and mechanically complicated systems [13,14].
In contrast to modular loops, researchers in [15] presented a dynamic rolling robot whose outer surface
was a thin, lightweight strip of plastic that morphed by means of a singular servo motor. The robot
used all onboard sensing and power to achieve velocity control relative to a desired step proﬁle.
Results of the research showed that when the robot was given a set of advantageous initial conditions,
it was able to accelerate from rest and maintain constant average velocity with signiﬁcant accuracy.
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The robot used for the investigation herein, the OSU Roller, is a modiﬁed version of the robot presented
in [15].
Although shape change has been shown to be a viable locomotion format in the aforementioned
research endeavors, the subtle aspects associated with locomotion of dynamic rolling loops have
previously not been unearthed. One of these aspects is how driving torque is affected by variation of
shape change input timing. Along these lines, a unique characteristic of the OSU Roller is that it has the
capability to measure energy consumed by its singular actuator during a trial roll, and this capability
is utilized in an experiment documented herein that determines the effect of shape change actuation
timing on energy consumption of the robot. Results of this experiment provide insights that can be
applied to control shape changing rolling robots, including modular loop robots, more efﬁciently.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Physical Composition of the Robot
The outer surface of the rolling robot is a ﬂat strip of polyvinyl chloride plastic put into the shape
of an open, elliptical cylinder. The outer surface is ﬁrm enough to provide a steady dynamic roll
surface, yet it is limber enough to be reshaped by the pull of a linear actuator positioned along the
diameter of the cylinder [15]. When the actuator is not being commanded to move, its static holding
force maintains a constant cylindrical shape of the outer surface. On a smooth and level ﬂoor, the robot
rolls straight without leaning to the side or tipping over, and where the robot meets the ﬂoor, the outer
surface bends slightly under the weight and motion of the robot. There is negligible slipping of the
outer surface against the ﬂoor, as veriﬁed through high-speed video analysis. The outer surface strip
measures 0.318 cm by 5.1 cm and has a perimeter of 2.095 m (Figure 1). Total mass of the robot is
0.950 kg.
Contained onboard the robot and inside the cylindrical outer surface are a microprocessor board,
an inertial measurement unit (IMU) board equipped with a micro-electrical-mechanical gyroscope,
two rechargeable 9 V lithium batteries that power the robot, mechanical switches that allow for
continual measurement/computation of angular position of the robot, a linear actuator, and an
electrical energy sensor. There is also a radio transmitter that sends data regarding robot locomotion
to a receiver-equipped, external laptop computer for analysis. The microprocessor is given values of
angular position and angular velocity as feedback, and brings about shape change of the outer surface
via the linear actuator in order to affect velocity. These hardware components are fastened to the robot
in such a way that, even as the actuator elongates and the robot changes shape, the robot center of
mass remains approximately in the same location—at the central axis of the outer surface cylinder.
A telescoping column orientated in a perpendicular fashion relative to the linear actuator is comprised
of male and female tubes whose ends are secured to the inside of the outer surface. This telescoping
column, seen in Figure 1, is not a powered actuator. Rather, it serves as an air displacement damper to
limit vibration and bending of the outer surface.
In addition to the IMU board and the mechanical switches, a sensor that computes servo motor
energy consumption is employed onboard the OSU Roller. At the heart of the sensor is a highly
accurate current sensing chip that works in cooperation with a low ohmage resistor placed in series
between the motor power supply (a regulated 5 V output from the microprocessor) and the motor load.
The sensing chip receives voltage across the resistor, and in turn outputs a voltage that is representative
of current that ﬂows into the motor. The representative voltage is received at an analog-to-digital
converter on a dedicated microprocessor that is separate from the main microprocessor. In a similar
manner, voltage at the positive lead of the servo motor is passed to a second analog-to-digital converter
on the dedicated microprocessor. During operation of the robot, a computer program running on the
dedicated microprocessor samples these voltages, converts them into values of current, multiplies them
for power [16], and then multiplies power by the program’s sample period (200 μs) to give energy
consumed by the servo motor in the span of one sample period. A running sum gives total electrical
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energy used by the servo motor since initiation of the program. Every tenth of a second after the
computer program has begun, total electrical energy is computed, and these values are passed to the
main microprocessor after a trial roll is completed.
2.2. Mathematical Model of Robot Motion
A two-dimensional model of the OSU Roller is developed in which the outer surface is an ellipse
with a deﬂected center due to bending, as illustrated in the free body diagram in Figure 2. The ellipse
rolls in one direction along a straight line in the laboratory-ﬁxed Cartesian coordinate frame, XY,
with X as the ﬂoor line. A moving rectangular coordinate frame, AB, is concentrically attached to
the ellipse center and rolls with the ellipse. Axis A is coincidental with the actuator line of motion.
Lengths a and b of the elliptical semi-major axes are measured along A and B, respectively. The point
where the outer surface ellipse touches the ﬂoor is denominated as the touch point. The value, xd ,
is the horizontal position of the touch point on X with respect to the ellipse center, and yd is the vertical
distance from X to the ellipse center. The angle deﬁned by the positive branch of A and the vertical line
passing through xd is the roll angle of the robot, θ. (In keeping with the right-hand rule mnemonic [17],
θ is negative with clockwise rotation.) As shown in Figure 2, touch angle, σ, is deﬁned as the angle
made by the A axis and the line from the ellipse center to the touch point:
σ = arctan(

xd
) − θ.
yd

(1)

Touch point location, S, is equivalent to the elliptical arc length integrated over roll angle, plus a
constant value [18]:
R2 + ( R )2 dσ + C,

S=
with

ab

R=
and
R =

a2 sin2

σ + b2 cos2 σ

,

ab(b2 − a2 ) sin σ cos σ

( a2 sin2 σ + b2 cos2 σ)3

Y
A
B

T
b

(2)

(3)

.
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Figure 2. The robot model includes affects of bending and has three forces acting on the robot: weight,
normal force and traction. The model also includes torque caused by rolling resistance.

Referring to the free body diagram in Figure 2, traction, T, and the normal force, N, act on the
robot at the touch point. Weight, Mg, acts at the robot center of mass, which is located at the ellipse
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center. Rolling resistance torque, τR , opposes roll motion of the robot. Newton’s second law is applied
in the horizontal and vertical directions and also about the center of mass, resulting in three coupled
differential equations of motion:
(5)
T = M (S̈ − ẍd ),
N − Mg = M ÿd ,

(6)

Tyd + Nxd + τR = Ḣ,

(7)

where M = 0.950 kg is total mass of the robot. Ḣ is the time derivative of the angular momentum of
the robot about its center of mass, derived by modeling the robot as a collection of point masses that
represent the outer surface and hardware components [15]. Equations (5)–(7) are combined into one
equation of motion:
θ̈ =

1
(−ρ2 θ̇ + Myd S̈ − Myd ẍd + Mxd ÿd + Mgxd + τR ),
ρ1

(8)

where ρ1 and ρ2 are constant coefﬁcients of θ̈ and θ̇, respectively, of the Ḣ term [15,19]. Variables xd
and yd in Equation (8) are expressed as:
xd = xe + Δx,

(9)

yd = ye − d,

(10)

where (xe , ye ) is location of the robot center of mass if the outer surface were a perfect ellipse, and Δx
and d are changes to xe and ye brought on by bending of the outer surface at the ﬂoor line, as illustrated
in Figure 2. By observing that X is equivalent to the tangent line of the ellipse at the touchpoint,
the following expressions are derived for xe and ye [13]:

( a2 − b2 )cosθsinθ
xe = √
,
a2 cos2 θ + b2 sin2 θ

(11)

ye =

(12)

a2 cos2 θ + b2 sin2 θ.

In order to quantify Δx and d, static deﬂection of the robot center is measured for various
orientations of the robot, and the following functions are ﬁtted in relation to an angular position
parameter, ψ = −rem(θ, 360◦ ):
(13)
d = 0.0093|sinψ|,

◦
0.005|sin2ψ|,
if 0 ≤ ψ < 180 ,
Δx =
(14)
−0.005|sin2ψ|, if 180◦ ≤ ψ < 360◦ ,
Rolling resistance torque of the outer surface is modeled as τR = k R dθ̇ 2 , where k R is a positive
value that changes with θ̇. This model rightly predicts that τR = 0 when d = 0 and when θ̇ = 0.
In addition, because d and θ̇ 2 are never negative during trial rolls, the model rightly predicts that
τR always acts in the clockwise direction, resisting rotation of the robot whenever it moves and
bends. The power of two on angular velocity causes the model to capture sharp decelerations that
are observed only when the robot moves with relatively high angular velocity. In order to determine
appropriate values of k R , three trial rolls of the robot are performed at three different steady state
angular velocities. In the ﬁrst of these rolls, the robot is controlled to reach −2.0 rad/s and continue, on
average, at this velocity for eight seconds. While the roll is in progress, angular velocity of the rolling
robot is sampled using the onboard gyroscope and recorded as a function of time. Afterwards, the
simulation program (described subsequently in this section) is run using the same initial conditions as
the trial roll. Values of k R are iteratively used in the program until the simulated response best matches
that of the actual robot. Matching is done by comparing total distance rolled and plots of angular
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velocity at steady state. The value of k R used in the best match simulation is taken as the appropriate
model value: 1.6 N/s2 . This process is repeated for −2.2 rad/s, and the appropriate value of k R is
found to be 2.1 N/s2 . For −2.4 rad/s, the appropriate value of k R is found to be 1.9 N/s2 .
2.3. Robot Velocity Control System
Shape change actuation is triggered when axis A or axis B leans into the roll and passes a certain
inclination. When this triggering happens, the robot control system immediately causes the linear
actuator to either extend or contract, and the shape of the robot is changed [15]. Upon completion of
shape change, the linear actuator remains at the newly changed length until actuation is again triggered.
Consider the illustration in Figure 3, in which the rolling robot is shown rolling to the right when
shape change actuation is triggered by axis B. The control system responds by changing linear actuator
length along axis A, and, consequently, outer surface eccentricity changes as the robot continues to roll
to the right. Roughly a quarter-turn after actuation commences, two scenarios are shown in Figure 3.
If a has been made longer as A leans into the roll, the robot undergoes an induced torque imbalance
about its center of mass that pushes the robot forward and increases speed, as illustrated by the lower
ellipse in Figure 3. On the other hand, if a is changed so that the ellipse is now a circle, there is no
resulting torque imbalance due to offset, and average speed is not increased.

No speeding up
B

A
B
N

xd = 0

A
Speed up
B
A
-xd

N

Figure 3. The moment, Nxd , causes a torque imbalance about the robot center of mass, affecting roll
dynamics of the robot.

Shape change actuation is triggered using the concept of tilt. Tilt angle of the robot is
γ = −rem(θ, 90◦ )

(15)

and can be thought of as forward inclination of the robot measured either by A or B relative to the
vertical. Tilt angle is used by the control system to perform two actions. First, a special measurement
of robot angular velocity (θ̇) is performed by the onboard gyroscope when γ newly becomes greater
than or equal to a set angle, θm , which is usually 35◦ for the trial rolls conducted in the experiment
documented herein in Section 2.5.2. This special measurement of angular velocity is referred to as ωm .
The second action is actuation triggering, which occurs when γ newly becomes greater than or equal
to the set trigger angle, θt . In general, as desired speed of the robot increases, θt must be decreased,
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or else there is not enough time for the robot to change shape before the next trigger moment. For the
experiment documented herein in Section 2.5.2, θt varies from 25◦ to 65◦ .
Upon actuation triggering, the microprocessor prepares for shape change by performing several
computations to determine target length of the linear actuator. The ﬁrst of these computations is that
of error:
Error = k s ωd − ωm ,
(16)
where ωd is the desired angular velocity, and k s is a positive constant that is slightly greater than unity.
Scaling the desired velocity by k s is necessary because even when the robot is rolling with nearly the
desired velocity (that is, when ωm ≈ ωd ), the robot must speed up to compensate for the natural
slowing of rolling resistance in order to stay close to the desired angular velocity by the next trigger
moment. With Error computed in this manner, it is in turn used to compute an intermediary value
of the target length for the semi-major axis that will be next to lean into the roll [15]. That length is
given by
(17)
lt = Rc − k f × Error,
where Rc is equal to 0.3335 m, the radius of the outer surface while in the circular conﬁguration,
and k f is a positive control constant. If Error is negative (the robot is rolling to the right too slowly),
the control system prepares to elongate the semi-major axis relative to the circular conﬁguration.
If Error is positive (the robot is rolling to the right too quickly), k f is temporarily set to zero until the
next trigger moment. In this latter case, the robot assumes the circular conﬁguration and is slowed by
rolling resistance. Final target length of the axis is computed according to a saturation operation that
ensures the ellipse stays within the physical bounds of the system [15]:
⎧
⎪
⎨ smin
Lt =
lt
⎪
⎩ s
max

if lt ≤ smin ,
if smin < lt < smax ,
if lt ≥ smax ,

(18)

where smin and smax are the smallest and largest allowable values of the outer surface semi-major axis
due to rotation limits of the actuator servo motor, and they are equal to 0.319 m and 0.349 m. Since the
linear actuator lies along A, if A is the next axis to lean into the roll, the control system causes the
linear actuator to elongate or shorten so that a is equal to Lt . If B is the next axis to lean into the roll,
the control system changes a so that b becomes equal to Lt . Time duration of the actuation depends on
the orientation of the linear actuator and the magnitude of shape change; when the robot rolls with
steady state velocity, time duration of actuation is roughly one-third of a second.
2.4. Simulation Program
A M ATLAB/S IMULINK computer program (version R2017a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) is
developed to solve Equation (8) numerically for θ as a function of roll time. The program code is a
loop structure that uses initial conditions for θ and a to solve the equation for θ̈ at the ﬁrst pass of the
loop. After this ﬁrst pass, the program “loops back” values that are needed in order to compute θ̈.
As part of this process, the program checks γ at each pass to determine if actuation has been triggered,
and if it has, a, b, ȧ and ḃ are newly computed; ȧ and ḃ are modeled as trapezoidal velocity proﬁles
that, when integrated, give a and b as functions of roll time. Updated values of a, b, ȧ, ḃ, ρ1 , and ρ2
are then looped back, along with values for θ and θ̇ obtained through numerical integration, which
the program performs using Simulink’s Runge–Kutta [20] solver, and θ̈ is newly computed. Due to
difﬁculty in ﬁnding exact expressions for some of the derivatives on the right side of Equation (8),
a numerical derivative algorithm is employed to ﬁnd the following values: ẏd , ÿd , ẋd , ẍd , and S̈. Once θ̈
is newly computed, it is integrated yet again, and the process is repeated until the simulated roll is
completed. At each pass of the loop, motion parameters of the robot, including θ̇, are logged and can
be plotted as a function of roll time after the program has terminated.
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2.5. Experimental Procedure
2.5.1. Control Program
The robot moves under control of a program that is run onboard the microprocessor. The control
program is written in C++ programming language, and is essentially an invocation of one primary
function [21] named loop that repeats every 10 ms. Prior to loop, the control program has two
precursor sections of code that each run only once when the program is executed. The ﬁrst is a variable
deﬁnition section, where several variables are set by the user to form a combination of control values
and initial conditions that deﬁne the trial roll. The variables that can be set are: θm , θt , k f , k s , ωd and
a(0). After the variable deﬁnition section, the program performs various initialization tasks, including
enablement of microprocessor ports, sensors, communication lines, and moving the actuator to the set
value of a(0). After these precursor sections have run, the loop function is ﬁnally invoked, but before
loop is executed for the ﬁrst time, the control program sends the energy sensor a digital high voltage
signal, causing the sensor to begin the process of measuring current and voltage into the servo motor
to compute energy consumed. Roll time of a trial roll begins when this signal is sent, and an LED on
the microprocessor board is illuminated as indication. When roll time goes beyond 15 s, the control
program electronically detaches the servo motor and enters an idle state until it is manually turned off
when the robot is retrieved.
As described in a previous section, position switches are placed on the outer surface of the robot
in a manner such that voltage in the switch circuit goes low when one of the position switches is
activated, and activation occurs whenever A is in the vertical position, i.e., −180◦ , −360◦ , −540◦ , etc.
In the loop function, the control program checks the digital line connected to the switch circuit to see
if voltage has gone low since the last cycle of loop. If it has, a ﬂag is momentarily turned on in the
program, and a count is tallied of how many times the ﬂag has been turned on since the trial roll began.
If loop sees the ﬂag presently on, roll angle of the robot is computed from the ﬂag count. If loop sees
the ﬂag presently off, θ is computed in the sensor program by numerically integrating the sampled
angular velocity, according to the trapezoidal rule [20], starting from the last angle measured by the
switch circuit.
With θ computed at every cycle of loop, the control program uses θ to compute γ and checks for
initiation of angular velocity measurement and an actuation trigger. If angular velocity measurement
has been initiated, the current reading of the gyroscope is saved as ωm . If actuation has been triggered,
the control program computes Error and Lt , and then initiates shape change actuation of the robot.
Regardless of triggering, at every cycle of loop, the control program computes the predicted values
of a, b, and their time-derivatives. Roll distance, S, is also computed at every cycle of loop using an
implementation of Equation (2).
The rolling robot possesses a radio transmitter, by which the microprocessor communicates
with a receiver-equipped laptop computer located near the roll track. Every 100 ms (or every tenth
cycle of loop), the control program transmits several locomotion-related parameters to the laptop,
where the parameters are printed as a line of comma separated values to a serial monitor window.
The transmitted/printed parameters are: θ, ω (which is the same as θ̇), S, a and total energy. In addition,
just before entering an idle state, the control program reads the total energy array from the energy
sensor and transmits energy values to the laptop computer for every 100 ms of roll time.
In Figures 4 and 5, angular velocity during two example trial rolls of the robot are plotted versus
roll time. In Figure 4, the robot displays stable locomotion, and, in Figure 5, the robot displays unstable
locomotion. Stability, as used herein, refers to two conditions being met relative to controlled angular
velocity of the robot. The ﬁrst condition is the robot must speed-up quickly from rest, so that rise
time is no more than 6 s. If rise time is longer than 6 s, there is not enough length on the roll track
to facilitate a sufﬁcient span of steady state motion for analysis. The second condition is that after
robot velocity has risen to ωd , a running average, ωr , of its measured angular velocity must thereafter
remain close to the desired constant velocity. Some reasonable variation of ωr within several degrees
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per second is permissible, but large and ﬂuctuating dips in angular velocity or a steady increase of ωr
over time are considered unstable response characteristics.
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Figure 4. An example of stable locomotion of the robot for ωd = −2.2 rad/s. Angular velocity rises
quickly to the desired level and remains close to it thereafter.
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Figure 5. An example of unstable locomotion for the robot for ωd = −2.2 rad/s. Average angular
velocity dips far below the desired level during the latter half of the trial roll.

2.5.2. Trial Rolls
Experimental trial rolls are conducted and provide information used to solve the following three
optimization problems:
Find θt that minimizes for
1.
2.
3.

ωd = −2.0 rad/s with θt ∈ {35◦ , 45◦ , 55◦ , 65◦ }
ωd = −2.2 rad/s with θt ∈ {25◦ , 35◦ , 45◦ , 55◦ }
ωd = −2.4 rad/s with θt ∈ {25◦ , 35◦ , 45◦ }

where is energy consumed per unit roll distance of the robot servo motor, and it is calculated
according to a method described in Section 2.5.3. Values of θt that are suitable for stable locomotion
for the various angular velocities have been identiﬁed before the experiment is conducted in order
to quantify the constraints on θt for Problems 1–3. Combinations of k f , k s and θt that result in
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minimization of for the various velocities have also been identiﬁed previously and are used in the
trial rolls conducted for Problems 1–3.
The experiment starts by fully charging the batteries and allowing the servo motor to remain
unpowered for at least three hours to reach the ambient temperature of the laboratory. Next, columns of
the linear actuator are cleaned and lubricated, and various parameters in the control program are
set. For Problem 1, the desired velocity, ωd , is set to −2.0 rad/s, θt is set to 35◦ , and θm is set to 35◦ .
Ten preliminary trial rolls of the robot are then conducted in order to warm-up the servo motor. All trial
rolls in the experiment are conducted on the same roll track (Figure 6) with a consistent set of initial
conditions: θ (0) ≈ −10◦ , ω (0) = 0, and a(0) = 0.349 m.

Figure 6. Roll track for the robot is a ﬂat and level section of laminate ﬂooring installed on concrete.

A random number generator is employed to shufﬂe the order of the trial rolls for Problem 1
relative to viable values of θt . Shufﬂing is done to avoid any would-be biasing caused by rising
temperature of the servo motor. Then, using the order of θt from the shufﬂed sequence, 40 trial rolls are
conducted in order to collect information to address Problem 1. The ﬁrst of these trial rolls is conducted
with θt set to the ﬁrst entry in the sequence, and information from the trial roll is saved. Afterward,
θt is set to the second entry in the sequence, and a second trial roll is conducted, timed to start 45 s
after the ﬁrst roll ends, and information from the trial roll is saved. By the time the last value in the
sequence is used, ten trial rolls are conducted for each value of θt . After trial rolls for Problem 1 are
ﬁnished, columns of the linear actuator are newly cleaned/lubricated, the batteries are fully recharged,
and the motor is allowed to cool. The roll sequence is reshufﬂed, and ωd is changed to −2.2 rad/s in
order to address Problem 2. For Problem 3, ωd is changed to −2.4 rad/s. For all problems, the value of
θm is set to 25◦ when θt = 25; otherwise, it is set to 35◦ .
Upon completing trial rolls for Problems 1–3, saved roll parameters are used to calculate for each
roll, resulting in ten-member populations that each correspond to a value of θt for a given problem.
Uncertainty in the calculation of , a quantity that is based largely on propagation of measurement
errors associated with total energy, is also calculated for each trial roll. From there, central tendencies
of the populations for a given problem are compared using a computerized implementation of
the Monte Carlo method [22], in which the populations are repeatedly perturbed according to the
largest uncertainty and subjected to the median test [23]. Results of the comparison are used to rank
populations for a given problem with regard to central tendency. As it turns out, due to uncertainty,
it is impossible to conﬁdently establish one population as having the least positive central tendency for
any given problem; rather, for each problem, at least two populations are determined to have central
tendencies that are equivalent and yet signiﬁcantly less positive than all others. Corresponding values
of θt for these populations are deemed superior because they result, on average, in lowest energy
consumption per unit roll distance of the robot. Further details of the aforementioned Monte Carlo
process and how superiority of θt is determined can be found in [24].
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2.5.3. Energy Per Unit Roll Distance,
As the robot rolls in a controlled manner, various resistive agents perform non-conservative work
that retards motion, causing the robot to move slower than it would if these agents were not present.
The primary resistive agents are: servo motor inefﬁciency, friction in columns of the linear actuator,
and rolling resistance torque. For a given roll distance, ΔS, of the robot, the sum of non-conservative
work performed by these agents is a negative value denoted herein as WNC , and non-conservative
work performed per unit distance rolled is deﬁned as

≡−

WNC
.
ΔS

(19)

The negative sign used in the deﬁnition is meant to ensure that is always positive, a convention
adopted merely for convenience in reporting results. When comparing two trial rolls at a given velocity,
the roll that registers a lower value of is less-burdened and is thus a more economical roll. In addition
to being an indicator of burden, can be thought of as the amount of electrical energy required to
move the robot a roll distance of one meter. In the experiment documented herein, values of for trial
rolls of the robot are compared in order to determine which values of θt result in the most economical
locomotion in terms of energy consumption.
After an experimental trial roll is completed, the robot control system reports locomotion-related
parameters collected during the trial roll at every tenth of a second to a laptop computer. Reported
parameters are saved in a digital spreadsheet as successive rows containing values of θ, ω, S, a,
and total energy consumed by the servo motor. In order to calculate for each trial roll, two roll time
points are chosen from the spreadsheet. Point 1 is chosen from points at the beginning of the trial
roll after the robot has achieved steady state velocity and when the robot is in, or is very close to,
the circular conﬁguration (with a = 0.3335 m). Point 2 is chosen from points at the end of the roll when
the robot is close to being in the circular conﬁguration. Even though selection of Points 1 and 2 vary
from trial roll to trial roll, they almost always envelop about nine seconds of steady state velocity of
the robot.
After Points 1 and 2 have been chosen, the work-energy equation [17] is applied, by which the
following conservation equation is derived:
Em + WNC = ΔK + ΔU,

(20)

where ΔK and ΔU are changes in kinetic and potential energy, respectively, of the robot from Point 1
to Point 2, and Em is total energy supplied to the servo motor between Points 1 and 2. WNC is
the non-conservative work performed between Points 1 and 2. Change in kinetic energy, ΔK,
in Equation (20) is calculated according to the assumption that the robot is a rigid body:
ΔK =

1
1
1
1
Mv22 + Iω22 − Mv21 − Iω12 ,
2
2
2
2

(21)

where I is mass moment of inertia of the robot about its center of mass in the circular conﬁguration
(0.071 kg·m2 ), and v and ω are subscripted to signify linear and angular velocities at Points 1 and
2. Because the robot is in, or nearly in, the circular conﬁguration at Points 1 and 2, height of robot
center of mass is equal to h − d, where h is radius of the unloaded outer surface cylinder in the circular
conﬁguration. Treating h − d as the radius of the rolling robot, the arc length formula is applied in
order to calculate velocity of robot center of mass at Points 1 and 2, resulting in: v1 = (h − d1 )ω1 and
v2 = (h − d2 )ω2 , where d1 and d2 are changes in height of robot center of mass due to bending at
Points 1 and 2. Substituting for v1 and v2 , Equation (21) becomes
ΔK =

M
I
[(h − d2 )2 ω22 − (h − d1 )2 ω12 ] + (ω22 − ω12 ).
2
2
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Potential energy of the robot at any point is equal to gravity potential of the robot center of mass
plus potential stored in deﬂection of the ﬂexible outer surface. For the purpose of calculating these
values, an imaginary reference datum is placed at the surface of the roll track, and the outer surface is
treated as having variable stiffness, k s = Mg/d. Accordingly, potential energy of the robot at Point 1 is
U1 = Mg(h − d1 /2)

(23)

U2 = Mg(h − d2 /2).

(24)

and potential energy at Point 2 is
The change in potential energy between Points 1 and 2 is
ΔU = U2 − U1 =

Mg
( d1 − d2 ).
2

(25)

As deﬁned previously, is equal to the negative of non-conservative work, WNC , performed
between Points 1 and 2 divided by the distance, ΔS = S2 − S1 , traveled between Points 1 and 2.
Combining this deﬁnition with Equations (20), (22) and (25) gives

=−

Mg
M
I
Em
( d − d2 ) −
[(h − d2 )2 ω22 − (h − d1 )2 ω12 ] −
(ω 2 − ω12 ) +
.
2ΔS 1
2ΔS
2ΔS 2
ΔS

(26)

3. Results
Figure 7 is a tabulated summary of results from the trial roll experiment, in which superior values
of θt are identiﬁed for the various values of ωd . In addition, the simulation program is conﬁgured to
perform three rolls of the robot. Each of the simulated rolls has a set of initial conditions and control
constants that are identical to a trial roll conducted in the experiment. Roll 1 is from Problem 1 with
θt = 35◦ , θ (0) = −14◦ , and ωd = −2.0 rad/s. Roll 2 is from Problem 2 with θt = 45◦ , θ (0) = −14◦ ,
and ωd = −2.2 rad/s. Roll 3 is from Problem 3 with θt = 35◦ , θ (0) = −7◦ , and ωd = −2.4 rad/s.
By design, the rolls have desired angular velocities and trigger angles whose collective values span the
ranges of these parameters tested in the experiment. The simulation program is conﬁgured to output
locomotion parameters, including ω, at 10 millisecond intervals of roll time for the simulated trial
rolls. Output values of angular velocity from the simulated rolls are gathered and plotted along with
angular velocity from actual trial rolls, and the resulting comparison plots for Rolls 1–3 are included in
Figures 8–10.

25° 35° 45° 55° 65°
-2.0 rad/s
භ භ
-2.2 rad/s භ භ භ
-2.4 rad/s භ භ
Figure 7. Cells with a dot signify values of θt that are superior in terms of energy economy of robot
locomotion. Gray cells signify values of θt that cause instability, and cells with a cross-out signify
inferior values of θt .
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Figure 8. Robot angular velocity from simulation and from trial roll are plotted versus roll time for
Roll 1, in which ωd = −2.0 rad/s.
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Figure 9. Robot angular velocity from simulation and from trial roll are plotted versus roll time for
Roll 2, in which ωd = −2.2 rad/s.
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Figure 10. Robot angular velocity from simulation and from trial roll are plotted versus roll time for
Roll 3, in which ωd = −2.4 rad/s.
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4. Discussion
The most interesting takeaway from the research documented herein is that, for each ωd tested
in the experiment, there exists a range of two or three values of θt that are determined to be superior
in terms of energy economy of robot locomotion. When θt is decreased relative to this range, so that
actuation is triggered with less tilt of the triggering axis with respect to the vertical, energy economy
of robot locomotion is observed to decrease; and when θt is increased relative to this range, so that
actuation is triggered with more tilt of the triggering axis, energy economy of robot locomotion is again
observed to decrease. There is therefore an optimal range of θt with regard to energy economy for each
ωd tested in the experiment. Furthermore, results of the experiment reveal that as desired angular
velocity of the robot is changed, the optimal range of θt changes as well. In general, this optimal range
shifts downward (i.e., less tilt of the triggering axis) as velocity magnitude of the robot is increased
from 2.0 rad/s to 2.4 rad/s.
In order to understand the existence of this range of θt and why it shifts with robot speed,
recall that the robot control system works by repeatedly morphing outer surface shape in order to
change location of the normal force relative to the robot center of mass. In this way, the control
system ensures that the normal force is most often located to the left of the center of mass during stable
locomotion of the robot, causing input torque to be applied in a clockwise sense to drive the robot along
X in the positive direction and to follow, on average, a desired angular velocity. However, upon careful
scrutiny of controlled motion of the robot, it is apparent that the control system, which actuates shape
change at most four times per revolution of the robot, has mixed consequences—that is, the control
system speeds up the robot, but it sometimes slows it down as well.
Imagine the roll scenario illustrated in Figure 11 where roll instances are arranged chronologically
from left to right. In this scenario, θt is set below the optimal range for ωd = −2.0 rad/s, meaning that
actuation occurs “early" in the γ cycle when γ < 45◦ . At the ﬁrst instance in the scenario, A has
just swept past the trigger angle, and shape change actuation has begun. The moment arm, xd ,
is negative because oblongness of the outer surface, combined with the slight tilt of the robot, place the
touchpoint to the left of the robot center of mass. With a negative moment arm, Nxd is clockwise
in the ﬁrst instance, and the robot speeds up as a result. Because shape change actuation occurs
early in this scenario, the outer surface of the robot actuates to the circular conﬁguration, as in the
second instance in Figure 11, before A crosses the horizontal orientation. In the circular conﬁguration,
Nxd is zero. At instance three, the robot has become oblong about B, and A still has not crossed the
horizontal, so that xd has become positive and Nxd is now counterclockwise, and the robot brieﬂy
undergoes inadvertent braking. At instance four, A has rotated into the horizontal, at which point
xd and Nxd inevitably become zero again, and the scenario subsequently repeats with A and B in
switched positions by the ﬁfth instance.
A symbolic representation is introduced to characterize the input torque pattern on the robot in
this early actuation scenario, wherein a plus sign is used to represent counterclockwise torque on the
robot, and a negative sign is used to represent clockwise torque. The “0” digit is used to represent
zero torque on the robot, and the expression, γ = 0◦ , is used to represent the instance when A or B is
oriented horizontally, when gamma and Nxd are both zero. Starting at the ﬁrst instance and using this
symbolic representation, the pattern displayed by the early actuation scenario is: −, 0, +, γ = 0◦ , −, 0,
+, γ = 0◦ , −, etc. A marked feature of this actuation pattern is the sequence: +, γ = 0◦ , −; that is to say,
when γ = 0◦ , torque on the robot is changing from counterclockwise to clockwise.
For the purpose of learning if the robot exhibits the early actuation pattern during actual
locomotion, four individual trial rolls from Problem 1, one for each viable value of θt , are chosen
and investigated. The values of for the chosen rolls are consistent with average values of the
corresponding populations. The four trial rolls are referred as Roll A, Roll B, Roll C and Roll D,
respectively corresponding to θt = 35◦ , 45◦ , 55◦ , and 65◦ . Equation (14) is used with reported roll data
to compute xd at every tenth of a second for each roll. In Figure 12, computed values of xd are plotted
versus roll time for Roll A. Dashed, vertical lines in the graph represent approximate moments during
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the roll when γ = 0◦ . A plot of angular velocity versus roll time for Roll A is also included in Figure 13.
0
A

+

= 0°
B

B

B

B

A

B
A

A

A

Figure 11. When the robot exhibits the early actuation pattern, inadvertent braking occurs before the
robot has reached the γ = 0◦ orientation.
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Figure 12. For Roll A, the robot exhibits the early actuation pattern, in which inadvertent braking
(when xd is positive) causes the roll to have relatively low energy economy.
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Figure 13. Angular velocity of the robot for Roll A, a roll with relatively low energy economy. At times,
the robot slows itself down when it is already going too slow relative to the desired velocity of
−2.0 rad/s.

The plot of xd in Figure 12 reveals that xd is frequently positive, which means the rolling robot
experiences repeated inadvertent braking during steady state. These times are relatively short-lived,
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and the magnitude of xd during inadvertent braking is generally smaller than when xd is negative,
and this result means driving torque supplies more energy to the robot than does inadvertent braking,
which is expected, since the purpose and demonstrated outcome of the control system is to maintain
forward motion of the robot. The actuation pattern for Roll A is clearly that of early actuation.
The graph in Figure 12 shows 13 times at which γ = 0◦ , and at ten or more of these times, the xd
pattern is: +, γ = 0◦ , −, which is that of early actuation. For Roll A, θt is set to 35◦ , which is below
the optimal range of θt identiﬁed for ω = −2.0 rad/s, so it is not surprising that the early actuation
pattern would manifest here.
The early actuation pattern manifested during Roll A sheds light on why there is a lower limit on
optimality of θt in Problem 1. When θt is set too low (actuation triggering is too early), the robot is
prone to inadvertent braking, potentially at every γ cycle. Notice from Figure 12 that, when braking
occurs, it is not always beneﬁcial. That is to say, the robot often works against itself with considerable
energy during the roll, slowing itself down when it is already going too slow. A good example occurs
at roughly 5.5 s. At this time, the robot is already rotating too slowly (see Figure 13) relative to the
desired velocity magnitude when inadvertent braking comes on at 5.8 s and slows down the robot even
more. Consequently, the linear actuator is subsequently forced by the control system to move at a large
magnitude to create driving torque in order to speed up the robot and maintain the desired velocity.
A similar thing happens between 11 and 12 s. With so much ill-timed braking, it is understandable
why Roll A with θt = 35◦ is not optimal in terms of energy economy.
Similar investigations into Rolls B, C and D reveal that there is nothing about the respective plots
of xd that points to why robot locomotion during Rolls B and C are relatively economical compared to
Roll D, as is established by the results of the experiment (Figure 7). This absence of contrast leads one
to believe there is a factor separate from actuation patterning that affects energy economy of rolls in
Problem 1. In an effort to identify this factor, reported information from Roll D is scrutinized, and it is
noticed that high energy consumption rates during Roll D correspond to periods of actuation when
A is the trigger axis. With this correspondence in mind, the average rate of energy consumption by
the servo motor is calculated for actuation when A is the trigger axis, and it is found to be higher,
on average, than when B is the trigger axis or during periods when the actuator is holding a constant.
The reason higher trigger angle values are associated with greater actuation burden is that deformation
of the outer surface is greater during such actuation moves, resulting in outwardly directed end
effects that pull on the actuator and resist contraction. In contrast, when orientation of A during
actuation is closer to the vertical, there is less bending of the telescoping columns and hence less
friction; furthermore, gravity actually helps the actuator contract when it is orientated in an upright
orientation. The effect of orientation of A on actuation burden is illustrated in Figure 14.
Easy
contraction along A

Difficult
contraction along A

B

A
B

A
end
effect

end
effect

weight

Figure 14. When A is oriented nearly vertically, gravity makes contraction “easy” for the linear actuator.
When oriented horizontally, weight and outwardly directed end effects on the linear actuator make
contraction “difﬁcult”.

With these insights, energy economy results from Problem 1 can now be understood as stemming
from a combination of inadvertent braking and actuation burden. To summarize, at one extreme
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when θt is set low at 35◦ , angular velocity of the robot, which is −2.0 rad/s on average, is small
enough in magnitude so the actuating outer surface often attains the circular conﬁguration before
γ = 0◦ . In other words, the robot exhibits the early actuation pattern, as illustrated in Figure 11,
in which it frequently undergoes inadvertent braking and works against itself. For this reason,
robot locomotion has relatively low energy economy for θt = 35◦ . At the other extreme, when θt is set
high at 65◦ , actuation becomes increasingly burdensome due to the effects of gravity and bending of
the outer surface, thereby nullifying gains in economy that might otherwise be had. In between 35◦
and 65◦ , there is an optimal range where θt is high enough for the robot to largely avoid the averse
early actuation pattern, yet low enough so that actuation burden does not greatly hinder the system.
The same explanation given here for energy economy in Problem 1 applies to trial rolls in Problems 2
and 3, but with the difference that at higher rotation speeds, actuation burden is shifted downward on
θt relative to Problem 1, so that θt = 55◦ and 45◦ are rendered least economical for Problems 2 and 3,
respectively, while the lower trigger angles tested for each of these problems are most economical.
5. Conclusions
A rolling robot has been developed that generates torque by changing shape of its elliptical
outer surface, which is ﬂexible and can be morphed to retain oblongness about one of two notional,
elliptical axes that are ﬁxed to the robot and roll with it. The robot has been equipped with a
sensing/control system by which it measures its angular position and angular velocity, computes error
with respect to a desired step velocity proﬁle, and changes the shape of its outer surface accordingly.
Shape change actuation occurs four times per revolution, whenever an elliptical axis rotates past a
predetermined trigger angle. The robot has demonstrated stability during roll tests, in the sense that it
was able to quickly reach a constant desired angular velocity and remain close to it thereafter.
A series of trial rolls of the robot were performed using various trigger angles, while energy
consumed by the servo motor was measured and used to calculate energy economy for each roll.
Results of this experiment showed that, depending on the velocity of the robot, there exists a range of
trigger angle values that are superior in terms of energy economy. This region of optimality on trigger
angle generally shifts towards the vertical as desired angular velocity is increased. In search for an
explanation, it was found that economical trial rolls featured a synchronicity of actuation timing and
angular velocity, wherein the robot avoided agents of inefﬁciency that slowed the robot or burdened
the servo motor. At higher magnitude angular velocities of the robot, actuations triggered at sufﬁciently
small tilt angles preserved the synchronicity.
A mathematical model was developed for the robot that included bending of the outer surface
and rolling resistance torque. Based on the model, a computer program was developed that simulated
locomotion of the robot and was used to plot various motion parameters such as angular velocity
and roll distance versus roll time. The program was conﬁgured to perform three simulation runs
corresponding to actual trial rolls of the robot. Angular velocity from the simulations was compared to
measured values from actual trial rolls, and the model was found to be signiﬁcantly accurate.
In future research efforts, the authors would like to investigate the possibility of making an
extraction of the OSU Roller with an outer surface that is bigger or smaller in circumference than the
OSU Roller. Having developed a mathematical model of the robot, the effects on performance of such
changes in size could easily be investigated in theory. In addition, perhaps future shape changing
rolling robots could be constructed of adaptive materials such as Nitinol, pneumatic muscles, or a
thermally tunable foam that acts as frame, wheel and actuator all-in-one. Imagining such extractions,
which are presumably not too far off in the future, highlights how shape changing rollers have the
potential to be simple, ultralightweight, efﬁcient robots for use in various applications, including space
exploration [25].
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Abstract: In this paper, the mechanical design of the LARMbot 2, a low-cost user-oriented humanoid
robot was presented. LARMbot 2 is characterized by parallel architectures for both the torso and legs.
The proposed design was presented with the kinematics of its main parts—legs, torso, arms—and then
compared to its previous version, which was characterized by a different leg mechanism, to highlight
the advantages of the latest design. A prototype was then presented, with constructive details of its
subsystems and its technical speciﬁcations. To characterize the performance of the proposed robot,
experimental results were presented for both the walking and weight-lifting operations.
Keywords: humanoid robots; parallel mechanisms; cable-driven robots; robotic legs

1. Introduction
The design of humanoid robots has been one of the key challenges of robotics in the last decades,
and the most successful solutions are all based on serial architectures, since the focus on humanoids is
usually on control and artiﬁcial intelligence. Therefore, research on alternative mechanical designs is
limited, especially if it is based on parallel architectures, despite the architectures better mechanical
performance. Research on humanoid robots started ﬁfty years ago with the development of the ﬁrst
humanoid robot, the WABOT-1 of Waseda University [1], and it has been a hot topic ever since. In the
last ten years, several successful humanoid designs were released by both academia and industry.
They are currently used as an open-source platform for research on navigation, interaction, and learning.
An example is the robot NAO by Aldebaran Robotics (now SoftBank Robotics), launched in 2008, that
is nowadays the standard platform for several robotics competitions, such as the RoboCup Standard
Platform League [2]. Another example is the iCub robot, conceived as the platform for research on
cognitive development [3]. Some other examples of humanoid robots are the WALK-MAN, a rescue
robot developed for unstructured environments [4]; Pepper, manufactured by SoftBank Robotics,
which is focused on human–robot interaction [5]; WABIAN-2, one of the most recent humanoids
at Waseda University [1,6]; Ami, a humanoid robot for applications in domotics [7]; REEM-B by
PAL-Robotics, designed to help humans in daily tasks [8]; and ARMAR, another collaborative robot
for home automatization [9,10]. From a mechanical point of view, all these robots are characterized
by serial architecture, since the large workspace and mobility of the 5R (where R stands for Revolute
joint), 6R, 7R, and 8R kinematic chains that are used for arms and legs allow them to imitate human
motion and dexterity. However, the payload of these structures is rather small (for example, NAO can
lift approximately 0.15 kg per arm) and most of the structures are characterized by poor dynamic
Robotics 2018, 7, 79; doi:10.3390/robotics7040079
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performance. For these reasons, a parallel architecture can be used to improve accuracy, payload,
and dynamics. A full humanoid robot with parallel architecture, the LARMbot, was developed at
the LARM laboratory of the University of Cassino and Southern Latium in 2015, as documented
in References [11,12]. LARMbot was conceived as a service robot for autonomous walking and
manipulation tasks. It is based on two parallel subsystems, one for the legs and one for the trunk.
While the trunk design, that is shown in Reference [13], is characterized by a good kinematic and
dynamic performance [14], the leg design in Reference [15] has several issues that prevent the
functioning of the entire system. The 3UPU (where U stands for Universal joint and P for Prismatic
joint) parallel architecture of each leg shows constraint singularities in its workspace that hinder
the motion. Furthermore, the workspace of the leg mechanism is small when compared to its size,
with a step length that is equal to 0.3 times the leg height, signiﬁcantly smaller than the human step
(which is approximately 0.8 times the human leg). For this reason, this paper presents the LARMbot 2,
with a novel leg mechanism. The proposed leg design was based on a 3UPR architecture that was
characterized by no singularity of any kind in its reachable workspace, as shown in Reference [16],
and optimized to have a larger step than the previous design (approximately 0.8 times the leg
height) [17]. In this paper, the implementation of a novel leg mechanism in the LARMbot humanoid
was described. First, the mechanical design of LARMbot 2 was introduced with a description of its
main subsystems and degrees of freedom. Then, a prototype was produced to validate the novel leg
design, which was tested for constrained walking and weight-lifting operations.
2. Design of LARMbot 2
LARMbot 2 is characterized by three main mechanical subsystems, namely locomotion, manipulation,
and torso. The locomotion subsystem is composed of two identical leg units. The kinematic scheme
of the leg is shown in Figure 1a and its kinematics and dynamics are discussed and analyzed in detail
in Reference [16,17]. Each leg unit is characterized by a hybrid structure with a 3UPR lower-mobility
parallel mechanism that connects the hip to the ankle and that is actuated by three linear actuators in the
links. An additional rotational motor is placed on the ankle for an additional degree of freedom of the
foot platform, to achieve balance during walking operations by better reacting to disturbances on the
frontal plane (XZ plane in Figure 2). Each leg unit has four degrees of freedom (three translational and a
rotational one), for a total of eight degrees of freedom for the locomotion subsystem of the humanoid.
With respect to the previous 3UPU leg design, the novel leg design is characterized by a larger workspace
with no singular configurations, as detailed in Reference [16], owing to its special joint design. As shown
in the kinematic scheme in Figure 1b, this joint design is characterized by three revolute joints around
axes that converge at the center of the platform.
The manipulation subsystem is composed of two arm units, which are based on the kinematic
scheme shown in Figure 1c. The upper arm is a 3R serial chain with two rotational degrees of freedom
in the shoulder and an additional revolute joint in the elbow. The hand is a cable-driven mechanism,
characterized by a 3R structure for each ﬁnger apart from the thumb, which is a 2R serial chain.
Each revolute joint has a limited rotational motion of π/2 rad controlled by a small torsional spring
placed between the consecutive phalanxes or palm and the ﬁrst phalanx. The springs keep each ﬁnger
open in a straight position, unless a cable that runs into it is pulled. Each ﬁnger is driven by a different
cable, and all the cables are attached to a pulley driven by a servomotor located in the wrist. Thus,
each arm unit is characterized by an underactuated mechanism with 17 rotational degrees of freedom
(3 for the upper arm, and 14 for the hand), where the motion is regulated by 4 servomotors and
14 torsional springs.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. Kinematic scheme of LARMbot 2: (a) Leg; (b) Leg 3R joint design; (c) Arm; (d) Torso.

Figure 2. Actuators of LARMbot 2.

The torso is based on the CAUTO design presented in Reference [13], which is a cable-driven,
underactuated hybrid manipulator based on the kinematic scheme in Figure 1d. The lower part of the
torso consists of an underactuated serial chain, composed of rigid bodies and elastic joints (E) with
combined spherical and translational mobility alternating in a 3E chain. Four cables with varying
length (assimilable to an SPS chain) are connected in parallel to the 3E chain to control the relative
position of the upper torso platform with respect to the hip platform. The entire lower-torso architecture
can be described as a 4SPS-(3E) parallel mechanism with 4 degrees of freedom, which are actuated by
the four motors that regulate the length of each cable. The upper torso has two additional rotational
degrees of freedom in the neck, for a total of 6 degrees of freedom. As outlined in Reference [18],
the motion of the torso can be used to enhance and support walking balance. Therefore, CAUTO’s
mobility compensates for the missing degrees of freedom in each leg, allowing the LARMbot 2 to
achieve balance and react to disturbances parallel to the sagittal plane (YZ plane, with reference
to Figure 2).
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In Table 1, the main features of the LARMbot 2 are summarized. The entire humanoid is driven
by 22 motors. Sixteen motors are rotational motors, while six are linear actuators. The position of
the motors is shown in Figure 2, with additional details on the type and location of motors shown
in Table 2.
Table 1. Modules of LARMbot 2.
Module

Abbr.

W (mm)

D (mm)

H (mm)

Mass (kg)

Actuators

Left Leg
Right Leg
Torso
Left Arm
Right Arm
Head
LARMbot

LL
RL
TO
LA
RA
HD
-

160
160
200
60
60
95
320

150
150
150
60
60
150
150

400
400
300
360
360
150
850

0.5
0.5
1.2
0.5
0.5
0.4
3.6

3 leg, 1 ankle
3 leg, 1 ankle
4 cables
3 arm, 1 hand
3 arm, 1 hand
2 neck
22

Table 2. Degrees of Freedom of LARMbot 2 as in Figure 2.
DoF

Location

Description

Force/Torque

DoF

Location

Description

Force/Torque

q1
q2
q3
q4
q5
q6
q7
q8
q9
q10
q11

LL
LL
LL
LL
RL
RL
RL
RL
TO
TO
TO

Linear actuator B
Linear actuator L
Linear actuator R
Ankle servomotor
Linear actuator B
Linear actuator L
Linear actuator R
Ankle servomotor
Cable servomotor BL
Cable servomotor BR
Cable servomotor FL

36 N (4.5 mm/s)
36 N (4.5 mm/s)
36 N (4.5 mm/s)
1.08 Nm
36N (4.5 mm/s)
36N (4.5 mm/s)
36N (4.5 mm/s)
1.08 Nm
1.08 Nm
1.08 Nm
1.08 Nm

q12
q13
q14
q15
q16
q17
q18
q19
q20
q21
q22

TO
LA
LA
LA
LA
RA
RA
RA
RA
HE
HE

Cable servomotor FR
Shoulder motor 1
Shoulder motor 2
Elbow motor
Hand motor
Shoulder motor 1
Shoulder motor 2
Elbow motor
Hand motor
Neck motor 1
Neck motor 2

1.08 Nm
1.08 Nm
1.08 Nm
1.08 Nm
1.08 Nm
1.08 Nm
1.08 Nm
1.08 Nm
1.08 Nm
1.08 Nm
1.08 Nm

3. Prototype Construction
LARMbot 2 was conceived as a low-cost humanoid robot. Therefore, it was designed to be
manufactured through 3D printing [19], controlled by commercial boards [20,21], and driven by
commercial servomotors and linear actuators [22,23]. The cost of all the components for the ﬁnal
prototype was lower than 2000€. A CAD model of the humanoid robot can be seen in Figure 3, whilst a
prototype is shown Figure 4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. CAD model of LARMbot 2: (a) Lower view; (b) Side view; (c) Front view.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Prototype of LARMbot 2: (a) Torso and arms; (b) Legs; (c) Full assembly.

The locomotion module of the prototype is less than 320 mm wide, 150 mm deep, and 400 mm
high. Its weight is 1.05 kg, considering both the mechanical structure and electronics. The upper
body (torso, head, and manipulation module) is 320 mm wide, 150 mm deep, and 450 mm high,
and its weight is equal to 2.60 kg. Thus, the entire prototype is 850 mm tall and has a total weight of
approximately 3.70 kg (approximately 2.00 kg for the motors and the 3D printed frame, and 1.70 kg
for the control boards, sensors, and battery), making the entire system compact and lightweight.
Its payload capability for manipulation is 0.85 kg, limited by the serial structure of the arm, whilst the
parallel architecture of the torso and legs allows for a theoretical payload up to 3.00 kg. The payloads
were evaluated for the peak efﬁciency point of the linear servomotors and at the estimated torque at
operating speed for the rotational servomotors.
The hand of LARMbot 2 is one of the most challenging components to design and manufacture,
with its ﬁve-ﬁnger cable-driven structure, as shown in the model in Figure 5. Its size is 24 × 110 ×
90 mm. Each ﬁnger is actuated by a single cable, which runs through a ϕ2.83 mm guide running
through the palm. The cables are characterized by a 0.23 mm diameter and are Dyneema cables in
gel spun polyethylene, which is a synthetic ﬁber designed for traction strength. All the cables are
attached to a single servomotor in the wrist, which controls the closure of the hand by pulling all
the cables together. When the cables are released, the opening movement is performed by torsional
springs that are enclosed within each ﬁnger and the palm, and within the consecutive phalanxes of the
same ﬁnger. An exploded view of a single ﬁnger with the torsional springs is reported in Figure 6b.
This mechanism design allows the hand to adapt to different shapes of grasped objects, while still
being able to lift objects weighting up to 1.00 kg.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. LARMbot 2 hand design: (a) Hand model; (b) Exploded view of a ﬁnger.
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The prototype was validated with both dynamical simulations and Finite Element Analysis (FEA).
A detailed characterization of the upper body was reported in Reference [13]. A dynamic simulation of
a step was performed to identify the most critical load conﬁgurations on the leg. In those conﬁgurations,
the proposed design was validated with a FEM analysis that was characterized by the load of the upper
body with the maximum payload applied to the upper platform of a single leg. The FE simulation
assumed all the 3D-printed components as ABS bodies with a linear elastic and isotropic behavior
(tensile strength equal to 3 × 107 N/m2 ), with a ﬁxture constraint which locks the foot to the ground
and a load equal to the weight of the upper body plus a 36 N external payload applied normally to the
upper platform of the leg. The system was meshed with 4 Jacobian points, maximum element size
of 6.67 mm and minimum element size of 0.33 mm. The results in Figure 6 highlight the capability
of the proposed design to withstand the maximum load. In particular, Figure 6a shows the load
distribution on the leg structure, with a maximum stress of 5.55 × 103 N/m2 , and Figure 6b reports
the corresponding factor of safety (FOS) on the commercial components. The critical component was
the nut of the universal joint, which still showed a FOS of 1.7 in the most critical load conﬁguration,
whilst the actuators and the 3D printed components could easily withstand the stress.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6. Leg FEA: (a) Von Mises equivalent stress; (b) Factor of Safety distribution.
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4. Control and Sensing
LARMbot 2 is equipped with several onboard sensors, which range from Inertial Measurement
Units (IMUs) to current sensors and cameras. In particular, its head is equipped with an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) that is encased in the back of the neck. The right eye is a Wi-Fi mini-camera
that can acquire and record audio and video, with a resolution of 640 × 480 px at 30 fps. Its view angle
is equal to 60◦ , and it can transmit information up to 15 m. The left eye stores an ultrasonic distance
sensor that is able to detect the distance of the closest object in front of it from 20 mm up to 3 m.
An example of the head sensors in function is reported in Figure 7. The ﬁgure shows the data acquired
by the sensors through a software interface from a computer, where it is possible to see the signal that
is acquired from the ultrasonic distance sensor on the left side. The upper window on the right is the
real-time acquisition from the Wi-Fi mini-camera of the right eye, while the lower window on the right
is an external camera that shows the head with the surrounding environment. In Figure 7a the head
is facing the empty room, and no obstacle is detected by the ultrasonic distance sensor. In Figure 7b,
the head is facing a cardboard box instead, and the distance sensor detects the obstacle at a distance of
130 mm, as reported by the interface, which also gives a graphical representation of the ﬁeld of view
(green lines are open ﬁeld of view, red lines are no ﬁeld of view).

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Test of the head sensors: (a) No obstacle in range; (b) Obstacle in range.
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The control system of the novel locomotion module was based on Arduino boards [20], with a
single Arduino Nano board with a PID control for both legs, passing through an Adafruit PWM Servo
Driver board [21] to control the servomotors [22,23] with a velocity-based PID controller. An Inertial
Measuring Unit (IMU) [24] was placed on the moving platform of the parallel mechanism for each
leg to measure the angular displacement and linear acceleration of the prototype. A current sensor
was used to measure the power consumption, since the power supply was set to a constant 6.8 V
voltage. Another Arduino Nano board controls all the sensors. A computer was used both as remote
the control for the locomotor and to acquire and store the data from the sensors. The control system is
summarized by the conceptual scheme in Figure 8, and motion control was based on the closed-form
expression of kinematics as presented in Reference [16].

Figure 8. A conceptual scheme for the control of the biped locomotor module.

5. Experimental Validation
To characterize the step size, walking, and weight lifting performance of the novel locomotion
module, two different experiments were performed: the ﬁrst one was a constrained walking operation
of the locomotion module, whilst the second one was a weight-lifting operation of the entire humanoid.
The walking operation was characterized by a rectangular step of length equal to 200 mm and a
height equal to 30 mm. The walking step trajectory was optimized by using the Output Transmission
Index as the criterion [16]. The Transmission Index is a virtual coefﬁcient that represents the virtual
power delivered by a unit transmission wrench on the corresponding unit output twist of the target
body. Thus, it characterizes the force transmission performance of a robot. The chosen trajectory
was contained in a region of the workspace with an Output Transmission Index greater than 0.55.
The input of the linear actuators for the chosen path were calculated through Inverse Kinematics and
are shown in Figure 9a. In Figure 9b eight different snapshots of the test are shown as starting position,
left pre-swing, left swing, double support with left forward, right mid-swing, right swing, double
support with right forward, and left mid-swing, respectively. Owing to the leg design, the steps are
wide even for a short motion of the sliding actuated links.
The accelerometers and gyroscopes of the IMUs were used to measure both the angular
displacement and the linear acceleration of the feet of the prototype. Since during the walking
operation the path of the right leg is equal to the one of the left leg but with a different phase, it is
possible to use the results of a single leg to characterize the motion. Several tests consisting of ﬁve steps
each were performed, with similar results. The results shown in this paper refer only to step 3 and 4 as
characteristic behavior, since all the other steps showed some transitory effect for the beginning and
the end of the operation.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 9. Walking test: (a) Input of the linear servomotors (s2 and s3 overlap); (b) Snapshots.

In Figure 10a, the results for the angular displacement of the foot during the step operation are
shown. The measurements obtained with the IMU could be successfully compared with the expected
angular displacement evaluated through a kinematic analysis and shown in Figure 10a in the form
of a dotted line. A further characterization of the step operation could be obtained from the linear
acceleration data acquired by the IMU, as reported in Figure 10b.
The acceleration was normalized to the standard acceleration due to gravity g (9.80665 m·s−2 ),
where the effect could be observed even on the value of the linear acceleration along the Z-axis, that
was oscillating around 1g instead of 0. The graph in Figure 10b shows that there were no sudden
changes in the motion and that the entire walking operation was fairly smooth, with a maximum
acceleration of 0.2 g, thanks to the stiff operation of the parallel architecture of the leg design.
The power consumption of the locomotion system was obtained by multiplying the current
measured by the current sensor and the voltage, ﬁxed to 6.8 V by the power supply. The acquired
data are shown in Figure 10c. The peak value of power consumption was lower than 11.000 W, whilst
the power RMS (root mean square) was 2.536 W. Therefore, the system could be powered by a Li-Po
battery, making the robot able to operate completely through Bluetooth or wireless technologies.
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The estimated speciﬁc cost of transport [25] of the prototype, which was deﬁned as cet = (energy
used)/(weight)(distance traveled), was 2.5, which was comparable to the values for other biped robots
as reported in Reference [25].

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 10. Results of a walking test: (a) angular displacement of the foot; (b) Accelerations measured
by the IMU on the foot; (c) Acquired power consumption.
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To prove the payload capability of the LARMbot 2 prototype, experimental load-lifting tests were
carried out. The experiments are characterized by a lifting motion of LARMbot 2 while subject to its
own weight, and an additional weight of 1.00 kg was applied to the back of the humanoid. Table 3
reports the main parameters for the two experimental modes. For both test modes, an IMU sensor in
the neck of the prototypes measured angular displacement and linear acceleration. A current sensor
was used to get the power, since the entire system was powered by a 12 V supply.
Table 3. Experimental test modes.
Test Mode

Payload

Appl. Point

Moving Parts

Sensors

1
2

0.00 kg
1.00 kg

Back

Legs, Torso
Legs, Torso

IMU, Current Sensor
IMU, Current Sensor

The ﬁrst test mode was characterized by a lifting movement along the vertical axis equal to 80 mm.
There was no payload applied to the structure apart from its own weight. The results for the ﬁrst
test mode are shown in Figures 11 and 12. The plots in Figure 11 showed that the torso tilted slightly
forward during the lifting phase (pitch angle varying by approximately 4◦ ), whilst there was a transient
change of facing at the beginning and at the end of the lifting phase (yaw angle varying). The angular
motion was extremely limited, with a maximum variation of 5◦ . The motion was performed in a
smooth, continuous motion, as shown by the small variation in the linear acceleration in Figure 12.
The peak of power consumption in this test was approximately 20.00 W.
The second test mode was characterized by the same lifting movement along the vertical axis.
There was a payload of 1.00 kg applied to the back of the torso. The results for this test mode are shown
in Figures 13 and 14. The plots in Figure 13 show that the torso tilts forward during the lifting phase
(pitch angle varying of approximately 15◦ ), while the variation of the other angles is less significant.
The angular motion was extremely limited, with a maximum variation of 5◦ . The motion was performed
in a smooth, continuous motion, as shown by the small variation in the linear acceleration in Figure 14.
The peak of power consumption in this test was approximately 25.00 W.
When compared to the results of the previous test mode, the torso was tilted forward by 10◦ for the
beginning to balance the weight on its back, and a bigger displacement on the pitch angle was needed
to keep balance during motion. The acceleration plots of the second mode showed more disturbances
than the ﬁrst one, but the plots variation was contained within 2 m/s2 . Overall, the experimental tests
validated the payload capability of the proposed structure.

Figure 11. Acquired angular displacement for test mode 1 without payload.
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Figure 12. Acquired linear acceleration for test mode 1 without payload.

Figure 13. Acquired angular displacement for test mode 2 with payload.

Figure 14. Acquired linear acceleration for test mode 2 with payload.
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In conclusion, the experimental tests validated the expected performance of the LARMbot 2.
The locomotion module could perform walking operations with a step size that was large when
compared to other existing legs with parallel architecture, owing to the special joint mechanism ﬁrst
introduced in Reference [26]. Furthermore, the parallel architectures of the leg and torso allowed
LARMbot 2 to lift a considerable weight. The power consumption of the whole humanoid was lower
than 20 W for all the experimental tests.
6. Conclusions
A novel humanoid robot, the LARMbot 2, was introduced in this paper as a lightweight, low-cost
solution based on parallel architectures for the torso and leg mechanisms. The kinematics of the
whole humanoid was described, and a CAD model was presented for a constructive solution that was
validated with a prototype. The parallel architectures on which the robot is based allowed it to lift
a considerable payload, especially when compared to the weight of the entire system, as proven by
the experimental data. Furthermore, the performance of the novel leg design was evaluated during a
walking operation by both numerical computation and experimental tests. The results showed that
the proposed leg mechanism could perform the walking task with good efﬁciency and low power
consumption, with an improved performance compared to the previous LARMbot design. A full
dynamic control that coordinates the legs, torso, and arms for dynamic walking and manipulation will
be developed in future works.
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Abstract: In this paper, we present non-photorealistic rendering techniques that are applied together
with a painting robot to realize artworks with original styles. Our robotic painting system is called
Busker Robot and it has been considered of interest in recent art fairs and international exhibitions.
It consists of a six degree-of-freedom collaborative robot and a series of image processing and path
planning algorithms. In particular, here, two different rendering techniques are presented and a
description of the experimental set-up is carried out. Finally, the experimental results are discussed
by analyzing the elements that can account for the aesthetic appreciation of the artworks.
Keywords: painting robot; collaborative robot; image processing; non-photorealistic rendering;
artistic rendering

1. Introduction
Robotic painting is a challenging task that is motivated by an inner wish to discover novel forms
of art and to experiment the technological advances to create something that can be aesthetically
appreciated. Developing an automatic robotic painting system is hard, since the process comprises
several different ﬁelds, including robotics, automation, image processing and art.
Busker Robot has been developed since 2016 at University of Trieste, Italy, in collaboration with
University of Udine, Italy. The robotic system is composed of a six degree-of-freedom (DOF) robotic
arm and a series of image processing and path planning algorithms that are capable of interpreting an
input digital image into a real artwork. The aim of the work is, therefore, not to faithfully reproduce an
image, as typical printers or plotters do, but to introduce an original contribution. The image processing
is the result of the extensive implementation of non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) techniques with
a trial and error procedure that is developed to the fulﬁllment of the artist. In each algorithm that
we have implemented, several parameters can be controlled in order to modify the desired outcome.
Moreover, these techniques are not fully deterministic, since random effects have been introduced,
as explained in the paper, to obtain a different and non-repeatable result every time the algorithm
is run.
The robotic machine that we have adopted for our purposes is a UR10 collaborative robot,
produced by Universal Robots. Its collaborative features, such as force and speed limits as well as
collision-detection systems, allow an artist to work side by side with the robotic arm. For example,
the paint level, the type of brush and color can be changed or adjusted during the painting process,
when needed.
Busker Robot, which name refers to street artists, has been previously presented in [1,2] and
has been showcased for the ﬁrst time in 2016 at the exhibition “Art, Science, Technology, Robotics”
Robotics 2019, 8, 10; doi:10.3390/robotics8010010
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in Trieste, Italy. Then, it was shown at the SPS IPC Drives Italy 2017, at the “Algorithmic Arts and
Robotics” exhibition during the international event Trieste Next 2017, at “Piccolo Teatro” in Milan, 2017,
and, more recently, at the international festival “Robotics” in Trieste, 2018 (Figure 1) [3]. Furthermore,
it took part to the 2018 International Robotic Art Competition (RobotArt), a context where 19 teams
from all over the world competed and more than 100 artworks were created by painting robots; Busker
Robot won an Honorable Mention [4].

Figure 1. Busker Robot at the international festival “Robotics” (Trieste, November 2018).

With respect to previously published works [1,2], in this paper: (a) we present two novel
non-photorealistic rendering techniques, cross-hatching and Random Splines, which are adopted for the
artistic rendering of light and shades on an image, and (b) we employ non-diluted black Indian ink,
instead of the previously adopted watercolor and gouache techniques.
The change from watercolor to ink was prompted by the idea to experiment the ﬁlling of areas
with patterns of thin lines, in order to obtain different effects from those generated by water and
pigments in the watercolor and gouache techniques. With respect to watercolor, in which the brush
precision is not a big issue since the effects generated in the watered paper are uncontrollable and
random, by handling the ink, the accuracy is much more important. Moreover, the height of the brush,
the interval between two consecutive color reﬁlls and the planarity of the paper are much more critical.
With the ink painting technique several layers of thin lines and curves are applied to the paper,
each one overlapped to the previous one, in order to produce dark effects in the shaded areas and
lightness in the areas that are not covered by strokes. Experimental results show the feasibility of the
proposed approach and good performances of the system architecture.
In the next section we provide a brief background including related works, in Section 3 we describe
the architecture of the painting system, in Section 4 we present the non-photorealistic rendering
techniques, and in Section 5 we include a description of the hardware set-up. The results are reported
in Section 6, whereas Section 7 highlights the conclusion of this work and possible future improvements.
2. Related Work
Since the middle of the twentieth century, when the ﬁrst programmable machines were
adopted and what is known as “industrial robotics” started [5], research in this ﬁeld has been
focused in developing manipulators capable of replacing human labor in hazardous environments,
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which increases workplace safety and enhances production levels. By contrast, in recent years,
the original industrial use has evolved and several artists have brought robotic machines from the
factories to public exhibition spaces to develop novel artistic forms.
One of the earliest painting machines can be identiﬁed in the draughtsman automaton by Pierre
Jaquet Droz, built in the 1760s [6]. In the last century, Jean Tinguely (1925–1991) can be considered one
of the ﬁrst artists that created painting machines to produce artworks with mostly random patterns [7].
Harold Cohen (1928–2016) devised AARON, a plotter capable of reproducing computer-generated
artworks, considered pioneer in algorithmic and generative art [8].
In more recent years, several artists, engineers and computer scientists developed robots and
machines skilled at drawing and painting. One example is given by the humanoid drawing human
portraits by S. Calinon et al. [9], whereas G. Jean-Pierre and Z. Said developed the Artist Robot, a 6-DOF
industrial robot programmed for drawing portraits using visual feedback [10]. Other examples are
given by the works of C. Aguilar et al., who developed a system composed of an articulated painting
arm and a machine-learning algorithm aimed at determining a series of brush strokes to be painted on
the canvas [11]. An interesting example of robotic installation capable of drawing sketches of people is
given by the machine developed by P. Tresset and F. F. Leymarie [12,13]. The system, based on visual
feedback to iteratively augment and improve the sketch, draws using the equivalent of an artist’s
stylistic signature. Furthermore, T. Lindemeier et al. presented e-David, a modiﬁed industrial robot
that works with visual feedback and it is based on non-photorealistic rendering techniques [14,15].
The painting machine applies different layers of strokes on the canvas and produces beautiful artworks
that mimic those produced by humans. Recently, the brush technique has been further improved by
J. M. Gülzow et al. [16], who developed a method to analyze human brushstrokes and replicate them
by means of the robotic painting system with impressive results.
More recently, examples of robots capable of producing artworks can be found in the work of X.
Dong et al., who adopted a Scara robot to paint stylized portraits obtained with an algorithm based
on a triangle coordinate system [17], of D. Berio et al., who adopted a collaborative Baxter robot to
produce grafﬁti strokes [18], and by D. Song et al., who presented a 7-DOF robotic pen-drawing system,
that is capable of creating pen art on arbitrary surfaces [19]. Furthermore, a robot artist performing
cartoon style facial portrait painting using NPR techniques has been presented in [20].
Another application of robots in art, other than in pen drawing and brush painting, is that of spray
painting, a task typically employed in industry [21–23]. Examples of robotic spray painting for artistic
purposes can be found in the works of Viola Ago [24] and L. Scalera et al. [25], who adopted industrial
robotic arms equipped with an airbrush, and in the work of A. S. Vempati et al., who developed
PaintCopter, an autonomous UAV for spray painting on 3D surfaces [26].
Finally, other examples of artistically skilled robots are given by painting mobile platforms,
such the ones by L. Moura, who developed Robotic Action Painter in 2006 [27], and by C.-L. Shih,
who presented the trajectory planning and control of a mobile robot for drawing applications [28].
3. Busker Robot
Busker Robot is a system with amodular architecture, consisting of both hardware and software
parameters (Figure 2). The hardware is composed of the painting machine, a 6-DOF robotic arm by
Universal Robots, mounted in front of the painting support and equipped with a changeable brush.
The software consists of the image processing and the path planning algorithms, that have been
R
implemented in MATLAB
. The image processing algorithms, i.e., the non-photorealistic rendering
techniques, are applied to a digital input image that is processed in order to extract the contours,
the details and the backgrounds that have to be reproduced on paper. Several different algorithms
have been developed for Busker Robot [1,2]: it is the artists responsibility to choose which technique,
or combination of techniques, has to be applied case by case.
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Figure 2. Overview on the system architecture.

The output of the artistic rendering is a structured list of points that identify the processed image.
In particular, a MATLAB structure is adopted to handle the pixel coordinates of each single line or curve
that composes the ﬁnal image: each stroke is represented by an array that contains the coordinates of
all the required way-points. These pixel coordinates are then scaled into the corresponding coordinates
in millimeters on the painting canvas with a linear transformation. A trajectory planning is applied
to these paths, in order to deﬁne the velocities proﬁles that the robot end-effector has to follow
during the execution of the painting task. The trajectories are planned by adopting trapezoidal speed
proﬁles for each motion: after the acceleration phase, the end-effector of the robot linearly moves with
constant speed and circular blends through the way-points. After a stroke is completed, the robot tool
z-coordinate is increased in order to lift the brush from the paper; it is then moved linearly at constant
speed towards the ﬁrst point of the next stroke but remaining at a higher z-coordinate; ﬁnally, it is
lowered at paper level and the new stroke is started.
In the trajectory planning module, all the commands for the paint reﬁll and the brush drying
are as well deﬁned. The output of this process is the list of commands for the robot, written in the
speciﬁc UR Script Programming Language in a speciﬁc script ﬁle, which includes all the instructions
needed for a speciﬁc layer of the artwork (Section 4). In particular, each command line corresponds
to the motion of the robot end-effector through a speciﬁc way-point and it includes the Cartesian
position coordinates in the operational space, the orientation of the tool in axis-angle representation,
the velocity, the acceleration and the blend radius.
The execution of the painting task is then started and monitored from a remote computer
connected to the robot controller via Ethernet. It is worth noting that the software is modular and,
therefore, if any parameter regarding the painting set-up has to be changed, only the trajectory planning
can be rerun, based on the same results of the artistic rendering module.
4. Non-Photorealistic Rendering Techniques
The two novel non-photorealistic rendering techniques implemented in this work are described
in the following. These techniques can be adopted for the processing of the light and shades of an
image in a manner that can enhance the aesthetic appreciation. Indeed, we would like to introduce a
motor activity in the brush painting, so as to recall the gestures of a human artist in the robotic strokes.
It has been demonstrated that the aesthetic experiences are enhanced in dynamic paintings that evoke
a sense of movement and activate the brain area of visual motion during the observation [29,30].
Similarly to [1], the algorithms here presented are based on a thresholding process that is applied
to a grey-scale version of the original image. For a given threshold IT , i.e., the value of a speciﬁc grey
intensity level (between 0 and 1), each pixel of the original image with intensity I ( Pi ), is transformed
into white if I ( Pi ) ≥ IT , or into black, otherwise. In this manner, the image can be decomposed into
several layers, each one characterized by a different area to be painted, in a way similar to [31].
The algorithms presented in the following, cross-hatching and Random Splines, are applied to
several layers of the same image. The paths resulting from the algorithms are then overlapped to
obtain the ﬁnal result. The NPR algorithms can be used for the processing of the areas with uniform
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grey intensity level of an image; furthermore, contours and details can also be added to the ﬁnal
result by adopting other techniques such as Canny Edge Detector, Hough Transform or Difference of
Gaussians [1,2,32]. The Canny Edge Detector algorithm has been adopted in this work.
4.1. Cross-Hatching
The ﬁrst NPR technique that we present in this paper is the cross-hatching. It consists of several
layers of cross-hatch marks that allow to create nuanced differences in tone and light. The basic idea of
hatching is to cover an area with parallel lines placed closely together: the areas where the hatching is
placed will appear darker or in shadow, whereas the areas without hatching will appear illuminated.
After the ﬁrst set of lines, a second set of hatch marks can be placed on top, with a different orientation
with respect to the ﬁrst layer. Several sets of closely spaced lines can be drawn, corresponding to
different thresholds. In this way, more saturated dark effects are obtained in the darkest side of the
artwork. In the literature, examples of cross-hatching rendering can be found in [33–35].
In order to give the artwork greater vibrancy and to reproduce the gesture of an human painter,
random effects have been implemented in our algorithm, so as to obtain small deviations (of the order
of few millimiters) in the alignment and linearity of the single lines. These are generated by introducing
a random perturbation in the longitudinal and transversal direction of a predeﬁned number of points
in the line, which becomes a poly-line. The points of the poly-line are then automatically blended to
feed the robot with a smooth path. The maximum error for each of the two directions can be manually
set before running the algorithm. The lines are ﬁnally ﬁltered in order to remove the shortest segments
which would otherwise be painted as dots, by the robot.
Two input images have been adopted for the evaluation of the algorithms: the Hydrodynamic
Power Station and the Still Life with Tea Kettle, reported in Figure 3a,b. In this work, we used the
Canny edge detector algorithm to deﬁne the contours for both the two images. Simulated results of
the cross-hatching algorithms are reported in Figures 4 and 5. In these images, the thickness of the
lines is not representative of the real thickness of the brushstrokes, which is given by the z-coordinate
of the brush. The threshold and orientation employed for each layer of the images are reported in
Tables 1 and 2. From the ﬁgures it can be seen that, by adopting higher thresholds, the total covered
area increases, the shades are better rendered and the light contrast is more marked.
Table 3 reports the list of software parameters that can be manually tuned in the
cross-hatching technique.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Original images. (a) Hydrodynamic Power Station (Trieste, Italy). (b) Still Life with Tea Kettle.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Hydrodynamic Power Station, simulations with cross-hatching, using the parameters reported
on the left (a) and on the right (b) of Table 1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Still Life with Tea Kettle, simulations with cross-hatching, using the parameters reported on
the left (a) and on the right (b) of Table 2.
Table 1. Threshold and orientation for each layer of the Hydrodynamic Power Station, simulations
with cross-hatching.

Layer
1
2
3

Figure 4a

Figure 4b

Threshold

Angle

Threshold

Angle

0.20
0.30
0.35

80◦
30◦
45◦

0.30
0.40
0.45

70◦
40◦
50◦

Table 2. Threshold and orientation for each layer of the Still Life with Tea Kettle, simulations
with cross-hatching.

Layer
1
2
3
4
5

Figure 5a

Figure 5b

Threshold

Angle

Threshold

Angle

0.10
0.15
0.30
0.40
0.45

5◦

0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

85◦
80◦
50◦
10◦
5◦

50◦
10◦
30◦
70◦
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Table 3. Software variables for the non-photorealistic rendering techniques.
NPR Technique

Software Variables

Cross-hatching

- grey threshold
- distance between lines
- angle of orientation
- maximum error in longitudinal direction
- maximum error in transversal direction
- minimum length of lines

Random Splines

- grey threshold
- number of random points
- size of the box
- survival rate parameter
- minimum length of lines

4.2. Random Splines
A different technique for the rendering of light and shades is Random Splines. Differently from
other works in the ﬁeld of NPR, where splines curves have been used to approximate the contours of
the subjects to be painted, e.g., in [36], in this paper we adopt spline curves to ﬁll areas characterized
by uniform grey intensity level in a random manner. In this technique, a predeﬁned number of points
is randomly generated inside the area deﬁned by a grey-scale threshold. For each point a survival rate
is computed, which is proportional to the grey intensity of that point in the original image and to a
constant deﬁned by the user. A selection of the points is then applied in order to facilitate the survival
of those positioned in the darkest side of the image.
A box centered in each point is generated and three random points are selected within the box
boundaries. These points are interpolated with a spline curve, which is then sampled in order to save
the sequence of way-points that the robot end-effector has to follow at constant linear speed during the
painting task. The splines are sampled in the Cartesian space to obtain a good compromise between
accuracy and number of points: a high number of points could, indeed, increase the computational
effort of the robot controller and introduce vibrations in the tool if the distance between the points is
smaller than the blend radius. A graphical example of the spline generation is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Example of spline generation in the Random Splines algorithm.

The size of the box allows to control the total length of the splines, whereas the survival rate
constant allows to concentrate the strokes in the darkest part of the original grey-scale image. Since the
points are placed inside a thresholded layer but the box is independent from the layer contours,
the resulting splines can be drawn even in parts of the image that do not belong to that layer. This results
in lines that exceed the natural border of an object in the image. The resulting splines can be ﬁnally
ﬁltered to remove those with the shortest path. The software parameters that can be manually deﬁned
are listed in Table 3. Two examples of Random Splines for the Still Life with Tea Kettle are shown in
Figure 7, obtained with the parameters reported in Table 4.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Still Life with Tea Kettle, simulations with Random Splines, using the parameters reported
on the left (a) and on the right (b) of Table 4.
Table 4. Threshold and box size (pixel) for each layer of the Still Life with Tea Kettle, simulations with
Random Splines.

Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6

Figure 7a

Figure 7b

Threshold

Box Size

Threshold

Box Size

0.15
0.20
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.40

30
20
30
60
40
50

0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50

30
25
20
15
10
10

5. The Painting Machine
The painting machine that we adopted for Busker Robot is a 6-DOF UR10 robot. It is an industrial
collaborative robot, usually adopted for pick-and-place, material handling, assembling or other
manufacturing processes in environments where a human-robot interaction is needed. It is provided
with speed and torque limits as well as collision-detection systems, that allow a human to work safely
side by side with the machine. However, the speed of the robot has to be kept low, since it affects the
quality of the painted strokes.
The UR10 can handle 10 kg of payload and can count on 1300 mm of working radius, which allows
to easily paint on a 450 mm × 850 mm surface. Furthermore, a repeatability of ±0.1 mm on the
positioning of the end-effector is ensured by the manufacturer [37]. The six axes allow to paint on
non-horizontal surfaces and to perform complex motions such as dipping the brush in the paint cup
or scrape it in order to remove excess paint. The robotic arm is ﬁxed on an aluminum frame and its
ﬂange is equipped with a custom support for the application of the brushes by means of 3D printed
plastic supports. An automatic brush change system has been developed for the adoption of brushes
with different size, and used, in a previous work [1], to paint strokes with varied thickness.
The target surface for the painting task is identiﬁed with respect to the base coordinate system of
the robot (Figure 8). Since a parallelism error between the base of the robot and the target surface could
affect the application of color on the paper, a calibration of the painting board is carried out before
starting a new artwork. Furthermore, if the target surface is not perfectly planar, a planarity error
arises and an approximate interpolating plane has to be deﬁned by more than 3 points. This calibration
is performed by measuring a set of n points Pi = { xi yi zi } T , with i = 1, . . . , n, on the drawing surface,
with respect to the robot reference frame {0 0 0} T . After equipping the end-effector of the robot with a
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rigid and sharp tool with the same length of the brush, the tip of this is positioned so as to touch the
surface and the corresponding pose of the robot is recorded. In order to calculate the approximating
surface Z = a0 X + a1 Y + a2 , the following over-determined linear system has to be solved:
⎧
⎪
⎨ a0 x1 + a1 y1 + a2 = z1
...
⎪
⎩a x + a y + a = z
n
0 n
2
1 n
By rewriting the system in matrix form AH = B, with
⎧ ⎫
⎤
⎡
⎪
x1 y1 1
⎨ z1 ⎪
⎬
⎥
⎢
A = ⎣ ... ... 1⎦ and B = ...
⎪ ⎪
⎩
zn ⎭
xn yn 1

(1)

(2)

The coefﬁcient vector H = { a0 a1 a2 } T can be obtained as H = A+ B, where A+ = ( A T A)−1 A T
is the pseudo-inverse matrix of A that minimizes the squared sum of errors. The z-coordinate of the
robot tool is then automatically updated via software to paint on the approximating surface.

Robot
Base
End-eﬀector
Target
Surface

Figure 8. Robotic system reference frames.

Furthermore, the position of the paper, of the color cups and of the brush change repository is
measured with respect to the robot reference frame, positioned in the central point of the robot base.
In this work, we adopted non-diluted black Indian ink provided to the robot in small plastic
containers. After the dipping, the robot wipes off excessive paint from the brush on the edge of the
ink cup.
A characterization of the brush strokes has been performed in order to estimate the inﬂuence of the
z-coordinate of the brush (Figure 9), the traveled path and the robot speed on the stroke parameters: the
black intensity and the thickness. This enables us to control the thickness of the strokes, to determine
the traveled length after which the brush has to be dipped in the ink and to ensure a smooth deposition
of the paint along the strokes.
To highlight the differences between watercolor and ink painting, some examples of stroke
characterization are reported in Figures 10 and 11 for a watercolor and an ink stroke, respectively.
It can be seen that in the ink case the black intensity is much more constant along the stroke, with respect
to the watercolor one, where the dilution of pigments leads to transparency effects.
An experimental characterization has been performed and a set of linear strokes, each 250 mm
long, has been painted by the robot while varying the z-coordinate from z1 = 0 mm to z3 = −2 mm
with Δz = 1 mm, and the maximum robot speed, from v1 = 0.1 m/s to v3 = 0.3 m/s with Δv = 0.1 m/s.
The maximum robot acceleration has been varied accordingly in order to maintain the same length of
the constant velocity phase in the trapezoidal speed proﬁle. Each stroke has been repeated three times
and the results have been digitized and processed in order to obtain mean and standard deviation
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values. Figures 12 and 13 report these results, where the effects of the brush z-coordinate and robot
speed on black intensity and stroke thickness can be seen, respectively.
From Figure 12, it can be seen that the black intensity is almost constant along the strokes and it is
not affected by the z-coordinate or by the robot speed. The black intensity shows a limited increase in
the last part of the stroke. This could be due to the trapezoidal motion proﬁle, which is characterized
by a deceleration phase that can affect the paint deposition process. In this manner, a slower speed can
cause an increase in the paint deposition per linear distance. On the other hand, a high painting speed
can cause undesirable effects in the starting and end points of the stroke, due to a rough landing and
detachment of the brush on the target surface, as well as the dry brush effect [1].
Conversely, the stroke thickness shows a decreasing trend along the stroke (Figure 13).
The z-coordinate of the brush affects the stroke thickness, since the more the bristles are pressed
against the paper, the larger the strokes are painted. The robot speed seems not to be relevant in the
tested range of values. The values of the mean thickness along the whole strokes have been computed
as well and the results are reported as box-plots, in Figure 14.

z=0

zapproach

Δz

zpaper
Figure 9. Positioning of the brush on the painting surface.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Example of watercolor stroke characterization: original photo (a), graphs of intensity and
thickness (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Example of non-diluted ink stroke characterization: original photo (a), graphs of intensity
and thickness (b).

Figure 12. Effects of brush z-coordinate and robot speed on black intensity, mean and standard
deviation values.
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Figure 13. Effects of brush z-coordinate and robot speed on stroke thickness, mean and standard
deviation values.

Figure 14. Box-plots of stroke thickness distribution: effects of robot speed and brush z-coordinate.

Busker Robot takes from one to three hours to complete one artwork, depending on the complexity
of the subject, the number of layers and the speed of the robot. The total painting time can be optimized
by ﬁnding the best compromise between quality of the strokes and speed of the robot, in order to
minimize the brush travel time, while, at the same time, ensuring a smooth deposition of the paint
along the strokes. A frame sequence of Busker Robot painting Hydrodynamic Power Station is reported
in Figure 15.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 15. Busker Robot painting “Hydrodynamic Power Station”. (a)–(d) show a frame sequence of
the painting process in progress.

6. Results
Experimental results of the robotic painting system are reported in Figures 16 and 17, where the
resulting artworks “Hydrodynamic Power Station” and “Still Life with Tea Kettle” are shown.
The second subject has been realized with both the cross-hatching and the Random Splines techniques,
to have a visual comparison between the results of the two NPR algorithms (Figure 17a,b).
The three artworks have been realized with the parameters reported in Tables 1, 2 and 4,
respectively. While the cross-hatching reproduces the effects of the light and shades in the image with a
clean and ordered style, the Random Splines approach creates a conﬁguration of lines that are closer to
a sketch drawn by a human. The lines exceed the contours and the result is not accurate and tidy as in
the cross-hatching case.

Figure 16. Hydrodynamic Power Station, ﬁnal artwork with cross-hatching.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17. Still Life with Tea Kettle, ﬁnal artworks. (a) Cross-hatching. (b) Random Splines.

A precise calibration of the brush strokes is very challenging and, therefore, it can be seen that
not all the strokes appear with the same thickness and color intensity. The interaction between brush
bristles and paper, the ink deposition, the ripples of the paper and the amount of paint in the brush are
not easy to be modeled and controlled, especially without feedback, and a lot of work can be done
to improve the results. Nevertheless, the artworks produced by our automatic painting system are
unique and can be considered an example of integration between robotics, image processing and art.
Even though a quantitative analysis of the artworks is not possible, since the qualitative
comparison with the original image and the aesthetic appreciation is subjective, Busker Robot obtained
a good feedback and has been considered of interest by the press and the public at several exhibitions.
7. Conclusions
In this paper we presented non-photorealistic rendering techniques for artistic robotic painting,
that have been implemented for the processing of digital images into real artworks with Busker Robot,
our robotic painting system. The system is capable of reproducing an image that has been previously
processed through the application of artistic rendering algorithm. In particular, we presented two novel
techniques, the cross-hatching and the Random Splines, that are used to process the light and shade of a
painting. Experimental results shown the feasibility of the proposed approach and system architecture.
In particular, two sample images have been tested with the new algorithms and the robotic system,
with interesting results. Future works will include a further brush stroke characterization to further
improve the quality and the repeatability of the lines. A visual feedback can as well be introduced to
give the robotic system a consciousness of the current status of the painting, that can be used to correct
possible errors or place the next stroke.
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Abstract: This article provides a detailed comparative analysis of ﬁve orientational, two degrees of
freedom (DOF) mechanisms whose envisioned application is the wrist of the iCub humanoid robot.
Firstly, the current iCub mk.2 wrist implementation is presented, and the desired design objectives are
proposed. Prominent architectures from literature such as the spherical ﬁve-bar linkage and spherical
six-bar linkage, the OmniWrist-III and the Quaternion joint mechanisms are modeled and analyzed
for the said application. Finally, a detailed comparison of their workspace features is presented.
The Quaternion joint mechanism emerges as a promising candidate from this study.
Keywords: robot wrists; spherical parallel mechanism; orientational mechanisms; computer-aided
design; workspace analysis; iCub

1. Introduction
Closed-chain mechanisms, particularly parallel mechanisms, are reputed to exhibit favorable
characteristics with respect to their serial counterparts, mainly due to the possibility of distributing the
load on the output member to several kinematic chains assembled in parallel and reducing moving
inertia by locating the motors on or close to the ﬁxed frame. Their potential advantages include: a larger
payload to robot weight ratio, greater stiffness, better accuracy, and higher dynamic performance.
Common drawbacks are a lower dexterity, a smaller workspace, complex kinematic geometry, and
existence of singular conﬁgurations.
While the synthesis and optimization of translational parallel manipulators is a well understood
problem that has been addressed in several works [1–3], the conceptual design of orientational parallel
mechanisms with a large rotation range remains a challenging task. In this article, the practical
implementation of this class of mechanisms is considered for the wrist design of humanoid robots.
The reference application here is the iCub, a 53DOF open-source humanoid robot developed to support
research in embodied cognition [4].
There has been signiﬁcant research towards the design of robotic wrists over the years and the
literature is rather large [5,6]. Early studies presented the use of a redundant spherical wrist with
four converging revolute (R) joint serial chain; kinematically equivalent to a spherical joint [7,8].
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A conceptual design to achieve unbounded joint motions by replacing the intermediate joint of a
Euler-angle wrist with a four-bar linkage was proposed in [9], but its practical implementations showed
considerable restrictions on the workspace. The “standard” two-axis gimbal system tends to be one of
the predominant choices for its wide range of decoupled yaw/pitch motions, fully isotropic workspace
and a straightforward kinematics [10,11]. Since traditional layouts are not suitable for the iCub because
of volume limitations, the implementation of an orientational parallel mechanism was brought into
consideration for the robot’s wrist.
The humanoid robotics literature is rich of examples of 2DOF mechanisms with parallel kinematics,
based on linear actuators; among these we can cite the wrist of the robot AILA [12], the ankle of
WABIAN-2RIII [13] and the wrist of Roboray [14]. Preliminary implementations showed that this class
of mechanisms is not viable for the iCub wrist, mainly for the following three reasons: (i) the large
volume occupied by the linear ball-screw stages, (ii) limited rotation range due to the mechanism’s
self-collisions and iii) the presence of kinematic singularities in the workspace.
The focus was then shifted to a class of fully decoupled 2DOF PKMs that provide hemispherical
workspace. Spherical linkage mechanisms such as the spherical ﬁve-bars [15] and spherical six-bar
mechanisms [16,17], have all the revolute joint axes intersecting at a common point, thus promising
more uniform kinematic behavior.
Another one of the most prominent works, was the OmniWrist-III [18] mechanism by Ross-Hime
Designs, Inc., which falls under the class of N-UU mechanism. Each limb of the mechanism comprises
a pair of universal joints, which is mirror symmetric about a common plane [19,20]. In comparison to a
single universal joint which is a Euler-angle mechanism, a N-UU mechanism works under the same
principle of a homokinetic joint or coupling [19,21], and can be effectively analyzed using Lie group
methods [22,23]. It is shown to have large workspace, hemispherical rotation capability, and slender
form factor for the overall system.
Recently, Kim et al. reported on their implementation of the Quaternion joint [24], a design similar
to the one patented by Lande and David in 1978 [25]. This has a 2 DOF joint emulating spherical
pure rolling motion and is surrounded by two pairs of actuating wires, the motions of which directly
correspond to the Quaternion values of the joint.
This article is further structured as follows: Section 2 discusses various strategies of actuator
relocation to reduce the motor power requirements. The iCub wrist mk.2 design is presented in
Section 3 and the desired design objectives are proposed in Section 4. Section 5 describes the
computer-aided design (CAD) modeling and simulation of the selected mechanisms form the ones
mentioned previously and Section 6 illustrates the various couplings between the workspace features
and the joint angles obtained from the simulations. The obtained analyses are further discussed in
Section 7 and concluded in Section 8.
2. Actuator Relocation
Most serial robotic manipulators comprise six or more DOF to provide complete control of
the position in space and orientation of the end-effector. In most robots a functional distinction
between the function of the DOF can be observed. The ﬁrst three or four, most proximal DOF are
generally employed to move the robot end-effector in space, while the distal DOF are used to orient
the end-effector. The proximal and distal robot links and DOF are thus often loosely referred to as
respectively the “arm” and “wrist” (Figure 1a). Given their position, it is of the utmost importance for
robotic wrists to be light-weight because distal masses increase the power requirements of proximal
DOF. A possibility to overcome this shortcoming is to relocate the wrist actuators to more proximal
locations. In electrically actuated robots (The current article focuses on electrically actuated robots since
the vast majority of autonomous robots that have demonstrated practical capabilities are electrically
actuated; similar considerations nevertheless hold for other actuation technologies like hydraulics),
conceptually there are three main ways to achieve this goal. These approaches are illustrated in
Figure 1b–d where mechanisms are represented as planar for clarity.
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(a) Serial Wrist.

(b) Cable Driven Wrist.

(c) Hybrid Wrist.

((d)
d) Parallel Wrist.

Figure 1. Conceptual actuator relocation conﬁgurations for wrist.

The ﬁrst one, represented in Figure 1b is to place the motors ﬁxed to the frame of previous links,
and to convey the motive power to the wrist joints through a transmission system. Because of the
complex rotations of wrist systems cable transmissions are generally adopted. This solution, for
example, is employed in the wrist of the iCub robot (see Section 3). A drawback of this solution is that
the use of cables introduces elasticities which, in turn, complicates the accurate control of the system.
The second one, represented in Figure 1c is to separate motors and speed-reducers, to keep
the speed-reducers on the driven DOF, but to place the motors on proximal links and to connect
them with fast, low force transmissions. Many authors have followed this approach; one of the ﬁrst
implementations, dating back to 1989, is the elbow mechanism of the Whole-Arm Manipulator (WAM)
proposed by Barrett Technologies and later developed by Townsend and Salisbury [26]. More recent
examples can be found in the work by Seok et al. [27] and of Kim on the LIMS robot arm [28].
The above two approaches will, however, inevitably increase the mechanical complexity of robots.
Moreover, additional components are generally needed, which add to the total mass. Therefore,
designers often face a delicate trade-off in striking a balance between adding masses (and complexity)
for the transmissions, to reducing distal masses hence improving the functionality of a system. Also,
these approaches are technically simpler in the case of planar motions. Unfortunately, most robots
require non-planar joint arrangements.
A third alternative, represented in Figure 1d, is to achieve mass relocation by combining adjacent
joints into multi-DOF (degree of freedom) parallel kinematics mechanisms. Examples of this approach
can be found in [16,18,24,29]. A typical characteristic of parallel mechanisms is that their kinematic
behavior tends to be more complex, often “non-uniform” (see [30,31]) with respect to their serial
counterparts. This complicates both the design and control of this type of mechanisms.
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This work compares the kinematic behavior of four such parallel mechanisms with large and
regular workspaces, with that of the iCub wrist mk.2 (belonging to the category of Figure 1b) and the
serial 2DOF gimbal mechanism (Figure 1a category) that are considered as a reference. The analyses
focused on mechanisms with rotational actuators as inputs, although the authors envision extending
this work to cover mechanisms with linear actuators as inputs (e.g., see [12,32]).
3. iCub Wrist mk.2
The hand-forearm assembly of the iCub humanoid robot [4], has 12 independent DOF, weighs
0.95 kg and has a volume of approximately 290 mm × 70 mm × 40 mm. These characteristics allow
considerable dexterity, which comes, however, at the price of a limited robustness and great mechanical
complexity. Signiﬁcant amounts of efforts were devoted in recent years to improving the dependability
of this sub-assembly, starting from the hand sub-system (e.g., see [33]). The current article instead,
shifts the focus to the wrist.
The iCub wrist mk.2 is a 2DOF cable driven mechanism, as shown in Figure 2. The wrist is
actuated by two Faulhaber 1331T012SR brushed DC motors, coupled to 159:1 planetary gear-heads
that drive the pitch and yaw rotations of the hand. The motive power is transmitted by means of
a cable-drive system (as represented in Figure 2b,c). The motor pulley and the driven pulley have
slightly different diameters resulting in a 1.38 transmission ratio.
joint pulley 1
joint pulley 2

forearm
hand

motor 2 (ݍଶ )
cable 2
hand interface

(b) Wrist mechanism, front view.
hand pitch axis (ߠଵ )
hand yaw axis (ߠଶ )

joint pulley 1
joint pulley 2

(a) iCub forearm, wrist, and hand assembly.
motor 1 (ݍଵ )
cable 1
hand interface

(c) Wrist mechanism, rear view.
Figure 2. Computer-Aided Design (CAD) representation of the iCub wrist.

The motion of motor 2 is transmitted to the hand yaw joint with a secondary cable system which
conveys motion to the hand interface (the cyan part in Figure 2). This coupling is represented in the
diagram of Figure 3, and gives rise to the following relation between the motor positions qm = [q1 , q2 ] T
and hand orientations θj = [θ1 , θ2 ] T :
 
  
q1
1.38
0
θ1
=
(1)
1.38 1.38 q2
θ2
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motor 1 (ݍଵ )

motor 2 (ݍଶ )
cable 2

cable 1

joint pulley 2

joint pulley 1

hand pitch axis (ߠଵ )

hand yaw axis (ߠଶ )

hand interface

Figure 3. iCub wrist kinematic layout.

The characteristics of the wrist mechanism are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. iCub Wrist Mechanism Parameters.
Parameter

Value

Max. continuous actuator torque
Max. actuator no load velocity
Max. continuous joint torque (pulleys)
Max. joint no load velocity
Joint 1 ROM
Joint 2 ROM

0.29 [Nm]
62.2 [rpm]
0.40 [Nm]
86.2 [rpm]
[−56°, +56°]
[−38°, +38°]

4. Design Objectives
As mentioned in the previous sections a promising way to overcome the shortcomings of the
current iCub mk.2 wrist implementation is to consider a new wrist design, to improve robustness,
and dependability. Furthermore, the elasticity of the current cable-drive system is detrimental for the
control of the system and should be eliminated of possible.
Alternative wrist implementations should improve upon the baseline deﬁned by Table 1, while
fulﬁlling the following design criteria:
•

•
•
•

•
•

2 DOF: The mechanism shall possess two DOF (e.g., a pitch and yaw motion along the two
Cartesian axes). The 3rd DOF for the wrist (roll) is obtained at the level of the elbow of the
robot and its mechanics are housed within the forearm. The wrist roll is not considered in the
current analysis.
Large Range of Motion (ROM): The mechanism shall possess a full hemispherical workspace,
that is, a range of motion, possibly in the order of ±90° for each of the DOF.
Singularity-Free: The workspace of the mechanism should be free of singularities, thus allowing
a highly uniform or isotropic behavior of the mechanism throughout the workspace.
Full Decoupling: An important feature for the mechanism is to have a decoupled motion, i.e.,
that the motion of one actuator results in the motion of one DOF independently from of the other,
thus simplifying controller synthesis.
High Isotropy: The Jacobian matrix for the mechanism should be constant and equal to identity
throughout the workspace to allow easier control implementations.
Compact Design: The maximum volume occupied by the wrist sub-assembly should be compact
enough and compatible with the current hand-forearm assembly of the iCub humanoid, thus
allowing easy integration of the new wrist into the system. The available volume can be
approximated as a truncated cone with top and base diameters of 70 mm and 50 mm respectively
and a height of 150 mm.
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•

High Payload-to-Weight Ratio: The moving mass of the mechanism must be minimized (or
relocated in the proximal part) to allow manipulation of heavier payload with limited motor
power/torque.

The current study presents the analyses of the 2DOF gimbal mechanism and the iCub mk.2
wrist mechanisms that are presented, for reference, as benchmarks. Besides these mechanisms, four
alternative parallel mechanisms are considered:
• a spherical parallel mechanism with ﬁve curved links (bars) adapted from the one presented
in [15];
• a spherical six bar mechanism as proposed in [16]
• an implementation of a N-UU parallel mechanisms similar to the OmniWrist-III mechanism [18]
developed by Ross-Hime Designs, Inc.;
• a Quaternion joint, similar to the N-UU class, as proposed by Kim in [24] for the
LIMS2-AMBIDEX robot.
5. CAD Modeling and Simulation
One of the drawbacks with the PKMs is that their kinematic relations are intricate and obtaining
closed-form analytical solutions is rather complex. Thus, a CAD approach was followed to expedite
the modeling and analysis process of the mechanisms. For each of the candidate mechanism, a CAD
model of the kinematic architecture was developed using PTC Creo Parametric 4.0 and its Mechanism
multi-body module. The workspace of the mechanisms was spanned by considering a mesh grid of all
actuator input combinations within their admissible range. During the simulation, the in-built solvers
from Creo compute the forward/inverse kinematics of the mechanism based on the modeled CAD
structure for each of the input grid points. The simulation fails in case of any singularities and the
does not produce a result for respective grid point. The resulting platform coordinates and orientation
angles for the corresponding grid points were recorded from the simulation and later extracted for
the analyses.
Indeed, the CAD-based method proved to be extremely convenient for rapidly assessing the
workspace properties of the mechanism. Also, the CAD-based analysis can be very helpful in
visualizing and detecting possible collisions and thus accelerating the overall design process.
To have a homogenized form factor for the mechanisms, based on the design objectives,
all mechanism dimensions have been scaled to obtain a unit distance from the origin to the end-effector.
This allows the workspace features of the mechanisms to be represented in an adimensional
fashion. Consequently, in the following subsections, lengths will not be associated with their natural
measurement units.
5.1. Gimbal
The 2DOF gimbal mechanism is a standard serial chain mechanism with two revolute joint axes
successively placed along the two Cartesian axes, as shown in Figure 4a. The axes of the two actuators
q1 and q2 lie along the Z-axis and Y-axis respectively, of the base frame attached to the ﬁxed point O
and result in the yaw and pitch motions.
5.2. iCub mk.2 Wrist
The structure of the iCub mk.2 wrist (Figure 4b) was described in detail in Section 3. The pitch
and yaw motions are along the Y-axis and Z-axis, respectively.
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(a) CAD model of gimbal mechanism.

(b) CAD model of iCub mk.2 wrist mechanism.

(c) CAD model of spherical ﬁve-bar mechanism.

(d) CAD model of spherical six-bar mechanism.

(e) CAD model of Omniwrist mechanism.

(f) CAD model of Quaternion joint mechanism.

Figure 4. Computer-Aided Design (CAD) models for the mechanisms in consideration.

5.3. Spherical Five-Bar Linkage
The spherical ﬁve-bar mechanism has a kinematic chain of ﬁve revolute joints connected with
curved linkages. Figure 4c shows a CAD model for this mechanism. All the axes of the mechanism
intersect at the common central point O and the mechanism is symmetric with regard to the XZ-plane.
The two actuation joints are attached diametrically opposite to the ﬁxed base, and are indicated as q L
and q R in Figure 4c. The joints u L and u R are passive. The end-effector point P undergoes pitch and
yaw motions about the Y-axis and Z-axis respectively of the base frame attached to the ﬁxed point O.
It should be noted here that the mechanism has an additional constraint limb with a passive gimbal
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to restrict the parasitic roll motion of the end-effector. However, for simplicity, within this work the
mechanism is referred to as a ’spherical ﬁve-bar mechanism’.
The parameter l1 represents the angle between the Y-axis and the line along the joint u L , parameter
l2 represents the angle between the line along u L and the end-effector point P and the parameter l3
represents the angle between the Z-axis and the end-effector point P. Starting from the geometric
parameters proposed by the respective authors [15], the values were tweaked to suit the current
application and were set to be l1 = 60°, l2 = 74° and l3 = 90°.
5.4. Spherical Six-Bar Linkage
The spherical six-bar mechanism is a spherical mechanism composed of six revolute joints and
interconnected with curved links [16,17]; its CAD model is represented in Figure 4d. Similar to the
spherical ﬁve-bar, the ’spherical six-bar mechanism’, also has the additional constraint limb with a
passive gimbal and it follows the similar nomenclature for the joint axes and frames. All the axes of
the mechanism intersect at the common central point O and the mechanism is symmetric with regard
to the XZ-plane. The actuated joints are q L and q R and the passive joints here are u L , v L , u R and v R .
The pitch and yaw motions are along the Y-axis and Z-axis, respectively.
The parameter l1 represents the angle between the Y-axis and the line along the joint u L , parameter
l2 represents the angle between the lines joining u L and v L , l3 corresponds to the angle between the
line joining v L and the Z-axis and the additional parameter α here, corresponds to the angle between
l3 and the XZ-plane. The parameter values were set to an optimal solution computed by differential
evolution as proposed in [17]; l1 = 33.7°, l2 = 83°, l3 = 32.7°, and α = 10.7°.
5.5. OmniWrist-III (4-UU)
The OmniWrist-III mechanism is an N-UU type PKM with a moving platform connected to a
ﬁxed base through three or four identical limbs, each comprising of a serial chain of four non-coplanar
revolute joints (RRRR) or equivalently two universal joints (UU). Figure 4e represents the CAD model
for the 4-UU mechanism with joint angles q Lj , ∀ L = A, B, C, D limbs and ∀ j = 1, ..., 4 joints. The axes
of rotation of the ﬁrst two joints of each limb intersect at point O, the center of the ﬁxed base. The axes
of rotation of the last two joints intersect at the center P of the moving platform. The axes of rotation of
the middle two joints of each limb also intersect in points Ri equidistant to the centers of the both base
and the platform [20]. The mechanism can be actuated using the ﬁrst joints of any two adjacent limbs,
in this case, q A1 and q B1 being the actuated ones.
The system geometry is deﬁned by the geometric parameters α, γ and l1 , l2 , l3 . The parameter α is
the angle between the middle joints for each limb, that is, axis 2/axis 3 for all the limbs. The parameter
γ represents the angular offset between two adjacent limbs; in the hypothesis of equally spaced “limbs”
this parameter also deﬁnes the total number of limbs in the system. The lengths l1 , l2 and l3 are
translational offsets in the deﬁned coordinate frames. The L-shaped link of the limb has a geometry
of, l2 = 2l1 . Also, l3 can be expressed as a function of l1 and α as l3 = 0.67l1 [sin(α/2) + tan(α/2)].
Parameters l1 , l2 and l3 , were scaled in order to obtain a unit distance from the center of the moving
platform (point P) to the center of the mechanism base (point O). The parameter values of α = 45° and
γ = 90°, which are the ones normally employed for N-UU mechanisms with 4 limbs (4-UU) [18], were
chosen for this study. Given α, γ and a unit OP distance the values of l1 , l2 and l3 and their ratios were
univocally determined.
5.6. Quaternion Joint
Figure 4f shows a CAD model for a “Quaternion joint” mechanism as proposed in [24], and based
on [25]. This mechanism has a kinematic architecture of three identical limbs of two universal joints
(equivalent to RRRR chains) and the joint angles q Lj , ∀ L = A, B, C limbs and ∀ j = 1, ..., 4 joints. This
arrangement achieves a structure similar to a three-dimensional anti-parallelogram. The two universal
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joints of each limb are diagonally attached to the ﬁxed base and the moving platform such that the
outer axes are parallel. Also, the two axes of each universal joint have an offset.
The system geometry is fully determined with three parameters: l, o, and w. The parameter
l corresponds to the diagonal distance between inner axes of the universal joints of each limb.
The parameter o represents the offset between the axes of the universal joint. The parameter w signiﬁes
the radial distance of the outer joint axes from the origin of the ﬁxed frame O. These parameters are
set to be l = 0.947, o = 0.056 and w = 0.166. These values are proportional to the ones set by the
proposing authors, but allow normalizing the size of the mechanism by setting the platform to base
distance equal to 1.
It should be noted here that this mechanism proposes to only approximate the ideal spherical
rolling motion, but with a very high accuracy (again see [24] for details). This error, however small, still
exceeds the tolerance limits allowed by the CAD simulation tools. Thus, only for this mechanism, the
authors followed an inverse kinematic approach to solve for the joint angles by minimizing the error.
5.7. Orientation Parametrization
The ﬁrst four mechanisms (i.e., the 2DOF gimbal, the iCub mk.2 wrist, the ﬁve-bar mechanism
and the six-bar mechanism) have an inherent gimbal-like structure. In this case, it becomes natural
to choose the Roll-Pitch-Yaw Euler-angle parameterization for the platform orientations as it implies
a straightforward geometric interpretation. Since the mechanisms presented in this study are 2DOF,
the pitch and yaw angles were considered in the analyses while the roll for these mechanisms is always
equal to zero.
Instead for the Omniwrist and the Quaternion joint mechanisms, the Tilt-and-Torsion (T & T)
parameterization as proposed by Bonev et al. [34] was selected. These mechanisms fall under the
class of zero-torsion mechanisms; in this case, the T&T angles yield a compact and very intuitive
representation of the orientation workspace. For these mechanisms only the azimuth and tilt angles
were considered in the analyses.
6. Workspace Analysis
To compare the previously presented mechanisms, the end-effector positions and orientations
recorded from the CAD simulations were analyzed. The end-effector positions correspond to
the Cartesian coordinates of point P with respect to the base frame attached to the ﬁxed point
O. The orientation parameterization is chosen with respect to the mechanism and is as described
previously. The following subsections present the results of the CAD simulations.
6.1. Normalized Cartesian Workspace
The Figure 5 show the R2 plot representing the top view of the normalized Cartesian workspace
for each mechanism. The plot for gimbal mechanism (Figure 5a) shows a perfect circle, signifying
a full hemispherical workspace. In the case of the iCub mk.2 wrist, the hardware limitations result
in a truncated section of a hemisphere (Figure 5b). The Quaternion joint mechanism also has a full
hemispherical workspace (Figure 5f). However, for the other three cases, the Cartesian workspace is
only a partial hemisphere. Interestingly, the top view of the workspace of the Omniwrist mechanism
(Figure 5e) shows its boundaries are not symmetric with respect to the zero-abscissa and zero-ordinate
axes, as reported in [30].
6.2. Orientation Angles with Regard to Joint Coordinates
The Figure 6 show the R2 → R2 contour mapping of the orientation angles (pitch and yaw or the
azimuth and tilt angles for the respective cases) with respect to the actuator joint coordinates. These
plots show the direct mapping of desired output against the input and gives a fair idea about the
complexity of control law necessary for the system. A perfectly square grid for this plot, implies that
the two DOF are fully decoupled, as in the case of gimbal (Figure 6a). Each of the actuator contributes
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exactly to 1 DOF. For the case of iCub mk.2 wrist, the yaw motion is fully decoupled whereas the pure
pitch motion is dependent on both the motors (Figure 6b). For the spherical ﬁve-bars and six-bars
mechanisms, the two actuators when opposite, produce a pure yaw (diagonal blue lines) and when
equal produce a pure pitch (red curves). The empty spaces in the corners, result due to the failure of
simulation, possibly due to singularities. Both these mechanisms achieve a very high range of motion
for pitch (±90°), whereas that for yaw is restricted up to ±30°for ﬁve-bar (Figure 6c) and up to ±45°for
the six-bar (Figure 6d). Both the Omniwrist and the Quaternion mechanisms (Figure 6e,f), achieve a
full tilt (90°) for all values of azimuth angle φ. However, a peculiar “warping” (asymmetry) behavior is
observed in case of the Omniwrist mechanism, as described in the previous work of the authors [30].

(a) Gimbal

(b) iCub mk.2

(c) Five-Bar

(d) Six-Bar

(e) OmniWrist

(f) Quaternion

Figure 5. Normalized Cartesian Workspace—Top View.
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Figure 6. Contour plots comparing the Orientation angles with regard to the Joint coordinates.

6.3. Orientation Angles with Regard to Normalized Cartesian Coordinates
The Figure 7 show the R2 → R2 contour mapping of the orientation angles (pitch and yaw or the
azimuth and tilt angles for the respective cases) with respect to the normalized Cartesian coordinates
of point P on the platform. These plots depict the coupling between the position and the orientation
of the mobile platform. For both the spherical linkage mechanisms, only the platform yaw exhibits a
linear relation with its position in the Cartesian space (Figure 7c,d) and this behavior is symmetric.
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Similarly, both the Omniwrist (Figure 7e) and the Quaternion (Figure 7f) mechanisms, the platform
tilts perfectly symmetric about the torsional axis (X-axis).

(a) Gimbal

(b) iCub mk.2

(c) Five-Bar

(d) Six-Bar
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Figure 7. Contour plots comparing the Orientation angles with regard to the Cartesian coordinates.

6.4. Joint Coordinates with Regard to Normalized Cartesian Coordinates
The Figure 8 show the R2 → R2 contour mapping of the actuator joint coordinates with respect
to the normalized platform coordinates in the Cartesian space. These plots show the coupling
between the platform position and the input joint angles. The plots for the gimbal (Figure 8a) and
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the iCub mk.2 wrist (Figure 8b) show a symmetric relation, as expected. In addition, again, it is
observed that the ﬁve-bar and six-bar mechanisms (Figure 8c,d) show a quasi-linear relation albeit
skewed. The Omniwrist plot (Figure 8e) is not symmetric with respect to the zero-abscissa and
zero-ordinate axes, thus further implying the “warping” behavior of the workspace. On the other
hand, the Quaternion joint plot (Figure 8f) is fairly regular.

(a) Gimbal

(b) iCub mk.2

(c) Five-Bar

(d) Six-Bar

(e) OmniWrist

(f) Quaternion

Figure 8. Contour plots comparing the Joint coordinates with regard to the Cartesian coordinates.
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7. Discussion
Some of the important observations from the analyses presented above are summarized in Table 2
and are discussed as follows:
• Similar to the gimbal mechanism, only the Omniwrist and the Quaternion joint mechanisms
provide a full hemispherical workspace (Figure 5). Consequently, these two exhibit the highest
orientational range of motion (Tilt up to 90°). The restriction of the yaw motion for the spherical
linkage mechanisms arises possibly due to the presence of kinematic singularities.
• From the input to output mapping (Figure 6), only the gimbal mechanism has a perfect decoupled
DOF. All the other cases show dependence on both the inputs for 1 pure DOF, except yaw motion
for iCub mk.2.
• For the cases of Omniwrist and Quaternion joint mechanism, the highest ampliﬁcation of inputs
to the output is observed, that is, for a range of ≈±45°of the actuators, full tilt of 90°is achieved.
• The relation between the platform position and its orientation is observed to be fairly symmetric
and regular in all the cases (Figure 7).
• The relation between the input joint angles and the platform position in the case of the Omniwrist
mechanism (Figure 8) illustrates an example of asymmetric “warping” behavior of the workspace.
Table 2. Mechanism Analyses Summary.
Criteria

Gimbal

iCub mk.2

Five-Bar

Six-Bar

Omniwrist

Quaternion

DOF
Decoupling

2
Full

2
Partial
P ±56°,
Y ±38°
Partial
No
Yes

2
Partial
P ±90 °;
Y ±30°
Partial
No
Yes

2
Partial
P ±90°;
Y ±45°
Partial
No
Yes

2
None

2
None

Range of Motion

±90°

Hemispherical Workspace
Warping
Constant platform distance

Full
No
Yes

Tilt 90°

Tilt 90°

Full
Yes
Yes

Full
No
No

From the analyses thus presented, both the Omniwrist and the Quaternion joint mechanisms
stand out. However, the non-linear behaviors described above for the Omniwrist case have signiﬁcant
consequences for the actual mechanism implementation and control. Firstly, the same control input
given to the system in two different conﬁgurations will yield signiﬁcantly different output motions.
This issue could, in theory, be solved by using conﬁguration-dependent actuator PID gains, but this
would imply a substantial complication of the existing robot control infrastructure. For these reasons,
and given the desired design objectives, the Quaternion joint mechanism seems to be most suitable
for implementation for the iCub humanoid wrist. Further research efforts will be devoted towards
analytical kinematics and parameter optimization of this mechanism for the subsequent development
of the new iCub wrist. It shall ﬁnally be noted that a series of alternative decoupled 2DOF wrist
architectures were proposed by Carricato in [19]. Although simple CAD implementations of these
architectures do not seem to comply with the aforementioned constraints, further work is needed to
thoroughly evaluate the viability of this option for the iCub platform.
8. Conclusions
With the vision of developing a new dexterous wrist for the iCub humanoid, a comparative
analysis of several state-of-the-art robot wrist implementations was presented. The spherical ﬁve-bar
linkage, spherical six-bar linkage, OmniWrist-III mechanism, and the Quaternion joint mechanism
were modeled and simulated using PTC Creo Parametric 4.0. The platform positions and orientation
angles for each of these mechanisms were analyzed and compared against the standard 2DOF gimbal
mechanism and the current iCub mk.2 wrist implementation. The Quaternion joint mechanism emerges
as a promising candidate for the new iCub wrist and calls for further exploitation towards the design
and development of the wrist, as well as for a better modeling of its kinematics.
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Abstract: This paper proposes a new shape memory alloy (SMA)-driven compliant rotary actuator
that can perform both passive and self-actuated motions. This SMA actuator is suitable as a redundant
actuation part in a parallel robot joint to assist with singularity postures where the robot might lose the
ability to maintain the position and orientation of the end effector. The double helical compliant joint
(DHCJ) was chosen as a candidate mechanism; it can act in soft compliance with linear characteristics
and a wide range of motion. The experimental results validated that the proposed model can be
used to simulate the DHCJ behavior. The use of this mechanism exhibits advantages such as one-axis
rotational motion, linear behavior even for a compliant mechanism, stiffness in the other axes of
motion, and compact size. SMA leaves (strips) were used as actuation parts, and a single SMA leaf
was tested before combining with the double helical frame as an SMA actuator. The prototype was
fabricated, and necessary parameters such as deﬂection angle, temperature, torque, and stress–strain
were collected to deﬁne the model for a controller. This actuator is controlled by a feedforward
controller and provides rotational motion for both forward and reverse sides with a maximal range
of 40 degrees.
Keywords: shape memory alloy; compliant mechanism; SMA actuator

1. Introduction
Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) is a special material that can recover itself to its original shape
when the proper heat is applied. In the robotics ﬁeld, SMA has been used as a smart actuator by
providing electrical current directly to its part. Generally, the SMA part works together with a bias
spring [1] because after SMA is energized, it cannot return to its initial state, therefore a bias spring
would be able to bring SMA back to its initial state. Using SMA material as a smart actuator, it shows
advantages such as high force per weight ratio, simple electrical current drive, and operation in
silence [2]. The SMA actuator is better to apply in miniature applications than massive machines and
the operation frequency is quite low compared to the other conventional actuators. SMA’s actuation
can be designed as translational and angular motion. Normally, the common shapes of SMA, which are
produced easily, are wire-shaped, spring-shaped and strip-shaped. Farias [3] proposed a four-ﬁngered
robot hand by using SMA wire as an actuation part. Hamid [4] also designed the morphing wing
mechanism by using an SMA wire and a bias spring. Yuan [5] designed the compliant actuator with
SMA wire inside a plastic structure. These SMA actuators were designed for a speciﬁc applications.
Wire and spring types are the most practical type for almost of SMA researches. For wire and spring
Robotics 2019, 8, 12; doi:10.3390/robotics8010012
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types, the memorized shape is often set as a straight shape and contraction shape which both provide
translational motion. If an angular or rotational motion is desired, an external mechanism is required
to transform SMA movement into desired motion. Raynaerts and Van Brussel [6] proposed a technique
and design aspect of shape memory alloy actuators such as a cooling system design, but this will cause
the structure to become vast and massive.
To maintain the stiffness of the actuator, avoid unnecessary weight, and generalize it in a manner
similar to a motor, the special compliant mechanism is considered as a frame for the actuator instead
of a normal spring or other mechanism. In this study, the bias spring was replaced with a compliant
mechanism called a double helical compliant joint (DHCJ) [7]. A similar concept was used with another
smart material; Modler [8] designed a compliant mechanism integrated with a piezo ceramic actuator
for a ﬂap mechanism, and Hoang and Chen [9] designed a ﬂexure parallel mechanism with the concept
of selective actuation. The DHCJ consists of two materials: a hard material for the frame and a ﬂexible
material for the deformation part. This combination provides the actuator with sufﬁcient stiffness and
rotational motion. In order to move this joint, one frame is ﬁxed to the ground and the other is pushed
or pulled as a passive joint. The motion of this joint does not require any bearings or contacting parts,
so this compliant joint can provide high-precision motion without lubricants, and can be washable.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a new SMA compliant actuator based on the double helical
structure. The characteristics of this SMA actuator were experimentally investigated, and the related
parameters were determined by the experimental apparatus.
2. Design of the Double Helical Compliant Joint
2.1. Design Concept of the DHCJ
The DHCJ was originally designed by Yonemoto et al. [7] for a large-workspace compliant
mechanism by using soft material for the deformation parts and rigid material for the frame.
This compliant joint is a passive joint, which is suitable for application as a parallel manipulator.
It consists of two similar frames with the same coordinate system, but each frame is placed 180
degrees in the z-axis from the other as shown in Figure 1a,b and connected together by leaf springs
as shown in Figure 1c,d. The original DHCJ was designed to use 16 leaf springs with the overall size
of 40 × 40 × 100 mm. As shown in Figure 2a, one frame is removed to show that the leaf springs are
placed symmetrically at the mirror plane. There are eight pieces at the front side and eight pieces at the
back side as shown in Figure 2b. This kind of arrangement can constrain undesired motion from the
other ﬁve axes so that the joint rotates only around the z-axis. Accordingly, the joint can be estimated
as working as a one degree-of-freedom mechanism [10].
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Figure 1. Components of a double helical compliant joint (DHCJ): (a) First frame. (b) Second frame.
(c) Leaf springs. (d) Assembly of all parts.

Figure 2. Half of a DHCJ: (a) One helical frame with mirror plane. (b) Arrangement of leaf springs.

2.2. Modeling of the DHCJ
In order to model the DHCJ, the chained-beam constraint model (CBCM) was used because
it is simple to use in calculation and simulation of the result. The CBCM is a numerical method
which developed by Ma and Chen [11] to be used in a compliant mechanism with various constraint
conditions. The DHCJ can be considered as 16 elastic beams ﬁxed at one end and constrained at the
other end to move in a circular path. The same load was applied to each elastic beam, so only just
one model multiplied by 16 would yield the whole stiffness of the mechanism, as shown in Figure 3.
The experiment were performed to verify that the proposed method can predict the actual behavior
of the DHCJ. The apparatus is shown in Figure 4, where the DHCJ is driven from an initial angle to
the maximum angle. The results from Figure 5 show that the DHCJ acts as a soft linear compliant
mechanism, which is suitable for adoption with other mechanisms as a rotational motion component.
From the characteristics graphs, the double helical structure with proper arrangement of the leaf
springs can transform the nonlinear system mechanism (large deﬂection of an elastic beam) to become
simply a spring-like mechanism.
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Figure 3. Kinematics model of one leaf spring from the DHCJ.

Figure 4. Characteristics testing apparatus.

Figure 5. Comparison of simulation and experimental results.

3. Design of the SMA Actuator
This section describes the design of the SMA component and the DHCJ in combination as a special
compliant SMA actuator. The idea is to keep the size compact, by replacing some leaf springs of the
DHCJ with SMA, and without increasing the external mass of the system. When no power is applied
to the system, the actuator behaves as a passive compliant joint. When the proper energy in applied to
it, the actuator transforms from a passive to an active component. The modeling and the idea of this
conceptual design are shown.
3.1. Modeling of the SMA Leaf
SMA is a special material whose phase changes when the proper heat is applied to it. At the
low-temperature or martensite phase (M), the crystalline structure of an SMA is quite ﬂexible and can
be easily deformed into new shapes when force is applied. Upon heating, the crystalline structure
returns to a memorized conﬁguration in austenite phase (A). The transformation of A to M and M to
A are characterized by four temperatures: As and A f are the start and ﬁnish temperatures, respectively,
for the A phase; Ms and M f are the start and ﬁnish temperature, respectively, for the M phase.
The phase transformation curve can be expressed in terms of a martensite fraction, ξ. The martensite
fraction is bounded between 0 (fully austenite) and 1 (fully martensite) as shown in Figure 6. As
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seen in the phase transformation, SMAs show signiﬁcant hysteresis during the two transformations.
Many studies show that the behavior of SMA depends not only on temperature, but also on the stress
acting on it. At any value of stress or temperature, the material can be in one of three states: fully
martensite, fully austenite, or a mixture of austenite and martensite. The phase transformation of the
SMA can be expressed as
aA
σ ) + 1]
CA
a
= 0.5[cos( a M ( T − M f ) − M σ) + 1],
CM

ξ M→ A = 0.5[cos( a A ( T − As ) −
ξ A→ M

(1)

where a A = π/( A f − As ) and a M = π/( Ms − M f ), are material constants. T is the applied
temperature, σ is the pre-stress, and C A and C M are the slope of the stress and transformation
temperature from experimental data.

Figure 6. Phase transformation of shape memory alloy (SMA) as a function of temperature.

For simplicity, for the ﬁrst prototype, the one-dimensional constitutive model from Liang and
Roger [12] was used to describe the SMA behavior as shown in Equation (2).
σ − σ0 = E( − 0 ) + Ω(ξ − ξ 0 ),

(2)

where σ and σ0 represent the stress and the pre-stress of the SMA actuator; E is the Young’s modulus
and  and 0 are the current and initial strain; ξ and ξ 0 are the current and initial value of martensite
fraction and Ω is the transformation coefﬁcient of the material constant. The coefﬁcient can be
obtained from the residual strain and modulus of elasticity as Ω = − E  L . From this equation, when
SMA changes its phase from martensite to austenite, the strain changes because of the SMA motion.
The change from the right-hand side of the equation causes the SMA to generate stress which turn
induces force and torque to the system. In this research, the SMA strip type was designed in a similar
shape as the leaf spring in DHCJ as shown in Figure 7. The memorized shape (austenite phase shape)
was set as a U-shape as shown in Figure 8. The material composition of the SMA using in this research
is NiTi-Cu with 49.2% of Ni, 5.8% of Cu and the remaining of Ti. Considering a single leaf, with one
end was ﬁxed and the other end was bent in a circular path, the forward kinematics transforms the
deﬂection angle θ to strain  by considering the arc shape as shown in Figure 9. When the SMA leaf
bends into each angle, the deﬂection angle θ is equal to arc angle ψ, so the strain can be expressed in
term of deﬂection angle as

−ψ(r − 2t ) − l
,
(3)
l
where t is the leaf’s thickness, l is the leaf’s length, ψ is the arc angle (where ψ = θ) and r is the radius
of curvature, where r = (l/2)/tan(ψ/2).
=
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In the robotics ﬁeld, the proper way to energize the SMA is to use electrical power, Ramio and
Edwin [2] proposed a classical differential equation that expresses the heat store in SMA as
ρCV

dT
= i2 R − hA( T − Te )
dt

(4)

where ρ is the density of the SMA, C is the speciﬁc heat, V is the volume of the SMA, i is the electrical
current, R is the elements electrical resistance, h is the heat-exchange coefﬁcient between the SMA and
the surrounding air, A is the surface area of the SMA, Te is the environmental temperature and T is the
SMA temperature at time t.

Figure 7. Dimensions of SMA leaf.

Figure 8. SMA’s memorized shape.

When electrical current is applied to the SMA leaf, it can generate a bending moment, which
can be considered as generated torque τg from the SMA. The equation of rotational motion can be
expressed as
(5)
τg = J θ̈ + D θ̇ + kθ,
where J is the moment of inertia, D is the damping coefﬁcient, k is the rotational stiffness and θ is the
deﬂection angle.
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Figure 9. Approximated strain from arc shape of the beam.

By combining each elements as proposed previously, the overall block diagram of the SMA
driven compliant actuator is as shown in Figure 10. First, the proper voltage was applied to the SMA
strip; then from the heat transfer model of Equation (4), the heat changes the crystalline structure
of the SMA from martensite (initial shape) to austenite state (memorized shape) as expressed in
Equation (1). Those changes induced the SMA to generate stress or torque on the system as expressed
in Equation (2). Because of the input torque, the mechanical system generated motion according to the
dynamic parameters and yielded angular motion as the output. From this concept block diagram, the
feed-forward controller is considered to evaluate the precision of the model from theory to practice.

Figure 10. Block diagram of the SMA actuator system.

3.2. Characteristics of a Single SMA Leaf
In order to understand the physical behavior of the SMA before combining it with the DHCJ
frame, a single SMA leaf was tested to validate the model. A driver circuit and proper mechanical
structure were also tested to validate the concept. The approximated kinematics of DHCJ with the
SMA leaf and leaf spring are shown in Figure 11. According to the DHCJ motion that can rotate in
a circular path, the rigid link that acts as the radius arm is attached at the upper and lower parts.
Two bearings are used to constrain the motion only around the principal axis. There are two SMA
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leaves for forward and reverse driving. A pre-bent angle was added to both leaves to avoid the beam
buckling shape problem. When the SMA is energized at the forward side, the reverse SMA is bent to a
straight shaped. Similarly, when the reverse SMA is energized, the forward SMA will become straight
either as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 11. Estimated kinematics of DHCJ with an SMA leaf.

Figure 12. Energizing the SMA. (a) Forward drive, (b) reverse drive.

A pulse-width modulation (PWM) drive was used because it is an efﬁcient way to control the SMA
and it exhibits a linear proportional relationship between the power and duty cycle. To provide the
proper amount of electrical energy, a high drain lithium ion battery (IMR 18650) was used. To generate
heat in a short time, the SMA strip was shorted-circuited. For this experiment, the circuit shown in
Figure 13 was used as the SMA driver. The various pre-bent angles of SMA as shown in Figure 14
were tested with the same conﬁguration, and the result shows that from no pre-bent angle to a small
pre-bent angle, the SMA seemed to give much power to drive, but in fact the opposite SMA resisted the
motion, resulting in only a small angle movement. A large pre-bent angle, such as 45 degrees, yielded
the expected result in which the overall motion turned by only a small angle because the initial point
was already half of the memorized shape, so the power was not enough to induce a large deﬂection
angle. The pre-bent angle of 30 degrees was chosen because it can have the largest deﬂection angle at
30 degrees for each side.
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Figure 13. SMA drive circuit.

Figure 14. Different pre-bent angle of SMA leaf.

The ambient temperature during testing was 20–22 ◦ C. The SMA started to rotate when it reached
the temperature of 38–40 ◦ C, and reached the maximum angle of 30 degrees at a temperature of
approximately 50–55 ◦ C. When the power was released, the temperature decreased to approximately
33 ◦ C while maintaining the position at the same angle; then the bias spring tried to rotate the SMA back
to its initial position. The deﬂection angle and temperature of the SMA are represented with respect to
time by changing the duty cycle to 45%, 60% and 75% as shown in Figure 15. A 45% duty cycle yielded
a lower temperature, but it required more time to reach the maximum angle. Figure 15a shows that the
higher voltage can decrease the SMA response time, but it also caused higher temperature. When the
energy was released during the “off” time, all of the SMA’s temperature dropped down similarly from
the maximum temperature to approximately 30 ◦ C, then linearly decreased to room temperature as
shown Figure 15b. The testing results show that the SMA strip works from 45% to 75% duty cycle with
4 V amplitude and 10 A drawing currents; for lower duty cycles, the SMA only slightly changed and
never reached the maximum angle of 30 ◦ C.
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Figure 15. Deﬂection angle, temperature with respect to time. (a) “On” period. (b) “Off” period.

3.3. An Actuator Design
The information from the test described previously was used to design the combination of SMA
strip and double helical structure. The SMA leaves were divided into four pieces for the forward SMA
and four pieces for the reverse SMA, and all of the SMA components were pre-bent to some angle. The
leaf springs were chosen as eight pieces, with a straight shape and half of the width in size to make the
actuator soft in the z-axis rotation and stiff in the other axes, as shown in Figure 16a,b. The special
double helical frame for the SMA actuator was designed according to the requirement of the SMA strip
attachment. The size of the actuator was 40 × 40 mm for a cross-section size with 140 mm long, and
total weight was 95 grams. The leaf arrangement is shown in Figure 16c; red indicates the bias springs,
blue indicates the SMA forward driving leaves, and green indicates SMA backward driving leaves.
When the forward SMA was energized to return to the memorized shape, the reverse SMA acted as
a bias spring and deﬂected to the straight shape as described in the conceptual design presented in
Section 3.2 ; energizing the reverse SMA case is similar.

Figure 16. CAD model of the SMA actuator. (a) Front view. (b) Perspective view. (c) Arrangement of
bias springs and SMA leaves.
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4. Experiments
4.1. An Actuator Test
In order to model the actuator and compare it with the experimental result, some parameters were
determined by experiments. Dynamic parameters, including rotational stiffness, damping coefﬁcient
and inertia were found by using the apparatus in Figure 4. From the test, the relationship between
reaction torque and angle is shown in Figure 17. The graph shows signiﬁcantly that the low rotational
stiffness is almost linear. According to that, the mechanism of this SMA actuator can be approximated
as a soft linear spring with a constant rotational stiffness (k = 0.027 N·m/rad). A simple free vibration
test was performed to determine the values of damping ratio and natural frequency. From the results
of the free vibration test, the logarithmic decrement method can be applied, and the value of damping
coefﬁcient and inertia were solved as 4.6787 × 10−4 N·s/m and 3.207 × 10−4 kg·m2 , respectively.

Figure 17. Rotational stiffness curve of the SMA actuator.

We considered the voltage as the input of an actuator and the angle as the output. Thus, to
understand how this SMA actuator responds to a step input, the duty cycle was changed from 1%
to 75% with an increment of, and 4 V amplitude was used for the PWM signal. Figure 18 shows the
SMA actuator prototype with testing apparatus and connecting wire. The maximum output angle
and the input duty cycle are plotted as shown in Figure 19 to show the response of the actuator.
For input lower than 15%, the actuator moves slightly, only 0.2 degrees, but in the range of 15% to 22%,
the output angle was signiﬁcantly changed. From 22% to 45%, the output angle continued to increase,
but over 45%, the output angle remained steady at a maximum value 22 degrees. Using the apparatus
in Figure 18, the SMA actuator was energized with different input values and the responding angle
and the temperature were measured. The results are plotted in Figure 20. When the energy was
removed from the SMA, the actuator returned rapidly while temperature decreased slowly. This
caused a large gap between the heating and cooling path as a hysteresis loop. The austenite start
temperature, As , is considered as the temperature to make an actuator start to rotate, and the austenite
ﬁnish temperature, A f is considered as the temperature at which the actuator remains steady at the
ﬁnal value, as shown in Figure 21. These temperatures are deﬁned as 30 ◦ C and 50 ◦ C for As and
A f , respectively. The martensite start and ﬁnish temperature were used in the cooling path model,
but our scope focused on the heating path used to energize the SMA and considered the cooling path
as ambient cooldown so there was no need to determine the Ms and M f temperatures.
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Figure 18. Apparatus for testing the SMA actuator.

Figure 19. Input and output relation.

Figure 20. Hysteresis loop of angle and temperature.
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Figure 21. Determination of the austenite/martensite temperature.

The generated torque was tested by using the apparatus shown in Figure 4; the actuator was the
double helical compliant SMA, and a motor was used to lock the shaft of the mechanism, so the
force/torque sensor could measure the responding torque due to the PWM input power. The
torque and temperature with respect to time are shown in Figure 22. The relationship of torque
and temperature is plotted as shown in Figure 23. The hysteresis loop of deﬂection angle with respect
to the temperature is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 22. Generated torque and temperature with respect to time.

Figure 23. Generated torque with respect to temperature.
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From these experiments, all of the data were collected to calculate other parameters such as C A and
C M as mentioned in Equation (1), which were calculated as C A = 188.825 MPa/◦ C, C M = 156.8 MPa/◦ C.
Residual strain  L = 0.005376 for calculating the transformation coefﬁcient Ω = − E  L .
4.2. Comparison with the Model
The model from Figure 8 was simulated with a step input of 75% duty cycle with a 60 s duration.
The torque and angle of the simulation and experimental results were compared as shown in Figure 24.
The simulation result of angle was slightly lower than the actual behavior, but the torque was quite
similar with the maximum at 12 N·mm. Figure 25 shows that the higher input voltage helped the
system to respond faster. For 60 and 75% duty cycle, the output angle from experimental result remains
steady approximately 21.16 degrees and 21.55 degrees with an error of around 0.5 degrees from the
simulation results. In the case of 15% duty cycle, the output angle from the experimental results
remained steady at approximately 18.4 degrees with an error of approximately 0.5 degrees from the
simulation result.

Figure 24. Comparison of torque and deﬂection angle from experimental and simulation results of the
SMA actuator.

Figure 25. Comparison of a deﬂection angle with a different input.

The model can be applied to the feed-forward controller by inverting the model and placing
it before the ﬁrst block of Figure 10, the input to the overall block now is the desired angle, but as
Figure 19 shows, the controllable range of the actuator was from 16 degrees to 22 degrees. The result
from experiment and simulation as shown in Figure 26 indicates that the actual behavior of this
SMA actuator responded faster than the simulation result, but for higher desired angles, both results
responded similarly. Figure 27 shows top and side views of the apparatus when driving the SMA
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actuator was driven. The green dashed indicator shows the driving angle from the actuator, and the
red dashed indicator shows a neutral position of the SMA actuator. Figure 28 shows top and side
views of the apparatus during the return motion. To reach the maximum angle from the neutral
position, the SMA actuator used a short time of approximately ﬁve seconds. However, because this
SMA actuator used ambient air for a cooling system, the return motion from the maximum angle to
neutral position took approximately 18 s. However, this problem can be solved by driving the reverse
SMA to make it return faster. From the single SMA leaf testing in Section 3 and the SMA actuator
testing in Section 4, the maximum driving angle is approximately 20 degrees which lower than the
pre-bent angle of SMA attachment, so when the SMA actuator fully turns, the bias SMA wouldn’t
be driven to straight shape and still remain a space for a higher angle. Accordingly, leaf buckling
wouldn’t occur.
One possible solutions to make this actuator more controllable is to adapt the feedback control to
compensate for the steady-state error. The self-sensing method is thus an interesting method to apply
with this SMA actuator and the ability of a compliant mechanism still remains. The other solution is to
develop the 3D constitutive model with the exact equations of stress and strain distribution, and apply
the complete SMA model to feedforward control again.

Figure 26. Applying the SMA model as feed-forward control.
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Figure 27. Driving motion of the SMA actuator from top view and side view.

Figure 28. Returning motion of the SMA actuator from top view and side view.

5. Conclusions
This paper proposes the design of a new SMA-driven compliant actuator based on a double
helical structure. The DHCJ characteristics of the testing and simulation results agree that using this
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mechanism can act as a soft compliant mechanism with a linear spring behavior. Testing a single
SMA leaf provides information about the input power, maximum angle and a proper pre-bent angle.
The combination of leaf springs and the SMAs was symmetrically designed to provide a spring-like
behavior, and can act as a passive or active component. From the testing of the prototype, some
necessary parameters in the model were determined by the experiments. This SMA actuator can be
essentially controlled by using the feed-forward controller from the SMA model. This new SMA-driven
compliant actuator has a working range of +/− 22 degrees and a generated torque of 12 N·mm.
For future work, a 3D model of the SMA must be used to model the feedforward controller and
a feedback signal such as the current temperature or the deﬂection angle should be implemented
together to make the actuator more controllable and yield more accurate results. As an application, this
SMA actuator is considered for implementation on a parallel robot in order to check the performance
of the compensated motion when the robot is in various singularity postures. To overcome the slow
actuation of the SMA, a cooling technique is also considered for a faster response operation.
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Abstract: One of the most relevant issues in the development of a haptic interface is the choice of
the actuators that are devoted to generating the reﬂection forces. This work has been particularly
focused on the employment of the McKibben muscle to this aim. A prototype of one ﬁnger has been
realized that is intended to be part of a haptic glove, and is based on an articulated mechanism driven
by a McKibben muscle. A dynamic model of the ﬁnger has been created and validated; then, it has
been used to deﬁne the control algorithm of the device. Experimental tests highlighted the static and
dynamic effectiveness of the device and proved that a McKibben muscle can be appropriately used in
such an application.
Keywords: pneumatic artificial muscle; McKibben muscle; haptic glove; hand exoskeleton; teleoperation;
force reflection; human-machine interaction

1. Introduction
Teleoperation consists of the control of a remote machine or device (slave), using an appropriate
interface, called a master. The master is haptic if it is able to transmit the sense of touch, for example
generating a force reﬂection to the operator. In general, haptics refers to the study of touch feedback in
different applications, including virtual reality (such as for example in medical simulators), gaming,
and tele-robots (such as surgical robots or remote manipulators for space exploration).
Among the different haptic devices that are able to generate haptic feedback on different sites of
human body, the haptic glove is the most used, because hands play a dominant role in perception and
manipulation tasks when grasping virtual objects [1].
When designing a haptic glove, the architecture of the mechanism that is able to transmit the
force to the single ﬁngers, as well as the type of sensors and the actuation, must be chosen. Generally,
the problem has to be solved for a single ﬁnger, and replicated to all the ﬁngers of a hand.
Starting from the performance speciﬁcations in terms of degrees of freedom, weight, size,
dexterous capabilities, and safety level, multiple mechanisms for the transmission of the reﬂection
force have been developed [2]. In particular, in order to assure the coincidence between the center of
the relative rotation of the links of the mechanism and the mean physiological rotational axes of the
joints of the ﬁngers, different solutions have been designed. Heo et al. [2] classiﬁed ﬁve mechanical
architectures: serial linkages with rotational joints that are coincident with the physiological rotational
axes, linkages with a remote center of rotation, redundant linkages [3], tendon-driven mechanisms,
and serial linkages attached to distal segment.
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As regards the sensing of the user’s intended motion, the reﬂection force on the ﬁnger and
the position of the joints should generally be measured. Heo et al. [2] described some different
solutions that have been adopted in the literature. For the measurement of the contact force, force
sensing resistors, pneumatic pressure sensors, and strain gauge sensors are frequently used. For the
measurement of motion sensing, a bending sensor or a rotary encoder can be used.
To drive the mechanism that is devoted to transmitting the reﬂection force to the ﬁnger, different
types of actuators have been used. Conventional electric motors have been efﬁcaciously employed
for the availability, reliability, and simplicity of control [2,4]. Due to their intrinsic self-adaptability
to the compliance of the biological tissues, non-conventional deformable actuators, such as shape
memory alloy actuators [5], may be employed for this purpose. Pneumatic actuators provide some
advantages over electric ones in terms of a high power-to-weight ratio, simplicity, safety, low cost,
and easy maintenance. However, non-linearities due to air compressibility and actuator friction make
it difﬁcult to control pneumatic actuators [1]. Between the pneumatic actuators, the soft actuators
present different advantages, due to very high force/weight ratio and low friction [6]. For all these
reasons, among the pneumatic actuators, the McKibben pneumatic artiﬁcial muscle has been employed
in several haptic devices, manipulators, and gloves [7–10].
The authors developed a prototype of a haptic ﬁnger, with a mechanism with one degree of
freedom for force feedback actuated by McKibben’s muscle. The device has been studied both as a
rehabilitation system [11] and as a haptic system. In particular, a mathematical model of the device
was developed, which was validated in a speciﬁc condition [12].
In the paper, the prototype of a haptic ﬁnger is presented, and the non-linear model developed
is described. Therefore, further different validation tests of the model are presented. Finally, several
simulations are presented, which are aimed at highlighting the dynamic behavior of the entire device.
2. The Prototype
Figure 1 shows the general scheme of the developed device. As regards the mechanism for the
transmission of the reﬂection force on the ﬁngertip, a one degree-of-freedom planar four-bar linkage
has been chosen. The operator rests his hand on the ﬁxed frame of the device, while his ﬁngertip is
held by a specially designed support integral with the beam force sensor mounted on the coupler of
the four-bar mechanism (Figure 2). The operator, manipulating a virtual object or actuating a remote
device, moves the ﬁnger between the position of maximum extension (Figure 2a) and that of maximum
ﬂexion (Figure 2b). For each position of the ﬁngertip imposed by the operator, a corresponding angle
α1 of the rocker (Figure 1) is measured by a rotary encoder. The control unit, solving the forward
kinematics equations of the mechanism, calculates the position of the ﬁngertip (coordinates u, w in
the sagittal plane, Figure 3a). Depending on the geometry and the stiffness of the remote or virtual
object, the control unit evaluates the reﬂection force reference Fref that must be applied to the ﬁngertip.
The control unit also calculates the error e between the force reference Fref and the force F measured
by the sensor, and provides the command signal for the pressure control proportional valve (FESTO®
MPPE-3-1/4-10-010B) Vref , which is used to regulate the upstream pressure p1 of a ﬂuidic resistance R.
Regarding the actuation of the feedback force mechanism, a McKibben pneumatic muscle (Shadow
Robot Company Ltd., London, UK) has been chosen. The pressure control proportional valve through
the ﬂuidic resistance R supplies the muscle and consequently generates a force Fmu that, in parallel
with a spring force Fm , pulls a tendon that is connected to the coupler of the four-bar mechanism
(Figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 1. Scheme of the device.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Mechanism for the transmission of the reﬂection force to the ﬁngertip: (a) Finger at maximum
extension; (b) ﬁnger at maximum ﬂexion.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Workspace of a human index ﬁngertip. (b) Sketch of the mechanism (metacarpophalangeal
joint, MCP, proximal interphalangeal joint, PIP, and distal interphalangeal joint, DIP).
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The dimensional synthesis of the four-bar linkage was carried out by ensuring that the path
generated by the coupler point P (ﬁngertip holder) should be included into the natural workspace of
a ﬁnger, which was calculated by taking into account the dependency among the rotations of each
link of the ﬁnger (Figure 3a). The selected lengths of the proximal, middle, and distal phalanxes are
respectively 4 cm, 2.5 cm, and 2 cm, while the rotation of the distal interphalangeal joint (DIP) joint has
been considered to be equal to 2/3 of the proximal interphalangeal joint (PIP) joint rotation [11].
The dimensions of the links of the four-bar mechanism, whose scheme is shown in Figure 3b,
are reported in Table 1. The operator’s ﬁngertip is positioned at point P, while the metacarpophalangeal
joint (MCP) is coincident with the ﬁxed hinge O. Tendon 5 is connected to coupler 2 in X1 ; it passes
through the low-friction support point X and is pulled by the McKibben muscle.
Table 1. Parameters of the model.
l1

55 mm

hx1

18 mm

nt

1.52

l2

5 mm

km

140 N/m

E

0.95 MPa

d2

25 mm

Fm0

13.93 N

KP

0.28–3 V/N

g2

13 mm

CAtt1

20 mm

KV

1 × 105 Pa/V

h2

7 mm

mc

55 g

ζ

l4

63.9 mm

l0

162 mm

σn

140 rad/s

l5max

81.4 mm

li

110 mm

C

5.25 10−9 m3
Pa−1 s−1

h0

15 mm

ri

10 mm

b

0.39

hx

0 mm

si

0.8 mm

Kobj

1.8

8–50 N/rad

Figure 4 shows the prototype of the haptic ﬁnger that was realized and used for experimental
tests. The labels refer to the Figures 2 and 3. The frame and the links of the mechanism were made of
steel. Plain bearings were used to realize the revolute joints O, O1 , A, and B.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. The prototype of the device. (a) Detail of the four-bar linkage and of the sensors.
(b) Positioning of the operator’s ﬁnger.
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3. The Dynamic Model
The dynamic model of the haptic ﬁnger has been developed according to the logic represented in
the block diagram of Figure 5.

Figure 5. Block diagram of the dynamic model of the haptic ﬁnger.

Being known the rotation angle of the rocker α1 , depending on the position of the operator ﬁnger,
and the force Fx generated by the McKibben muscle and by a parallel spring, the Device Dynamics
block calculates the feedback force F that is applied to the ﬁngertip and the stroke of the McKibben
muscle CAtt .
The positioning in the sagittal plane (u, w) of each link of the mechanism can be calculated solving
the non-linear system of Equations (1)–(3), thus obtaining ϑ1 , ϑ2 , and β:
l4 cos α1 + h2 sin ϑ2 − l2 cos ϑ2 = l1 cos ϑ1

(1)

l4 sin α1 − h2 cos ϑ2 − l2 sin ϑ2 − h0 = l1 sin ϑ1


h x + h0 + l1 sin ϑ1 + l2 sin ϑ2 − h x1 cos ϑ2
β = tan−1
l1 cos ϑ1 + l2 cos ϑ2 + h x1 sin ϑ2

(2)
(3)

Then, the trajectory of the ﬁngertip in the (u, w) sagittal plane (Figure 3a) is calculated.
The stroke CAtt of the actuator depends on the length of the tendon l5 and the preload stroke of
the spring, CAtt1 , and is calculated by solving Equation (4):
C Att = l5max − l5 + C Att1 , l5 =

l4 cos α1 + (h2 + h x1 ) sin ϑ2
cos β

(4)

where l5max corresponds to the maximum length XX1 of the tendon (Figure 3b), which occurs at
maximum ﬁnger ﬂexion. The force F applied to the ﬁngertip is calculated as a function of α1 , imposing
the equilibrium of the coupler 2 (Figure 6). The direction of F is considered to be perpendicular to
the coupler 2 in point P, corresponding to the ﬁngertip support, due to low friction and consequent
sliding between the ﬁngertip and the same support. The equivalent mass of the system mc has been
considered as centered at point G belonging to the link 2. The static analysis yields the following
Equations (5)–(7):
− FB · cos ϑ1 + FA · cos α1 − Fx · cos β = F · sin ϑ2
(5)
FB · sin ϑ1 − FA · sin α1 + Fx · sin β = F · cos ϑ2 + mc · g

(6)

FA · [cos α1 · (l2 · sin ϑ2 + h2 · cos ϑ2 ) − sin α1 · (l2 · cos ϑ2 + h2 · sin ϑ2 )]
+ Fx · [cos β · (h x1 · cos ϑ2 − l2 · sin ϑ2 ) + sin β · (h x1 · sin ϑ2 + l2 · cos ϑ2 ]
= F · (l2 + d2 ) + mc · g · cos ϑ2 · ( g2 + l2 )

(7)
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Figure 6. The free body diagram of the coupler (represented in the thick blue line).

Once the reﬂection force F has been calculated, and considering that: (i) the force reference Fref
is a function of the position (u, w) of the ﬁngertip, depending on the geometry and the mechanical
characteristic of the virtual/remote object, (ii) the ﬁngertip position (u, w) is a function of the rocker
rotation α1 , it is possible to evaluate the force error e:
e = Fre f − F Fre f = Fre f (α1 )

(8)

For the control, a proportional–integral–derivative (PID) algorithm has been adopted:
t

Vre f = K P e + K I

edt + K D
0

de
dt

(9)

where KP , KI , and KD are, respectively, the proportional, integral, and derivative gains. After an
iterative tuning approach, a simple proportional control came out to be sufﬁciently accurate and stable
for the application, with a proportional coefﬁcient of KP = 0.28.
A second-order transfer function has been used to model the dynamic behavior of the pressure
control proportional valve (Pressure Control Valve block):
p1 =

KV σn 2
V
s2 + 2ζσn s + σn 2 re f

(10)

where KV is the static gain, σn is the natural frequency, and ζ is the damping factor of the valve.
The pneumatic resistance (Fluidic Resistance block) has been modeled according to the ISO 6358 [13].
The mass air ﬂow passing through the resistance can be calculated in sonic or subsonic condition,
depending on the ratio between the downstream and upstream pressures:

Pmu
≤ b, G = ρ0 P1 C
G = ρ0 P1 C f or 0 <
P1


1−

Pmu /P1 − b
1−b

2

f or b <

Pmu
≤1
P1

(11)

where P1 is the upstream absolute pressure, Pmu is the downstream absolute pressure, C is the sonic
conductance, b is the critical ratio, and ρ0 = 1.18 kg/m3 is the air density in normal conditions. The C
and b parameters are reported in Table 1.
Since R = 287.2 J/(kgK) is the air constant, and T is the absolute air temperature, assuming the
variation of the internal volume V of the pneumatic muscle as negligible, the time derivative of the
absolute internal pressure of the muscle for an isothermal transformation can be expressed as:
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dPmu
RT
RT
G
=
G=
dt
V
πr2 l

(12)

with the actual length l and the radius r of the actuator given by:

√
l = l0 − C Att , r =

h2 − l 2
2πnt

(13)

where, for the employed McKibben muscle (with a 20 mm diameter), Catt is the stroke of the pneumatic
muscle, l0 is the initial preloaded length, and nt is the number of turns of the ﬁbers, whose length h is
178 mm.
The internal relative pressure of the muscle pmu can be calculated integrating Equation (12).
In order to estimate the force exerted by the pneumatic actuator as a function of the internal pressure
pmu , a model of the McKibben muscle must be implemented. Various approaches have been proposed
in the literature [14]. Ideal simple models consider only the kinematic relationship between the braided
sheath and the inner tube, but unfortunately, they suffer when comparing theoretical and experimental
results [15]. To overcome this issue, different models that account for the elastic energy that is stored
in the bladder were developed based on the principle of virtual work [16–18]. Another approach
to derive an analytical expression of the actuation force consists of writing balance equations of a
free body diagram of the muscle [15]. Among these types of models, Ferraresi et al. [19] developed
and validated a McKibben model, which is able to take into account the effects of the thickness and
elasticity of the inner tube. Due to a good compromise between the simplicity and accurate numerical
results, the latter model was used to calculate the force exerted by the muscle as a function of the
internal pressure of the actuator [19]:
Fmu


√

√
l − li
l
h2 − l 2
h2 − l 2
Esi l
h2 − l 2
√
= − pmu
+E
2ri πsi + pmu l
−
− ri
li
2πnt
ri
2πnt
4πn2t
n t h2 − l 2

(14)

where ri and li are the initial radius and length of the muscle at rest, respectively, si is the initial
thickness of the inner chamber, and E is the Young modulus of the chamber.
Finally, the force Fx is directly connected to the force exerted by the muscle Fmu and the spring Fm
by the following relations:
Fx = Fmu − Fm , Fm = k m · C Att + Fm0
(15)
where km is the spring constant, and Fm0 is its preload.
4. Experimental Validation of the Model
In order to verify the capability of the device to generate correct force feedback on the ﬁngertip
and validate the model, several experimental tests have been performed on the prototype presented in
Section 2.
The angular rotation of the rocker 4 (Figure 3b) has been measured by a rotational encoder (BDK
series, 1024 pulses, Baumer electric, Frauenfeld, Switzerland), which was processed and acquired by
the incremental encoder interface board dSPACE® DS3002. The measurement of the force applied
to the ﬁngertip was made through a planar beam resistive sensor (Futek FR1020, capacity 89 N,
combined error 0.25% rated output, Irvine, CA, USA) conditioned by a full bridge strain gauge module
Meco, model MecoStrain. The acquisition of the force sensor signal was provided by a dSPACE®
Multi-Channel A/D Board DS2002. The force sensor is mounted on the coupler by special grasping
(Figure 7a). The ﬁngertip support has been made by low-friction plastic material, as shown in Figure 7b,
to ensure that the exchanged force can be considered perpendicular to the sensor itself.
The control algorithm was implemented in MATLAB-Simulink® environment, dSpace Control
Desk. The command signal of the pressure control proportional valve Vref was generated by a dSPACE®
D/A board DS2101.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Force sensor. (a) The sensor and the mounting gripper. (b) The sensor in static
calibration operation.

Figure 8a shows an image of the entire experimental setup during the static experimental tests.
In order to evaluate the dynamic performance of the haptic interface, several experimental tests
were conducted. An operator, after positioning his hand on the device with a fully extended index
ﬁnger, as shown in Figure 4b, is invited to freely perform ﬂexions and extensions of the index ﬁnger
(Figure 8b), as if he were virtually manipulating an object. The virtual object that was chosen for the
experimental tests has a constant stiffness Kobj , so that the feedback force is proportional to the rotation
of the rocker α1 according to the equation Fref = Kobj Δα1 . During the manipulation, both the angular
rotation of the rocker α1 , which is freely imposed by the operator, and the reﬂection force generated
on the ﬁngertip by the haptic device were acquired. In all of the tests, a purely proportional control
(KP = 0.28 V/N) was implemented, while the stiffness of the virtual object Kobj has been changed in
the different tests, and ﬁxed respectively equal to 8 N/rad, 10 N/rad, 20 N/rad, 30 N/rad, 40 N/rad,
and 50 N/rad. Then, each test is characterized both by different temporal rotations of the rocker
α1 = α1 (t) imposed by the operator, and by different stiffness Kobj assigned to the virtual object.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. (a) Experimental setup. (b) Handling a virtual object.

In order to validate the model, simulations were performed by imposing, as an input, the same
rotation law of rocker α1 = α1 (t) recorded in each experimental test, and calculating the reﬂection force
generated by the system with the same control (purely proportional control with KP = 0.28 V/N),
and with same stiffness of the virtual object Kobj .
Figure 9 shows the experimental results obtained in the different tests described above, compared
with the results of the simulation conducted under the same conditions. The ﬁgures show the trends
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of the experimental and simulated feedback force as a function of time, for different stiffnesses of the
object, between 8 N/rad and 50 N/rad.
The most relevant differences between the simulated and the experimental results occurred for
more rigid virtual objects, in cases where the operator imposed low-rocker rotation values (low reaction
forces) and quickly reversed the direction of rotation.
Nevertheless, the model highlights the ability to predict with good accuracy the trend of the force
generated by the device in dynamic conditions.
Based on these results, the model was considered validated and sufﬁciently reliable to predict the
dynamic performance of the device, even under conditions different from those tested. This analysis is
presented and discussed in the next section.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 9. Comparison between experimental and simulation results. (a) Kobj = 8 N/rad. (b) Kobj = 10 N/rad.
(c) Kobj = 20 N/rad. (d) Kobj = 30 N/rad. (e) Kobj = 40 N/rad. (f) Kobj = 50 N/rad.
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5. Dynamic Assessment of the Device
The validated model was used to evaluate the dynamic performance of the device. A ﬁrst series of
simulations concerned the study of the response to step input, for different proportional gain KP values
of the pure proportional control (Figure 10). Due to pure proportional control, a steady state error is
observed. As expected, when increasing the proportional gain KP , the steady-state error decreases,
but for proportional gain values close to 2 V/N, the system tends to instability, and in fact becomes
unstable for KP values equal to 3 V/N.
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Figure 10. Model step response. (a) KP = 0.3 V/N. (b) KP = 0.35 V/N. (c) KP = 0.7 V/N. (d) KP = 1 V/N.
(e) KP = 2 V/N. (f) K P = 3 V/N.
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The bandwidth of the device was also estimated using the dynamic model, again with a purely
proportional control. Figure 11 shows the Bode diagram of the system, whose behavior has been
simulated under nominal conditions (KP = 0.7 V/N). We estimated a bandwidth close to 80 rad/s,
which is certainly compatible with many haptic applications.

Figure 11. Model frequency response in terms of F/Fref (KP = 0.7 V/N).

6. Conclusions
A novel haptic device, which was conceived as a ﬁnger for a haptic glove, has been developed and
tested. The device is based on a four-bar mechanism, and is actuated by a McKibben muscle. The work
has been particularly focused on the employment of such a kind of actuator in haptic applications.
A prototype has been realized and analytically modeled. The model, which was experimentally
validated, proved to be able to predict with good accuracy the behavior of the system, and was used
both to deﬁne the control algorithm and assess the static and dynamic performance of the device.
Experimental tests on the prototype highlighted its effectiveness in applications requiring good
haptic sensitivity, conﬁrming that the McKibben muscle can provide relevant advantages when used
in these kinds of applications.
Future work will be focused ﬁrst on the improvement of the control, in particular introducing an
integral gain in order to achieve zero steady-state error, and then on the optimization of the ﬁnger’s
mechanical structure, with the aim of realizing a full haptic glove.
Author Contributions: Conceptualization, W.F. and C.F.; methodology, D.M. and C.D.B.; software, W.F. and
C.D.B.; validation, C.F. and D.M.; writing—original draft preparation, W.F.; writing—review and editing, C.D.B.;
visualization, D.M.; supervision, C.F.
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Abstract: Mobile manipulators are robot systems capable of combining logistics and manipulation
tasks. They thus fulﬁll an important prerequisite for the integration into ﬂexible manufacturing
systems. Another essential feature required for modern production facilities is a user-friendly and
intuitive human-machine interaction. In this work the goal of code-less programming is addressed
and an intuitive and safe approach to physically interact with such robot systems is derived. We
present a natural approach for hand guiding a sensitive mobile manipulator in task space using a
force torque sensor that is mount close to the end effector. The proposed control structure is capable
of handling the kinematic redundancies of the system and avoid singular arm conﬁgurations by
means of haptic feedback to the user. A detailed analysis of all possible singularities of the UR robot
family is given and the functionality of the controller design is shown with laboratory experiments
on our mobile manipulator.
Keywords: robot kinematics; robot singularity; singularity analysis; robot control; mobile
manipulation; human-robot-interaction; learning by demonstration; compliance control

1. Introduction
The demand for highly flexible and adaptable robotic systems naturally arises within the
manufacturing processes of products with high variability and small lot-sizes. This challenges also
include frequently reprogramming of the robot. Traditionally, interactions between humans and robots
within a shared workplace can be categorized into two distinct scenarios: a service scenario and a process
scenario. In the former case, a robot is programmed and prepared for a new production process rather
infrequently by highly skilled experts. In the latter case, less complicated interactions are part of the
everyday work flow. This means that robot reprogramming has to be performed much more frequently
by human workers with extensive domain knowledge but usually limited programming skills.
To integrate this reprogramming ﬂuently into the workﬂow it must be fast and easy to use.
Thus the interaction interface between human and robot is of signiﬁcant importance. One well known
technique is Programming by Demonstration (PbD). There are several forms of this method: (a) the
positions of the work-piece itself or a special teaching object is tracked and used to plan the trajectory of
the robot [1], (b) the robot is guided into the desired positions via remote control [2,3] and (c) kinestetic
programming by demonstration, where the robot is compliant and can be hand-guided into the desired
conﬁgurations [4,5]. In the user-centric work of [6], the trajectories that are teached to the robot system
by untrained end users can be adapted in a subsequent step via a graphical user interface to obtain the
desired task.
Robotics 2019, 8, 14; doi:10.3390/robotics8010014
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The latter mentioned teaching technique requires the robot to be compliant. There are several
different sensitive robots, also known as collaborative robots or cobots that are able to perceive the
interaction forces with the environment by utilizing additional sensing like joint torque sensors and
control theory. With the knowledge of external forces that act on the robot, a compliant behavior can
be realized which enables the ability to hand-guide the robot and allows a closer cooperation without
external safety barriers [7].
While there are many publications describing compliance control for serial manipulators, e.g., [8–13]
only little investigations for a whole-body compliance control of a mobile manipulators have been done.
Leboutet et al. [14] proposed a technique with hierarchical force propagation for a mobile manipulator
that consists of an omni-directional base and two Universal Robots UR10 serial robots. The robotic arms
are covered with their special multi-modal sensor skin which allows measuring the applied external
forces on the robot at several contact points. External forces whose reactive motions are inconvenient to be
performed by the serial manipulator are directly projected to the mobile base. To decide which motions
should be performed by the base, the manipulability ellipsoid is used. Navarro et al. [15] presented
a solution for an omnidirectional base where the distribution of motion is done with optimization.
They proposed a cost function that includes a measure for the manipulability, a self-defined value for the
closeness-to-singularity and some additional distance and angle constraints.
Han et al. [16] point out the complexity of controlling a robot in task-space while taking
singularities and joint limits into account. They present a hierarchically structured controller that uses
a continuous task transition algorithm to guarantee execution of the main task while additional tasks,
e.g., for singularity-avoidance, can be activated or deactivated.
In our previous work [17], we presented a control design for a whole body compliance control of
the mobile manipulator but singularity avoidance was not taken into account. Since we control the
velocities of the end effector (EE) in task space, singular conﬁgurations are problematic. In a singular
conﬁguration the inverse kinematic on velocity level cannot be solved at all or results in inﬁnity joint
velocities. Also approaching a conﬁguration close to a singularity may result in very high joint speeds,
which could be dangerous for humans close to the robot, and must be avoided. We extended our
previous work by analyzing all possible singularities of the Universal Robots family with focus
on the model UR10, which is used on our mobile manipulator CHIMERA. We also included a
singularity-avoidance strategy in our control structure by applying haptic feedback to the user before
approaching singular conﬁgurations and present the results of conducted laboratory experiments.
This paper is organized as follows: The kinematics and especially the singularity analysis of the
serial manipulator UR10 is given in Section 2, the control structure is discussed in Section 3, including
the motion-distribution between mobile base and serial manipulator and our proposed strategy to
avoid approaching singular arm conﬁgurations. Experimental results are shown in Section 4 and a
conclusion and outlook for future work is given in Section 5.
2. Kinematics and Singularity Analysis
A mobile manipulator is an effective tool to accomplish tasks, e.g. the manipulation of objects
in space. It is a combination of a serial manipulator and a mobile robot, which greatly expands the
manipulator’s workspace and thus increases the system’s performance. For analysis purposes, such
systems can often be split into two components, a mobile platform and a manipulator arm. The studies
in this paper focus on a mobile manipulator called CHIMERA, which consists of a MiR platform
(differential drive) and a UR10 (6 DoF) serial arm.
2.1. Kinematics
Mobile wheeled platforms have been the subject of many studies in the past. For the kinematic
description of mobile robots we refer to [18]. The kinematic relationships of the UR10 were also
sufﬁciently investigated [19], although it is pointed out that the kinematic chain has an offset wrist.
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2.2. Singularity Analysis of the UR Robot
For the computation of all singularities of the UR10 we will use the well known fact that the
columns of the 6 × 6 Jacobian matrix J are the Plücker coordinates of the instantaneous locations of the
rotation axes of the manipulator [20]. Using this fact one can obtain J without differentiation. A couple
of prerequisites are noted before. We assume that the rotation axes are always the z-axes of the local
coordinate systems. In this local coordinate system the Plücker coordinates of the revolute axes are
pi = [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0] T . To compute their coordinates in the base system the forward transformation
matrices are needed. It has to be noted that the manipulator is in a singular pose when the six Plücker
coordinates are linearly dependent.
Using the usual Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) convention to describe the geometric structure of the
serial manipulator [21], the forward transformation can be written as
T=
where

⎡

1
⎢0
⎢
Mi = ⎢
⎣0
0

0
cos qi
sin qi
0

0
− sin qi
cos qi
0

6

∏ Mi · Gi

(1)

i =1

⎤
⎡
0
1
⎢a
0⎥
⎥
⎢ i
⎥ , Gi = ⎢
⎣0
0⎦
1
di

0
0
1
0
0 cos αi
0 sin αi

⎤
0
0 ⎥
⎥
⎥.
− sin αi ⎦
cos αi

The joint positions of the serial manipulator are given by qi as depicted in Figure 2 and the
constant D-H parameters are given by ai , di and αi . To transform the Plücker coordinates the line
transform matrix T is needed. When the forward transformation matrix is written as


1 0
,
a . . . 3 × 1 translation vector, A . . . 3 × 3 rotation matrix
T=
a A
then the line transform matrix is


A
0
.
a× . . . skew symmetric matrix belonging to translation vector a
T=
a× A A
To compute the Plücker coordinates of a speciﬁc rotation axis only those parts of the forward
kinematics will be needed which transform up the axis whose location has to be found. We denote the
partial transformations by
Tj =

j

∏ Mi · Gi ,

j = 1, . . . , 5

i =1

and by y1 = [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0] T the Plücker coordinates of the ﬁrst rotation axis. Then the remaining ﬁve
Plücker coordinates are obtained by
y k = T k −1 · y1 .

k = 2, . . . , 6

(2)

The six Plücker coordinates can now be assembled to the 6 × 6 Jacobian matrix J:
J = [ y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 , y5 , y6 ]

(3)

A necessary and sufﬁcient condition for the manipulator being in a singularity is: det J = 0.
Due to the simplicity of the design of the manipulator this determinant can be computed without
assigning all D-H parameters. The resulting equation becomes very well laid out when all angles
in the forward transformation are written in algebraic values. This is achieved by performing half
tangent substitution: cos qi =

1−v21
,
1+v2i

sin qi =

2vi
,
1+v2i

cos αi =
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1− al12
,
1+ ali2

sin αi =

2ali
.
1+ ali2

The essential D-H
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parameters that determine the UR family of robots are a1 = 0, d2 = 0, d3 = 0, a4 = 0, a5 = 0,
a6 = 0, al1 = 1, al2 = 0, al3 = 0, al4 = − 1, al5 = 1, al6 = 0. The remaining D-H parameters are
not assigned and determine the type of UR robot. Computing the determinant of J yields

det J =v3 v5 (v24 + 1)(v23 + 1)(v2 − 1)(v2 + 1) a2 − (v24 + 1)(v2 v3 + v2 + v3 − 1)(v2 v3 − v2 − v3 − 1) a3

−(2(v2 v3 + v2 v4 + v3 v4 − 1))(v2 v3 v4 − v2 − v3 − v4 )d5 ] = 0.

(4)

The analysis of Equation (4) reveals that det J factors into three parts: v3 = 0 determines the elbow
singularities because then the arm is stretched out, v5 = 0 yields the wrist singularities because then
the fourth and the sixth axis are coplanar. The third expression belongs to the shoulder singularity
and contains only the joint parameters v2 , v3 , v4 . When two of the three joint parameters are set, then
the third can be computed via the remaining quadratic equation. When the manipulator is brought to
the resulting pose then one can observe that the intersection point P56 of the ﬁfth and the sixth axis is
on a cylinder which has the equation x2 + y2 − d24 = 0 in the base coordinate system. This cylinder
has a geometrical easy explanation: lets assume for a moment v1 = 0, then it is obvious that the
intersection point of ﬁfth and sixth axis can only move in the plane y = −d4 of the base coordinate
system. This plane intersects the plane x = 0 which is the span of the ﬁrst and the second axis in a line
parallel to the z-axis in a distance d4 from this axis. When the rotation about the ﬁrst axis is added
then this line describes the cylinder. That P56 is located on this line in case of a shoulder singularity
can be computed immediately by setting v1 = 0 and solving the third polynomial of Equation (4) for,
e.g., v4 = f (v2 , v3 ). As the equation is quadratic in v4 one obtains for arbitrary values of v3 and v4
two values for v4 = v41 , v4 = v42 . Direct computation of the location of P56 when either v41 or v42 are
substituted into the forward kinematic equation yields P56 = [1, 0, −d4 , ± g(v2 , v3 )] T . This shows that
P56 is on the intersection line of planes x = 0 and y = −d4 . Its z coordinate is determined by g(v2 , v3 )
which is a relatively complicated function. It gives the values of the intersection point of the circle
which is the path of P56 during the rotation about the fourth axis with the plane x = 0.
The forgoing description is valid for all manipulators of the UR family. When a special type is
chosen, e.g. UR10, then the remaining D-H parameters are set a2 = 0.6127, a3 = 0.5716, d1 = 0.118,
d4 = 0.163941, d5 = 0.1157, d6 = 0.0922 and the singularity equation becomes:


det J =v3 v5 0.6127(v24 + 1)(v23 + 1)(v2 − 1)(v2 + 1)−
0.5716(v24 + 1)(v2 v3 + v2 + v3 − 1)(v2 v3 − v2 − v3 − 1)

−0.2314(v2 v3 + v2 v4 + v3 v4 − 1)(v2 v3 v4 − v2 − v3 − v4 )] = 0
The singularity surface represented by Equation (5) is shown in Figure 1.

v4

v3
v2

Figure 1. Singularity surface of shoulder singularities in the transformed joint space.
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3. Control Strategy
The goal of the control structure is to translate the input forces and torques of the user into robot
motion. We divide between the two subsystems, the mobile base and the serial manipulator on top of
it. Since the combined system shows kinematic redundancies concerning the 3D task-space, the motion
distribution is a main part of the proposed control structure. Additionally, virtual springs are used to
generate haptic feedback to the user when pushing or pulling the mobile base. Haptic feedback is also
used to avoid singular arm conﬁgurations.
We consider the serial manipulator as an open kinematic chain with

T
qur =
∈ R6×1 joints on top of the mobile base equipped with a
q2 . . . q6
q1

T
∈ R3×1 shown in Figure 2. All freedoms of
differential drive, denoted as qmir =
x y θ

T
the system are collected in qsys = qTur qTmir ∈ R9×1 . Moreover, the redundant robot system is
considered as a unit that is composed of two tightly coupled subsystems, where the coupling is
established by our proposed control structure.

OE

OS

q6
~

Θq 5

q3
q4

f/t-sensor

~

f q3
q5

q1

virtual torsional
spring

pull-back force

OM

q2

Ό
y

zW
OW

OB

x

yW
xW

Figure 2. CHIMERA joints and coordinates: The mobile base is modelled with two linear joints
x and y and one rotational joint Θ. The UR-10 has six rotational joints denoted as qi with
i = 1, . . . , 6. The Coordinate Systems are deﬁned with their origins O and three axis-vectors x, y
and z. Shown are the world-coordinate system ΣW := {OW ; xW , yW , zW }, the frame of the mobile
base Σ B :
= {OB ; x B , y B , z B }, the UR-10 base frame Σ M := {O M ; x M , y M , z M }, the EE frame
Σ E := {OE ; x E , y E , z E } and the coordinate system of the force-torque sensor ΣS := {OS ; xS , yS , zS }.
The virtual pull-back force for singularity avoidance in joint 3 is denoted as f̃q3 and the virtual torque
for singularity avoidance in joint 5 as τ5 .
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3.1. Distribution of Motion
The distribution of motion is realized as follows: Two circles, an inner and an outer one, are used
to deﬁne three zones in the xy-plane of the robot base frame, as depicted in Figure 3. We switch between
three main operation modes, depending on the position of the end effector (EE) in the xy-plane. If the
EE is located between the two circles (ri < r < ro ), only the serial manipulator moves, denoted as
UR-Mode. Outside of the outer circle (r > ro ) we switch to Pull-Mode, where the mobile base can be
pulled like a trailer and haptic user-feedback is realized by means of a virtual spring. This virtual
spring generates a force to move the EE back inside the circle. When the EE enters the inner circle
(r < ri )we switch to Push-Mode. The user can move the base by pushing it and a virtual spring
generates a force to move the EE back out of this inner circle.

y

~

d
α-β

r

α

β
x

Figure 3. Kinetic relationships under external forces: This ﬁgure illustrates the angles and forces when
the EE is outside the outer circle (Pull-Mode) and a force and torque is projected to the mobile base as
described in Section 3.1.


T
Σ
The control inputs of the system are the EE-velocities ẋurB = v T ω T ∈ R6×1 and the velocities
T

ΣB
of a mobile base in the general case q̇mir
= ẋ ẏ Θ̇ ∈ R3×1 , all given in the frame of the mobile
base Σ B := {OB ; x B , y B , z B }. For simplicity, we drop the subscript for the reference coordinate, thus
in the following, vectors without an explicit subscript are all given in the mobile-base-frame. In all
modes, the controller equations are given by
 

  

−1
Bur
wext + w̃fb
0
ẋ
ẋur
(6)
=
− c
−1
0
Bmir
w̃mir
0
q̇mir

where Bur ∈ R6×6 and Bmir ∈ R3×3 are the diagonal positive deﬁnite damping matrices,

T
wext = fText τ Text ∈ R6×1 is the wrench vector, including external forces and torques applied
to the EE, w̃fb ∈ R6×1 is a wrench vectors for haptic feedback including the virtual spring forces

T
and singularity avoidance wrenches as described in Section 3.2 and w̃mir = Fmir 0 τmir ∈ R3×1
includes the projected force for linear motion and projected torque for angular motion of the mobile
base as shown in Equation (7). The vector of EE-velocities to compensate for angular motions of the
base is denoted as ẋc . We assume that the applied wrench wext acting on the EE is known, either by
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using a force-torque sensor or joint torque estimation based on motor current measurements (see,
e.g., [22,23]).
Mode-dependent variables are the projected wrench w̃mir of the mobile base and the haptic
feedback wrench w̃fb . To move the mobile base, we project the applied external wrench to a linear
pulling or pushing force Fmir and a rotation torque τmir . These projected values are only computed
if the EE is not located in between the inner and the outer circle, e.g., in Pull-Mode and Push-Mode.
Since the mobile base is non-holonomic due its the differential drive, no linear motion in y-direction

T
is possible and the second entry of the projected wrench w̃mir = Fmir 0 τmir ∈ R3×1 is set to
zero. This strategy is inspired by the design of a steered trailer, which most persons are familiar with.
The projections are given as

⎧
⎪
|fext |cos(α − β)sin( β)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
p x |fext |cos(α − β)cos( β)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
 ⎪



⎪
⎨ |f |cos(α − β)sin( β)
Fmir
ext
=
⎪
τmir
p x |fext |cos(α − β)cos( β)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
 
⎪
⎪
⎪
0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
0

r > rout and | β| − |α| <

r < rin and | β| − |α| >

π
2

π
2

(Pull-Mode)

(Push-Mode)

(7)

otherwise (UR-Mode)

with p x denoting the x-coordinate of the anchor point and the angles α and β as illustrated in Figure 3.
The additional conditions that consider the angles α and β in Equation (7) ensure that only forces in the
desired direction, based on the actual mode, are projected to the base (e.g., no pushing of the base in
Pull-Mode). The projected force and torque are then transferred to motion as described in Equation (6).
The translational motion of the EE in world coordinates that is caused by a translational motion of the
base feels natural and as intended when interacting with the robot. In contrast, rotations of the base
cause the hand guided EE to push towards a side, which feels unexpected and unnatural, thus this

T
motion must be compensated. The compensation vector is given by vc = vc,x vc,y 0T with vc,x
and vc,y as the linear velocities of the EE in x and y direction and 0T a 4×1 zero vector. The components
can be determined as

 

vc,x
−d θ̇ sin( β mir )
=
.
(8)
vc,y
d θ̇ cos( β mir )
3.2. Haptic Feedback
The haptic feedback provided to the user fulﬁlls several purposes. First, whenever the EE leaves
the space between the two circles, so Push- or Pull-Mode is active, a virtual spring force is generated.
This provides the naturally expected resistance when pulling or pushing the mobile base. Second, to
avoid approaching singular arm conﬁgurations. The avoidance of the shoulder singularity is already
guaranteed by means of the inner circle. The remaining two causes for a singularity, a fully stretched
elbow (joint 3) and a critical wrist conﬁguration (joint 5), are avoided by adding additional virtual
feedback wrenches whenever one of these joint-position gets too close to a critical value. The total
wrench-vector for haptic feedback
(9)
w̃fb = w̃s + w̃q3 + w̃q5
is determined as the sum of the wrench w̃s including the virtual spring forces in Pull- or Push-Mode
and w̃q3 and w̃q5 for singularity-avoidance in joints 3 and 5, respectively.
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3.2.1. Virtual Spring
The borders between the three different zones are deﬁned as circles in the xy-plane as shown
in Figure 3, resulting in cylindrical shapes in 3D-space, since the z-coordinate of the EE is not
taken into account here. Thus, also the virtual spring force acts in the xy-plane only, consequently

T
w̃s = Fs,x Fs,y 0T , where Fs,x and Fs,y are the x and y components, respectively, and 0 denotes
the 4 × 1 zero vector. The equations to determine these components are given by




⎧
⎪
⎪ −kpull cos( β)(r − ro )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
−kpull sin( β)(r − ro )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪


⎪
⎨ −k
cos( β)(r − r )


Fs,x
i
push
=
⎪ −kpush sin( β)(r − ri )
Fs,y
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
 
⎪
⎪
⎪
0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
0

r > ro (Pull-Mode)

r < ri (Push-Mode)

(10)

otherwise (UR-Mode)

with kpull and kpush as the spring constants of the virtual springs, ro and ri as the radii of the inner
and outer circles, respectively, r as the xy-distance between OE and O M and the angle β as depicted in
Figure 3.
3.2.2. Singularity Avoidance
As discussed in Section 2 there are three types of singularities: The shoulder singularity, the elbow
singularity and the wrist singularity. The shoulder singularity is already avoided with the inner circle.
Whenever the EE enters this inner circle, a force pointing in the opposite direction is generated, thus by
choosing ri sufﬁciently large the point P56 (see Section 2) cannot reach the plane spanned by the axis of
the ﬁrst and second joint in the base frame of the serial manipulator, despite applying immensely high
forces which assume the user will not do.
With a fully stretched elbow, the EE looses its ability to move further away from its base and the
arm is in a singular conﬁguration. We avoid this by applying a force to the EE with direction back to
origin of the base of the serial manipulator whenever the elbow (joint 3) get closer than a speciﬁed
distance to the critical joint position, as depicted in Figure 4. The direction of the force is therefore
given by the unit-vector −eOE , which is the negative normalized translation vector of the EE in Σ M .
The pullback-force is determined as

− eO E k 3 ( q 3 − t 3 )
q3 > t3
(11)
f̃q3 =
0
otherwise
and its magnitude increases, the more the elbow gets stretched. We do not want any feedback torques
here, thus τ̃ q3 = 0. The wrench vector for haptic feedback to avoid the elbow singularity is then
 
given by
f̃q3
.
(12)
w̃q3 =
0
The wrist singularity occurs, whenever the second wrist joint (joint 5) approaches the position kπ,
k ∈ Z, causing the rotation axes of the other two wrist joints (joints 4 and 6) being parallel. Similar to
the avoidance technique for the elbow singularity, we specify a threshold for the minimum distance to
the critical joint position. As shown in Figure 4, when the distance falls below this threshold, a virtual
torque in the 5-th joint is generated by means of a torsional spring to prevent coming too close to the
singular position. The virtual torque is determined as
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τ5 =

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨k5 (q5 − t5,low )

q5 < t5,low

k5 (q5 − t5,hi )

q5 > t5,hi

⎪
⎪
⎩0

(13)

otherwise

where τ5 is the torque caused by the virtual spring, k5 denotes the stiffnesses of the virtual torsional
spring, q5 is the angular position of the joint and ti,hi and ti,low are the upper and lower thresholds for
the virtual spring to become active.
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Figure 4. Virtual values for singularity-avoidance: Left: Virtual torque in joint 5. Right: Virtual
pullback-force caused by the elbow joint (joint 3).

This virtual torque in the 5-th joint has to be transformed to an associated EE wrench. To determine
the reactive force we need the Jacobian J, which is a function of the joint positions qur and composed
of a linear part Jv and a rotational part Jω , consequently
  

Jv
j
jv,q2 jv,q3 jv,q4 jv,q5 jv,q6
.
(14)
= v,q1
J=
jω,q1 jω,q2 jω,q3 jω,q4 jω,q5 jω,q6
Jω
With the Jacobian we can determine the EE-velocities for a given set of joint-speeds. In particular,
we are interested in the linear EE-velocities caused by 5-th joint, which is given in jv,q5 . The reactive
force at the EE, caused by a given torque around the axis of rotation of the 5-th joint is indirectly
proportional to the distance |jv,q5 |, thus we need to invert the magnitude of this vector while
maintaining the same direction. This resulting vector is also known as the Samelson inverse and the
reactive force is determined as:
jv,q5
τ5
(15)
f̃q5 =
|jv,q5 |2
To achieve the desired motion around this axis, the chosen damping coefﬁcients of our controller

Bur =


Bv
0

0
Bω

(16)

need to be taken into account. As given in Equation (6), without external forces (fext = 0), the linear
velocity-vector v of the EE, as a reaction to the virtual force f̃q5 is given by
v = Bv−1 f̃q5 .

(17)

To Keep the EE on the desired circular trajectory around the axis of rotation of joint 5, the relation
between linear and angular velocities
v = |jv,q5 |ω
(18)
must hold. The angular EE-velocities are determined by the controller as
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1
ω = B−
ω τ̃ q5

(19)

and thus, to satisfy the constraint from Equation (18), the feedback-torque at the EE is given with
τ̃ q5 =

1
Bω Bv−1 f̃q5 .
|jv,q5 |

(20)

The wrench-vector for the haptic feedback of the virtual torsional spring in joint q5 is given by

w̃q5 =


f̃q5
.
τ̃ q5

(21)

4. Experimental Results
To show the effectiveness of the proposed control structure several laboratory experiments were
carried out (see supplementary video). This includes straight pulling (Section 4.1) and pushing
(Section 4.2) manoeuvres of the EE to demonstrate the working principal of the motion-distribution
between serial manipulator and mobile base. A curved pulling experiment (Section 4.3) shows that
the mobile manipulator behaves similarly to a simple steered trailer, which we used as inspiration
for the controller design. We also show detailed results of the singularity avoidance techniques.
As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, the shoulder singularity is avoided by means of the virtual spring of
the inner circle. Even tough this is a restrictive choice and permits a large area of the workspace of
the serial manipulator it prevents the arm from approaching the shoulder-singularity and no explicit
experiments were performed for this case. Results for avoiding the elbow and wrist singularities
are discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. The threshold values t3 ,t5,lo , t5,hi , the elements
of the damping matrices Bv , Bω , Bmir as well as the parameters kpull , kpush , k3 , k5 were determined
empirically. All parameters used for the experiments are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Table of parameters
Symbol

Value

Unit

ri
ro
AP

0.48
0.8
−0.28 0 0.6
⎤
⎡
40 0
0
⎣ 0 40 0 ⎦
0
0 40
⎤
⎡
2 0 0
⎣0 2 0⎦
0 0 2
⎤
⎡
50 0 0
⎣ 0 1 0⎦
0 0 7
140
300
30
1
1.2
−2.45
−0.6

0 0.6127 0.5716 0 0 0

0.118 0 0 0.163941 0.1157 0.0922

π/2 0 0 π/2 −π/2 0

m
m
m

Bv

Bω

Bmir
kpull
kpush
k3
k5
t3
t5,lo
t5,hi
adh
ddh
αdh
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N·s/m

Nm·s/rad

N/m
N/m
N/rad
rad
rad
rad
m
m
rad

Description
Radius of inner circle
Radius of outer circle
Anchor-point in Σ B
Translational damping matrix

Rotational damping matrix

Mobile base damping matrix
Virt. spring stiffness Pull-Mode
Virt. spring stiffness Push-Mode
Constant for pushback-force
Virt. spring stiffness in joint 5
Position threshold for joint 3
Position threshold for joint 5
Position threshold for joint 5
DH-Parameters of UR-10: a
DH-Parameter of UR-10: d
DH-Parameter of UR-10: α
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4.1. Straight Pulling
The results of straight pulling manoeuvre are shown in Figure 5. The EE starts between the two
circles and the controller is in UR-Mode, thus the applied force fext at the EE initially only causes a
motion of the EE. As the radius r increases and the EE leaves the outer circle (ﬁrst vertical green line),
a switch to Pull-Mode arises and the applied forces are also projected to the mobile base and cause
motion. Withing this experiment, the EE was tried to pull along the negative x-axis, thus the angle β
was very small (See Figure 3). As a result, the magnitudes of the projected torque τmir and the angular
velocity θ̇ of the mobile base are small. Once no more force is applied and the EE is released (second
vertical green line) the base stops and the EE moves back inside the outer circle.
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Figure 5. Results of a straight pulling manoeuvre: Plot (a): Left axis includes the norm of the external
virtual spring torque vector |f̃s | (black), the norm of the external force |fext | (blue) and the projected
force for the mobile base Fmir (red). Right axis shows the projected torque for the mobile base τmir
(magenta). Plot (b): Left axis includes the linear velocity of the mobile base ẋ (red) and its rotational
velocity θ̇ (magenta). Right axis shows the radius r, which is the xy-distance between EE and UR10
base (black solid) and the radii ri and ro of the inner and outer circles (dashed black), respectively.

4.2. Straight Pushing
In Figure 6, the results of a straight pushing manoeuvre are shown. In this experiment, the EE is
pushed along the x-axis towards the anchor point. Similar to the straight pulling experiment, the EE
starts between the two circles and within the ﬁrst few seconds only the robotic arm moves until the
EE enters the inner circle (ﬁrst vertical green line). The user receives haptic feedback by the means of
the virtual spring with increasing magnitude the deeper the EE enters the inner circle. At the same
time, a force and a torque are projected to the mobile base and causes motion there. We tried to push
the EE along the x-axis, thus also here the magnitudes of the projected torque and angular velocity of
the mobile base are relatively low compared to the curved pulling experiment. As Soon as the EE is
released it returns to the inner circle and the mobile base stops.
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Figure 6. Results of a straight pushing manoeuvre.

4.3. Curved Pulling
For this experiment, a curved pulling action is performed with the results shown in Figure 7.
In contrast to the last two experiments, where pulling or pushing happened along the x-axis (β ≈ 0), the
EE is pulled with an angle, so that a higher projected torque is generated once the EE leaves the outer
circle. This torque causes an angular velocity of the base so that is turns towards the pulling direction.
The amplitude of the rotational velocity decreases the closer the EE gets towards the negative x-axis
again. Once the base faces the direction only the translational motion remains until releasing the EE.
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Figure 7. Results of a curved pulling manoeuvre.

4.4. Singularity Avoidance–Elbow-Joint
To show the effectiveness of the proposed technique to avoid a singular conﬁguration caused
by the elbow joint, two similar experiments were performed: One with active singularity-avoidance,
shown in Figure 8a, and a second with inactive singularity-avoidance (|f̃q3 | = 0), shown in Figure 8b.
For this experiment, the EE starts between the two circles (UR-mode) and is pulled upwards. The inner
and outer circles are deﬁned in the xy-plane, which results in cylindrical borders in the 3D-space.
Without singularity-avoidance it is possible to move the EE in between these cylindrical borders freely,
so there is no limitation on the height. This could result in a fully stretched elbow causing a singular
arm conﬁguration as demonstrated in Figure 8b (second green line). Please note that within this second
experiment no pullback-force is applied when q3 falls below the threshold value t3 . As a result to
the applied pulling-force the elbow stretches more and more until it hits the critical position and the
UR10-controller goes into protective stop. The results also show an increasing joint velocity q̇3 as q3
gets closer to the critical position. This fast joint movement could be very dangerous for humans near
the robot and must be avoided. With active singularity-avoidance a pullback-force is applied after
the threshold is hit (ﬁrst green line in Figure 8a) preventing q3 getting close to the critical position.
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During our experiments, it was not possible to get a fully stretched elbow even when excessively high
pulling-forces were applied by the user. The working principal of this technique is also depicted in
Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Elbow-singularity avoidance. Upper plots: Left axis include the norms of the external force
|fext | (blue) and of the virtual pullback-force |f̃q3 | (blue dash-dotted). Right axis include the norms of the
external torque |τ ext | (red) and of the virtual torque |τ̃ q3 | (red dash-dotted). The lower plots show the
joint position q3 (blue), the position-threshold t3 (black dashed) and the singular position (red dashed) on
the left axis. The lower right plot also shows the joint velocity q̇3 (magenta dash-dotted) on the right axis.

fext
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q3
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q3-t3

q3 returns
to threshold

Figure 9. Singularity avoidance in the 3rd joint. The EE is pulled away from the base (top image)
causing the elbow joint to move towards the stretched position. As soon as the joint position surpasses
the speciﬁed threshold t3 a virtual force is applied to the EE pointing back to the base (middle image).
This force increases the more the elbow stretches. Thus, without applying extremely high forces it is
not possible for user to get into the singular position of the 3rd joint. After releasing the EE, is moves
back towards the base until the position q3 reaches the threshold (bottom image).
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4.5. Singularity Avoidance - Wrist-Joint
The results of the proposed singularity-avoidance strategy for the wrist joint (joint 5) are shown
in Figure 10a. For comparison, a similar experiment with inactive singularity-avoidance was carried
out with the results shown in Figure 10b. During this experiments, the robot started in a conﬁguration
with the joint position q5 near the upper threshold tq5 ,hi and the EE was pushed back towards the
base, as depicted in Figure 11. With active singularity avoidance, a virtual force f̃q5 and a virtual
torque τ̃ q5 are applied to the EE after q5 surpasses the threshold (ﬁrst vertical green line in Figure 10a).
As the upper plot shows, the applied and virtual torques have almost the same magnitude. For better
readability, only the norms of these vectors are plotted, but these torques are around the same axis but
in opposite direction. Thus, they cancel each other in terms of EE motion generation in our controller
equation given in Equation (6). Consequently the 5th joint is prevented from rotation further towards
the critical position. When the EE is released joint 5 moves back to the threshold. When the singularity
avoidance is turned off, the same manoeuvre results in further rotation of the 5th joint towards the
singular position, as shown in Figure 10b. This plot also shows that the joint velocities drastically
increase when q5 gets near the critical position (second vertical green line in Figure 10b) which should
be avoided in any case.
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Figure 10. Wrist-singularity avoidance. Upper plots: Left axis include the norms of the external force
|fext | (blue) and of the virtual force |f̃q5 | (blue dash-dotted). Right axis include the norm of the external
torque |τ ext | (red) and of the virtual torque |τ̃ q5 | (red dash-dotted). The lower plots show the joint
position q5 (blue), the position-threshold t5,hi (black dashed) and the singular position (red dashed) on
the left axis. The lower right plot also shows the joint velocities q̇4 , q̇5 and q̇6 (red, magenta and blue
dash-dotted) on the right axis.
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Figure 11. Singularity avoidance in the 5th joint. During this manoeuvre, the EE is pushed towards the
mobile base. The User applies the external force fext and torque τ ext . This causes a linear and angular
motion of the EE. As soon as q5 surpasses the threshold, a virtual torque and the corresponding virtual
wrench at the EE are computed (middle image). As also described in Section 4.5, the external torque
and the virtual torque for singularity avoidance cancel each other out and there is no more rotational
motion. A translational motion towards the center remains, but it is not possible for user to get into the
singular position of the 5th joint.

5. Conclusions
In this work, the practical use of a mobile manipulator was studied and demonstrated. We gave a
detailed analysis of all possible singularities for the whole UR robot family and speciﬁcally pointed
out those of the UR10. We proposed a control structure for hand-guiding the EE in Cartesian
coordinates while handling both, the kinematic redundancies of the mobile manipulator and singular
conﬁgurations of the robot arm. The conducted laboratory experiments on our mobile manipulator
CHIMERA show that the system robustly permits these critical arm conﬁguration while allowing
the user to guide the EE to the desired target. It is also possible to either move the whole mobile
manipulator or only the arm with ﬁxed position of the mobile base without the need for any buttons
or additional user interfaces. Moreover, the haptic feedback provided to the user by means of
virtual forces and torques makes the interaction very intuitive and easy also for inexperienced
users. This system design enables intuitive programming of mobile manipulator tasks using the
Programming by Demonstration technique. Additionally the robot can be used as an assistant system
without limitations on the workspace, e.g., for gravity compensation tasks. While investigations of
the elbow and wrist singularities are straight forward, because each of them solely depends on one
particular joint position, analyzing the shoulder singularity is more complex. We showed that our
system avoids this conﬁguration, but in a restrictive way since we deny a relatively large area of the
manipulator’s workspace.
For future work, we plan to reﬁne the avoidance strategy especially for the shoulder singularity.
By specifying a metric for the distance to the singularity the volume of the denied workspace could be
reduced. Moreover, there are multiple solutions for the inverse kinematics of the serial manipulator.
Switching from one posture the another implies going through a singularity and the current system
design does not allow for manually switching the conﬁguration (e.g., from elbow-up to elbow-down).
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A singularity transition strategy could therefore also be useful to overcome this issue. Furthermore,
we plan to eliminate the force-torque sensor on the EE. This means that we use the estimated external
wrench based on the joint sensor values instead.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2218-6581/8/1/14/s1, a Video
of the conducted experiments is included.
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Abstract: This work explores the possibility of exploiting kinematic redundancy as a tool to
enhance the energetic performance of a robotic cell. The test case under consideration comprises
a three-degree-of-freedom Selective Compliance Assembly Robot Arm (SCARA) robot and an
additional linear unit that is used to move the workpiece during a pick and place operation.
The trajectory design is based on a spline interpolation of a sequence of via-points: The corresponding
motion of the joints is used to evaluate, through the use of an inverse dynamic model, the actuators
effort and the associated power consumption by the robot and by the linear unit. Numerical results
conﬁrm that the suggested method can improve both the execution time and the overall energetic
efﬁciency of the cell.
Keywords: trajectory planning; energy efﬁciency; redundancy; robotic cell; kinematic redundancy

1. Introduction
The efﬁcient use of resources is one of the challenges that industry has to face, not only to reduce
the manufacturing and handling costs, but also to comply with the directives set by the European
Union [1,2]. Such directives, which encourage the adoption of energy efﬁciency improvements, provide
a strong market pull for energy-efﬁciency enabling technologies and research activities. The latter are
testiﬁed by the ﬂourishing literature [3] on the topic. Some recent theoretical [4] and experimental [5]
investigations have shown that software and hardware solutions can lead to up to a 30% energetic
improvement for robotic systems.
The work [3] proposes a classiﬁcation of the numerous solutions proposed for the energetic
improvement of automatic and and robotic systems. The classiﬁcation identiﬁes lightweight robot
design [6], energy recovery and storage [7], robot architecture selection [8] and motion planning [9,10]
as the main tools for achieving sensible energy consumption mitigation of automatic machines. Facing
the problem of enhancing energetic efﬁciency by focusing on motion design has the advantage of being
a ’software solution’ that can be applied to a wide range of systems. Not only are industrial robots the
subject of studies on energy efﬁciency, since energy-saving trajectories for mobile robots are under
investigation as well [11,12].
The impact of motion planning on the energy consumption of electric-driven mechatronic devices
is well known and well understood, having been analyzed since the 1970s [13]. Several works have
shown that simple analytical models can be effectively used to evaluate and optimize the power
consumption of automatic machines [14,15]. These models can be used to formulate optimization
problems that can be solved analytically for simpler cases or numerically for more complex ones [16].
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Another tool that can be effectively exploited when designing energy-efﬁcient motion proﬁles
is kinematic redundancy, i.e., the availability of extra degrees of freedom of the robotic system [17].
Redundancy provides additional degrees of freedom to the solution of the inverse kinematic problem
as well as to the choice of the motion proﬁles of the extra degrees of freedom. Increasing the number
of degrees of freedom allows also to deﬁne a more energy efﬁcient torque distribution among the
actuators, as demonstrated for parallel robots in [18–21]. The work [18] analyzes several possible
modiﬁcations to a planar kinematic robot, with the aim of ﬁnding the one that guarantees the higher
energy savings, under a torque distribution managed by a predictive strategy. The numerical results
are then extended to a full experimental validation in [19]. The optimal torque distribution in a
redundantly actuated system can also be obtained by off-line optimization routines, as suggested
in [20] or in [21].
This work suggest a novel approach to the topic of energy efﬁcient operation of robots by
discussing the optimization of the motion proﬁles for kinematically redundant robotic cells. This
works proposes, as a test case, a robotic cell made by a three degrees of freedom (DOFs) Selective
Compliance Assembly Robot Arm (SCARA) robot and a linear unit, which can be used to move the
workpiece. Instead of introducing permanent modiﬁcations to the kinematics of an existing machine, as
suggested in [18–21], here redundancy is introduced by adding an additional external and independent
axis to a standard robot. A numerical optimization tool is suggested to fully exploit the availability
of the extra degree of freedom through a careful design of the robot trajectory and of the motion
design of the additional linear unit. The energy saving is then evaluated by comparing the result of
the application of the proposed method with and without the use of the additional linear unit.
2. Energy Consumption Estimation
In this section the analytical models used for evaluating the energy consumption of the robotic
cell is recalled. The goal is to ﬁnd an expression for the energy consumption associated with a robotic
task, which in this case is expressed as a trajectory in the operative space. Two models are presented,
to describe separately the SCARA robot and the linear unit. For the second one, owing to its simpler
dynamics, an analytic closed-form expression of the energy consumption will be presented.
2.1. SCARA Robot
The robotic cell used as a testbench comprises a three DOFs SCARA robot, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Layout of the robotic cell.

The SCARA robot is actuated by three brushless motors, and its main electric and mechanical
parameters are reported in Table 1. The dynamic model of the SCARA robot can be obtained by using
the Lagrangian formalism, leading to the usual formulation:
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Table 1. Mechanical and electric parameters of the Selective Compliance Assembly Robot Arm
(SCARA) robot.
Parameter
Link length
Link mass
Gear ratio
Motor inertia
Viscous friction coefﬁcient
Coulomb friction force
Motor winding resistance
Motor back-emf constant
Motor torque constant
Peak motor torque
Peak motor power

Joint 1

Joint 2

Joint 3

0.45 m
14 kg
1/30
1 × 10−4 kg m2
0.001 Nm s/rad
2 × 10−3 Nm
3Ω
0.6 Vs/rad
0.6 Nm/A
2.5 N
75 W

0.35 m
18 kg
1/30
1 × 10−4 kg m2
0.001 Nm s/rad
2 × 10−3 Nm
3Ω
0.6 Vs/rad
0.6 Nm/A
2.5 N
75 W

2 kg
1/30
1 × 10−4 kg m2
0.001 Nm s / rad
2 × 10−3 Nm
3.5 Ω
0.6 Vs/rad
0.6 Nm/A
1.5 N
50 W

M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇) + fv q̇ + Fc sign (q̇) = τm

(1)
T

Equation (1) involves the vector of joint coordinates q = [q1 , q2 , q3 ] , the diagonal matrix fv of
viscous friction coefﬁcients and the diagonal matrix of Coulomb friction forces Fc . Motor torques at the
joint are represented by the three components of vector τm . M(q) is the conﬁguration-dependent mass
matrix, while C(q, q̇) accounts for the centrifugal effects. The electromechanical model of the motors
that drive the SCARA robot can be introduced into Equation (1), by recalling that the motor currents
and the motor torques can be related by the diagonal matrix of the motor torque constants, kt , as:
τm (t) = kt I(t)

(2)

The voltage drop across the motors can then be described by the equivalent DC motor armature
model, which collects the contributions for all the joints of the robot:
V(t) = RI(t) + L

dI(t)
+ kb q̇m (t)
dt

(3)

where q̇m is the vector of the motor velocities, kb is the diagonal matrix of the motor back-emf constants,
R is the matrix of motor winding resistances and L is the inductance matrix. The instantaneous power
drawn by the robot is then simply expressed by the current-voltage product:
We ( t ) = V T ( t )I ( t )

(4)

If regenerative drives are assumed, and energy loss due to regeneration is neglected, the overall
energy consumption for the time interval [t a , tb ] is found by computing the time integral:
ESCARA =

tb
ta

VT (t)I(t)dt

(5)

This model can be implemented within the trajectory optimization routine, which will include the
numerical integration of Equation (5), following the approach commonly used in works such as [22].
It must be pointed out that the electric power, as expressed in Equation (4), takes positive values when
the energy is drawn by the robot from the drive unit and negative values when the energy ﬂow is
reversed. Whenever the motor drives does not support regeneration [23], the current drawn from the
actuators during the braking phase is dissipated by a braking resistor, and therefore negative values of
Pe (t) should be not accounted for in Equation (5). Both the cases of regenerative and non-regenerative
robot drives are taken into consideration in Section 3 to highlight the results of the energy optimization
in both cases.
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2.2. Linear Unit
The estimation of the energy needed to drive the fourth axis of the robotic cell, i.e., the sliding table,
can be efﬁciently performed using an analytical closed-form formulation rather then by numerical
integration, as imposed by the analytical complexity of the SCARA robot dynamics.
The dynamics of the linear unit can be described by a single differential equation, that takes the
common form of the dynamics of a constant inertia systems, as:
mq̈4 (t) + f v q̇4 (t) + Fc sign (q̇4 (t)) = Fm (t)

(6)

The parameters appearing in Equation (6) are the moving mass of the linear unit m, the coefﬁcient
of viscous friction f v and the Coulomb friction force Fc . Since the linear unit is actuated in a direct
drive arrangement, i.e., without the use of transmission system, the force acting on the moving mass is
equal to the force Fm (t) exerted by the brushless linear motor which drives the unit. If required, this
formulation can be extended in a straightforward manner to include reversible transmission system,
such as a ball screw mechanism. The values used to deﬁne the model of the linear unit are shown in
Table 2.
Table 2. Mechanical and electric parameters of the linear unit.
Parameter

Value

Moving mass
Viscous friction coefﬁcient
Coulomb friction force
Back-emf constant
Torque constant

5.18 kg
1 × 10−3 Ns/m
2 × 10−2 N
3.1 Vs/m
3.12 N/A

The equations that describe the electric dynamics of the linear unit are the scalar equivalents of
the ones already used for the robot, i.e., Equations (2) and (3). Accordingly, the instantaneous electric
power drawn by the linear unit can be written as:

WLU (t) =

R  2 2
m q̈4 (t) + f v q̇24 (t) + Fc2 + 2m f v q̇4 (t)q̈4 (t) + 2 f v Fc q̇4 (t)
k2t
k 
+ b mq̇4 (t)q̈4 (t) + f v q̇24 (t) + Fc q̇4 (t)
kt

(7)

Equation (7) does not include the effects of inductance on power absorption, since they are
negligible. Equation (7) shows that the instantaneous electric power drawn by the motor is the sum of
a constant term, associated with the Coulomb friction force Fc , and of a term that depends on speed,
acceleration, on their product and on their squared values. The time integration of Equation (7) over
the interval [0, T ] results in the estimation of the energy required to perform a generic motion proﬁle.
In a rest-to-rest motion proﬁles the energy associated with the acceleration q̈4 (t), with its squared
value q̈24 (t) and with the speed-acceleration product are null, i.e.,
T
0

q̈4 (t)dt = 0;

T
0

q̈24 (t)dt = 0;

T
0

q̇4 (t)q̈4 (t)dt = 0;

(8)

Furthermore, the power contribution that is directly proportional to the speed, when integrated,
is simply related to the overall displacement H, given that:
T
0

q̇4 (t)dt = H
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The overall energy consumption can therefore be rewritten by rearranging Equation (7) and by
computing its deﬁnite integral over [0, T ] as:

ELU =

R
k
+ b
kt
k2t

+ Fc


fv

T
0



R
k
q̇24 (t)dt + 2 2 f v + b Fc H
kt
kt
T

R
R
T + 2 m2
k2t
kt

0

(10)

q̈24 (t)dt

The formulation of Equation (10) can also be rearranged by highlighting the contributions
proportional to the RMS value of joint speed q̇4 and acceleration q̈4 using the formulas:
T
0
T
0

q̇4 (t)dt = T q̇24,RMS

(11)

q̈4 (t)dt = T q̈24,RMS

(12)

Accordingly, the energy used by the linear unit can be computed as the sum of four
terms, highlighting the proportionality to the total displacement H, to the motion time T, to the
root-means-square (RMS) values of speed and acceleration, as:




R
R
kb
kb
R
R
2
f
2
Fc H + Fc 2 T + 2 m2 T q̈24,RMS
ELU =
+
T
q̇
+
f
+
(13)
v
v
4,RMS
kt
kt
k2t
k2t
kt
kt
Equation (13) is of general application, since it can be used for any choice of the rest-to-rest
motion proﬁle of the linear unit, provided that the the RMS values of the table speed and acceleration
can be computed. As suggested in [24], their computation can be performed using the characteristic
coefﬁcients of RMS speed and acceleration, cVRMS and c ARMS , which are commonly available in standard
reference books [25]. Such coefﬁcients are computed with reference to a normalized motion proﬁle
q N (τ ), which provides a unitary displacement over a unitary time duration, as:

T

Cv,RMS =

0


Ca,RMS =



T
0



dq N
dτ

d2 q N
dτ 2

2
dτ

(14)

dτ

(15)

2

Recalling that [24]:
H
C
T v,RMS
H
= 2 Ca,RMS
T

q̇4,RMS =

(16)

q̈4,RMS

(17)

the total energy consumption of the linear unit while performing a generic rest-to-rest motion can be
evaluated also as:

ELU =

R
k
+ b
kt
k2t




fv T

h
c
T v,RMS

2




2
h
R
k
R
R
+ 2 2 f v + b Fc H + Fc 2 T + 2 m2 T
c a,RMS
2
kt
T
kt
kt
kt
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3. Energy Optimization
The energy consumption models reported in Section 2 can be used as the basis of an energy
optimization problem. Countless choices are available as far as the trajectory primitive is concerned,
according to the extensive results available in literature [25,26]. As a matter of example, in this work
the trajectory design is performed with reference to the so-called ‘434’ spline algorithm. This motion
proﬁle, which was introduced by Cook and Ho in [27], is based on the use of piecewise polynomial
functions as the means to produce a trajectory that passes through a sequence of via-points, which
might be expressed either in the operative or in the joint space domain. The motion primitive takes
its name from the sequence of third and fourth degree polynomials function that are used to provide
the interpolation of the via-points with continuity up to the second derivative, so that continuous
acceleration is always achieved. Further alterations of the original deﬁnition can be performed to
achieve speed, acceleration and jerk limitations [28].
In the case under consideration in this work an energy saving trajectory design is sought, using
the 434 trajectory for the SCARA robot, even if the method can be applied, with obvious modiﬁcations,
with spline algorithms and with arbitrary motion proﬁle of the linear unit. The task is speciﬁed by N
via-points that are usually deﬁned, for the operator’s convenience, in the operative space, meanwhile
the computation of the interpolated motion proﬁle according to the aforementioned 434 algorithm is
performed after their transformation to the joint space.
This motion proﬁle is used here also to exploit its simple parametrization: Once a sequence
of via-points is deﬁned, the trajectory is designed by setting the time distance between each two
consecutive via-points. Each trajectory implementation is uniquely identiﬁed by a vector of time
distances T, which comprises N − 1 elements, each one identiﬁed as Ti . This feature makes the ’434’
trajectory proﬁle very suitable to be the basis of an optimization procedure.
As far as the optimization of the motion of the linear unit is concerned, here the ’symmetric
double-S’ proﬁle is chosen as the motion law, but the procedure can be adopted to other motion
proﬁles using a similar procedure. The motion is conveniently described by the piecewise expression
of the velocity as:
v0
(1 − cos(ω1 t)) ;
2
q̇4 (t) = v0 ;
v0
q̇4 (t) =
(1 + cos(ω1 t)) ;
2
q̇4 (t) =

t ∈ [0, t a )
t ∈ [t a , T − t a )

(19)

t ∈ (T − ta , T ]

with
v0 =

H
;
T − ta

ω1 =

π
;
ta

(20)

The motion of the linear unit is therefore split into three phases, comprising an acceleration and
deceleration phase, each one lasting t a seconds, and a constant speed phase. Equation (20) ensures that
the whole displacement H is performed in the total time T. If the total motion time T is prescribed,
the optimization of the trajectory of the linear unit can be performed by setting the acceleration
time t a within the range (0, T/2]. After evaluating the coefﬁcients cv,RMS and c a,RMS according to
Equations (19) and (20) and by using them into Equation (18), the energy consumption of the linear
unit is:

ELU = f v

k
R
+ b
kt
k2t








5
k
R
R mv0 2
R
T − t a v20 +
2 f v + b Fc H + Fc 2 T +
2
4
kt
t a 2k t
kt
kt

(21)

Equation (21) is written for the double-S motion proﬁle, but it should be highlighted that the
formulation of Equation (18) can be applied to any arbitrary motion proﬁle, simply by ﬁnding the
corresponding values for the characteristic coefﬁcients cv,RMS and c a,RMS .
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Once a method for evaluating the energy consumption of the whole cell is established, a numerical
optimization can be set up according to the following problem:

min ESCARA + ELU

(22)

[T,t a ]

with: T ∈ R N −1 ;
t a ∈ (0, T/2] ;
N −1

subject to:

∑

i =1

Ti = T;

...
bounded |q̇|, |q̈|, | q |;
bounded |We,j |, |τj |, with j = 1, 2, 3;
The cost function used in Equation (22) equally weighs the energy required by the robot and by the
linear unit, therefore the optimization problem is targeted at reducing the overall energy consumption
of the robotic cell. The energy required by the SCARA robot, ESCARA is evaluated according to
Equations (2)–(5), while ELU is evaluated using just Equation (21). Optimization variables includes
the set of N − 1 times Ti between two consecutive via-points, which are collected in the vector T, and
the acceleration time t a , which sets the design of the motion proﬁle of the linear unit according to
Equations (19) and (20). The whole task is designed to be performed in T seconds, and the motion of
both devices happens simultaneously and without any pauses. In addition to the bounds on absolute
values joint speed, acceleration and jerk, the optimization problem in Equations (22) can account for
limits on the peak values of the motor torques τj and on the electric power We,j draw by the j -th motor.
The last two constraints are enforced to ensure the limitation imposed by the robot drive unit.
The optimization problem is not convex, however a careful selection of the initial guess has shown
to be capable of getting rid of this issue and to boost the achievement of signiﬁcant energy reductions.
A sensible initial guess for the starting value of the times Ti can be obtained using either the chord
length distribution or the centripetal distribution methods, as proposed in literature [25].
The benchmark problem taken into consideration in this work is described by six via-points
deﬁned in a reference frame located on the sliding table. The six via-points, which are reported in
Table 3, reproduce a pick & place task that involves the motion of all the four axes of the robotic
cell. This choice reproduces a typical task performed by SCARA robots in assembly or packaging
applications. The energetic performance of the proposed method is measured in comparison with a
non-redundant solution, the latter being obtained without the use of the linear unit, i.e., by enforcing
q̇4 (t) = 0.
Table 3. Coordinates of the via-points for the pick & place task.
Via-point

X [m]

Y [m]

Z [m]

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.6
0.6
0.6
−0.2
−0.2
−0.2

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4

0
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0

3.1. Trajectory Optimization with Electric Power Regeneration
Figure 2 reports the results of the solution of the optimization problem of Equation (22) for a
sequence of execution times varying from T = 7 s to T = 2 s, halting the iteration when reducing the
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minimum time allowed by the constraints. The procedure was repeated for the redundant and the
non-redundant task.
35
redundant configuration
non redundant configuration
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5
T

6

7

[s]

tot

Figure 2. Energy consumption versus total execution time: Comparison between the redundant and
non-redundant conﬁguration, with regenerative actuation.

The solid line in Figure 2 shows the minimum energy required to perform the task in the redundant
case, while the dashed line refers to the use of the SCARA robot only. In all the cases included in
Figure 2 the redundant conﬁguration is by a noticeable amount the most energetically efﬁcient one.
It can also be highlighted that the advantage in terms of energy saving allowed by the redundancy is
more relevant for faster motion proﬁles.
The non-redundant conﬁguration requires at best 20.5 J to complete the task, while just 13.6 J
are needed when using the linear unit. Optimal execution times are 3.23 s and 2.25 s, respectively.
Figures 3 and 4 show the optimal trajectories as designed through the optimization routine.
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Figure 3. Joint speed: Comparison between the energy-optimal trajectories with redundant and
non-redundant conﬁguration.
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Figure 4. Joint acceleration: Comparison between the energy-optimal trajectories with redundant and
non-redundant conﬁguration.

In particular, Figure 3 shows the speed of each axis for the minimum energy solutions. It can be
seen that the motion of joints 2 and 3 are radically different when switching from the redundant to
the non-redundant conﬁguration, since the motion along the X direction is in one case provided by
the SCARA robot, and in the other one is provided by the linear unit. The frame of reference for the
Cartesian motion of the end-effector is shown in Figure 1. Hence the SCARA robot performs a smaller
displacement in the redundant case. The motion along the vertical direction, which is provided by the
third axis, follows a similar proﬁles in both cases, with the noticeable difference of a sensibly shorter
execution time in the redundant case due to the smaller optimal motion duration.
The corresponding paths of the SCARA end effector are shown in Figure 5: In the non-redundant
case the motion of the end-effector passes exactly through all the six via-point, while in the redundant
conﬁguration just the ﬁrst and the last via-points are touched by the path. The corresponding distortion
of the path is due to the absence of a synchronization between the motion of the robot and of the linear
unit, as the result of using a rest-to-rest motion proﬁle for the linear unit and a via-point approach for
the robot.
It is indeed worthwhile to notice that for the third joint, the peak speed values are essentially
unaffected by the shorter execution time associated with the redundant conﬁguration: Also the
corresponding acceleration, as it can be seen in Figure 4, shows almost identical proﬁles of the
ﬁrst and the last segment of the trajectory. In all cases the peak values of speed, acceleration and,
although not shown, jerk, are comfortably within the kinematic bounds imposed when deﬁning the
optimization procedure.
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Figure 5. Path in the operative space: Comparison between redundant and non-redundant configuration.

The proﬁles of the absorbed electric power obtained in the same tests are are reported in Figure 6.
The dashed lines, which refer to the non-redundant conﬁguration, shows that all the motors that drive
the SCARA robot draw electric energy during the ﬁrst half of the task, while a fraction of that energy
is fed back to motor drives in the remaining part of the trajectory. The power proﬁles optimized for the
redundant trajectory, which are represented by solid lines in Figure 6 has the interesting property of
alternating energy absorption and energy regeneration phases between joints 1 and 2. The same ﬁgure
shows that the amount of energy that can be regenerated by the fourth axis is negligible, given that the
current regenerated during the braking phase by the linear unit is almost completely dissipated in the
motor windings due to resistive losses.
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Figure 6. Motor electric power: Comparison between the energy-optimal trajectories with redundant
and non-redundant conﬁguration.

3.2. Trajectory Optimization Without Regeneration
The trajectory design procedure has been repeated by taking into consideration the very same
task, with the only difference being that is has been assumed that the drive circuit of the SCARA robot
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do not support energy regeneration. The iteration of the design procedure for total execution times that
range from 7 to 2 s, results in the two energy vs. time proﬁles shown in Figure 7. As far as the overall
energy consumption is concerned, the addition of the fourth axis does, again, offers the possibility of
reducing the energy consumption and achieving a consistent speed-up.
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Figure 7. Energy consumption vs. total execution time: Comparison between the redundant and
non-redundant conﬁguration, without regenerative actuation.

The two energy-optimal solutions require 25.9 J and 16.9 J, with execution times equal to,
respectively, 3.700 s and 2.442 s. The joint speed and acceleration proﬁles corresponding to the
two optimal solutions are shown in Figures 8 and 9. Comparing them to Figures 3 and 4, which are
generated under the full regeneration hypothesis, shows that the trajectories that lead to the energy
optimality are very similar to each other. It can be inferred that, for the case under investigation, the
energy regeneration has a minor effect on the trajectory design.
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Figure 8. Joint speed: Comparison between the energy-optimal trajectories with redundant and
non-redundant conﬁguration, non-regenerative SCARA robot.
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Figure 9. Joint acceleration: Comparison between the energy-optimal trajectories with redundant and
non-redundant conﬁguration, non-regenerative SCARA robot.

Figure 9 highlights that, accordingly to the results already presented in Figure 4, the timing of
the motion of the linear unit that leads to the minimum energy consumption is the one that sets the
acceleration and deceleration times equal to one third of the total execution time T.
Also the direct comparison between Figures 6 and 10, which show the power absorption with and
without regeneration highlights the similarity between the two proﬁles. The absence of regenerated
energy is indicated in Figure 10 by shading the areas underlined by negative values of the absorbed
electric power: The energy associated to such contributions will be dissipated on a braking resistor
and therefore will not be accounted for when evaluating Equation (5).
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Figure 10. Motor electric power: Comparison between the energy-optimal trajectories with redundant
and non-redundant conﬁguration, non-regenerative SCARA robot. Dissipated energy is shown in gray.
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The main difference between the optimal trajectories obtained with and without energy
regeneration is that the latter requires a slightly longer execution time.
4. Conclusions
This works suggests a solution to the problem of designing optimal tasks for robotic cells by
exploiting kinematic redundancy as a tool for improving the performance. The suggested method,
applied to a robotic cell which comprises a SCARA robot and a linear unit used to move the workpiece,
has been capable of producing motion proﬁles with a reduced energy consumption and a faster
execution time in comparison to equivalent non-redundant conﬁgurations. Time speed-up and
efﬁciency increase are achieved with and without the aid of regenerative braking. The trajectory
optimization design is based on an inverse dynamic model of the robotic cell, which is used together
with an analytical model of the energy consumption. The proposed method is of general application,
since it can be applied to several other robotic architectures and to different motion proﬁles.
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Abstract: Cable-Driven Parallel Robots (CDPR) have attracted signiﬁcant research interest for
applications ranging from cable-suspended camera applications to rehabilitation and home assistance
devices. Most of the intended applications of CDPR involve direct interaction with humans where
safety is a key issue. Accordingly, this paper addresses the safety of CDPRs in proposing a strategy
to minimize the consequences of cable failures. The proposed strategy consists of detecting a cable
failure and avoiding any consequent motion of the end-effector. This is obtained by generating a
wrench that is opposite to the direction of the ongoing motion so that the end-effector can reach a safe
position. A general formulation is outlined as well as a speciﬁc case study referring to the LAWEX
(LARM Wire-driven EXercising device), which has been designed within the AGEWELL project
for limb rehabilitation. Real-time calculation is carried out for identifying feasible cable tensions,
which generate a motion that provides the desired braking force. Simulations are carried out to prove
the feasibility and effectiveness of the strategy outlined here in cases of cable failure.
Keywords: cable-driven parallel robots; fail-safe operation; exercising device

1. Introduction
Cable-driven parallel robots (referred to as CDPR in this paper) are parallel robots where the
end-effector is linked to the base platform by replacing traditional rigid links with cables. This provides
signiﬁcant advantages, for example, in speed, acceleration, and workspace as compared with
traditional robots. The abovementioned features make CDPRs an attractive alternative to traditional
parallel robots. Cable-suspended cameras are widely known and even commercially implemented
as applications of CDPR [1]. Moreover, many prototypes have been proposed in ﬁelds such as
rehabilitation and home care [2]. Besides their numerous advantages, CDPRs introduce an additional
constraint to motion planning and control, since cables can only exert positive tension forces on the
end-effector. This characteristic makes trajectory planning and control tasks very complex. Moreover,
CDPRs are more difﬁcult to brake as compared with traditional robots with rigid links [3]. In fact,
in traditional robots a hard stop of motors quickly leads to a full stop of the whole robot, while this
cannot be applied to CDPRs since a hard stop of motors in CDPRs cannot prevent further motion of
the ﬂexible cables that allow motion in the robot end-effector. This makes it very difﬁcult to create an
emergency stop for CDPRs, while this feature would be very important from a safety point of view.
The failure of cables has hardly been addressed in the literature on cable-driven robots.
An example can be found in [4], where the authors investigated the possibility of removing a cable
Robotics 2019, 8, 17; doi:10.3390/robotics8010017
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while maintaining a static equilibrium pose. In particular, the authors of [4] proposed a method
to identify the cables that are critical for ensuring the feasibility of a speciﬁc conﬁguration. Then,
the method ﬁnds out any unnecessary cable. In [5] and further in [6], Notash presented a possible
classiﬁcation of the feasible failure modes and introduced three methods to recover or compensate for
a lost wrench of a redundant cable robot in static equilibrium conditions. In [7] the authors suggest
using an optimal design procedure for minimizing the differences in cable tensions. This approach can
also be applied in the case of a cable failure.
A completely different approach is presented in [8], where the authors propose a ﬁrst method to
control a moving end-effector after a cable failure. Such a strategy consists of generating a safe motion
to a predetermined pose, while keeping the end-effector inside the workspace. The planning of such
motion is based on pre-computed force limits and trajectories. A different approach was presented
in [9], where the end-effector reaches the safe position by following a planned oscillatory trajectory.
Such a trajectory still allows us to achieve a positive and bounded tension in each cable.
This paper improves on the approach proposed in [8] by proposing an efﬁcient way to calculate
and achieve a straight-line trajectory after failure, speciﬁcally for the case of the LAWEX robot [10,11].
This represents a ﬁrst attempt to apply the Wrench Exertion Capability [12,13] as a tool to manage
safety in cable-driven robots. It is important to note that this work is aiming at a preliminary feasibility
study. Accordingly, only one type of cable failure has been considered, while other more complex cases
will be considered as future work, with speciﬁc experimental validations with end users. The current
work will preliminarily focus on the case of a single cable failure where the robot shape is preserved.
In this case, even if the workspace keeps a shape similar to the original one, the conﬁguration of the
robot changes from an overconstrained to a suspended conﬁguration. This change is very important,
since a suspended CDPR must rely on gravity to maintain positive tension in all cables [14]. Moreover,
when the robot conﬁguration changes due to failure, its performance in terms of force exertion
capability decreases unpredictably and the planned motion can become unfeasible. Hence, it is
important to have a control tool that can be used in real time to estimate the feasible wrench and
identify which cable tensions are needed to stop the end-effector in case of cable failure. Future works
will investigate the possibility of applying the Wrench Exertion Capability to more complex CDPRs,
as in [15].
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a description of the design and the key
operation characteristics of LAWEX; Section 3 describes the proposed motion strategy in case of a cable
failure; Section 4 provides a description of the main characteristics of LAWEX in terms of workspace
and forces; Section 5 gives simulation results for the proposed motion strategy in case of one cable
failure; ﬁnally, Section 6 gives the conclusions.
2. Characteristics of LAWEX Robot
In the last decade, a research team led by the second author at LARM has been investigating
several cable-driven parallel robot architectures within the European co-funded project AGEWELL,
currently underway at Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, Romania. Speciﬁcally, this project aims to
investigate novel devices and design solutions for limb rehabilitation tasks, as reported for example
in [10,11]. Within this frame a novel cable-driven design solution has been proposed and built as
shown in Figure 1. The name of the prototype in Figure 1 is LAWEX (LARM Wire-Driven EXercising
device). Its design has been based on preliminary studies that have been carried out on human patients
to determine the desired limb motions, such as reported in [16–19]. The main innovative aspect of
LAWEX is its open architecture, which can allow easy accessibility by users during treatment, even if
they are sitting in a wheelchair. Aluminum proﬁles are used for a lightweight and stiff design, while
the robot structure can be easily assembled, stored, and moved so that it can be suitable even for
home use.
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Figure 1. A built prototype of the LAWEX robot. (The main components are highlighted with
red boxes.)

The LAWEX robot includes four servo motors and four cables; the cables are connected to the
end-effector through a wristband as shown in Figure 1. Moreover, Figure 2 outlines an operation scheme
of LAWEX. Namely, the human arm is attached to an interface/end-effector. This interface/end-effector
is attached to a rigid frame by means of four cables. Each cable is connected to a servomotor that can
change the cable length by using a winch. One of the servomotors is below the platform; the other
three are attached to the upper part of the rigid frame. Cables are connected to the end-effector on the
arm to be trained using a wristband. Further details on the end-effector are reported in [17]. This setup
allows several different motions that are suitable for limb exercises such as for rehabilitation purposes.
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Figure 2. A scheme of the operation architecture of LAWEX.

A successful rehabilitation procedure relies on several key aspects. In particular, it is necessary
to deﬁne and complete a reliable and safe motion based on a proper training protocol. Accordingly,
several experiments have been carried out to set up the proper motion parameters such as the elbow
support position and arm motion ranges. Some tested setup conditions are shown in Figure 1,
where an elbow support keeps the elbow position ﬁxed relative to LAWEX. This limits the arm motion
to elbow ﬂexion–extension.
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2.1. Kinematics
The LAWEX frame structure has one servomotor in its bottom edge, where the ﬁxed reference
frame XYZ is also located. Three other servomotors are attached on the upper part of the robot
frame structure, one at the top edge and the other two at the top extremities of the structure, as also
shown in Figure 1. A kinematic scheme of LAWEX is shown in Figure 3, which gives the location
of cables. In this ﬁgure the starting points of cables are indicated by using the position vector Ai
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4), where each starting point refers to the attachment of a cable to its pulley that is attached
to the corresponding servomotor. Accordingly, one can write:
A1 = (− a1 ; − a2 ; h), A2 = (0; 0; h), A3 = ( a1 ; − a2 ; h), A4 = (0; 0; 0).

(1)

The pose of the end-effector EE in Figure 3 is deﬁned by the cable connection points Bir ,
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4), whose positions can be deﬁned in reference to point H in the center of EE (this can also
be deﬁned as the mobile platform), such as:
B1r = (−b1 ; −b2 ; 0), B2r = (0; b3 ; 0), B3r = (b1 ; −b2 ; 0), B4r = (0; 0; 0).

(2)

If one assumes a ﬁxed orientation of the moving platform during the robot operation, the absolute
position of point H ( x; y; z) can be easily obtained by means of a loop-closure equation for the i-th
kinematic chain such as:
(3)
H + Bir = Ai + Ei ,
where Ei is the vector representing the i-th cable of the robot. Therefore, considering Equation (3),
one can write:
(4)
Ei = H + Bir − Ai .
In this way it is possible to solve the inverse kinematics problem of the cable robot by computing
the vector modules on both sides as:

|| Ei || = || H + Bir − Ai ||.

(5)

The relationships between the cable lengths and the position of the point H on the EE can be
expressed as:
l1 =

( x + a1 + b1 )2 + (y + a2 + b2 )2 + (z − h)2

(6)

x2 + (y − b3 )2 + (z − h)2

(7)

( x − a1 − b1 )2 + (y + a2 + b2 )2 + (z − h)2

(8)

l2 =
l3 =

l4 =

x 2 + y2 + z2 .
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Figure 3. The kinematic scheme of the LAWEX architecture.

2.2. Dynamics
If one neglects the elasticity of the cables, the length of each cable can be considered as directly
proportional to the angular displacement ϑi of the servomotors according to the relationship
li = l0 − ϑr0 −

πr1
− d0 ,
2

(10)

where l0 is the total length of the cable, ro is the driving pulley radio, r1 is the secondary pulley radio,
and d0 is the distance between the centers of the pulleys. By isolating the term ϑi , it is possible to
obtain the actuation vector of the manipulator for computing the corresponding motion angle, which
allows the actuators to reach the desired position.
The dynamic model of this manipulator can be described by
⎡

⎡

⎤

fx

⎢
⎥
w = ⎣ fy ⎦ =
fz

u1

u2

u3

u4

ug

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

τ1
τ2
τ3
τ4
mg

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥ = Sτ,
⎥
⎦

(11)

where w is the wrench vector that is represented by the three exerted forces f i ; S is the structure matrix
that is made by the normal vectors ui . Each vector ui represents the direction that is connecting the
end-effector with the i-th pulley; τ is the vector that contains the cable tensions τi . The abovementioned
mg represents the gravity force, which can be considered as equivalent to a vector with constant
direction and constant modulus.
2.3. Programming the LAWEX Operation
The programming of LAWEX has been developed according to Figure 4. In particular, Figure 4b
shows a speciﬁcally developed user-friendly interface of LAWEX that runs in Java and can also be
operated with Android smartphones. The user interface includes a button to perform the path planning.
This is obtained by using the inverse kinematics of LAWEX, as discussed in the previous section and
in [13]. The obtained results of the inverse kinematics are the cable lengths versus time, with which we
are able to generate the desired path of the end-effector. The computed cable lengths are then converted
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into the angular positions of the servomotors. This is done by considering that the rotation of each
servomotor winds or unwinds its cable about its own winch. Each winch consists of a cylindrical drum
of known diameter. Accordingly, each servomotor rotation generates a known increase or decrease of
the cable length. The computed vector of angular positions versus time is sent to an Arduino board,
which drives all four servomotors.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. The developed user interface of LAWEX: (a) ﬂowchart of the software architecture; (b) the
main interface screen.

The path planning can be generated in real time for short motions or off-line for predeﬁned
motion paths such as horizontal motions from left to right and vice versa, vertical motions up and
down and vice versa, or a skew (diagonal) motion combining the previous two pre-deﬁned paths.
The latter achieves up–down motion followed by left–right motion. For each of these predeﬁned
paths it is possible to set a desired number of cycles N so that the path is cyclically repeated N times.
The button “calculate angular values” starts the calculations for path planning and sends the output
vector of angular positions to the Arduino board. One can set other trajectories through the “total
trajectory” button by setting up a list of the point coordinates one wishes to reach versus time.
If the system has a failure, one can push the reset button and the end-effector returns to its initial
conﬁguration, which means it is at top up conﬁguration and centered. One can also push the stop
button in an emergency.
3. Motion Strategy after Failure
The main goal of the proposed strategy is planning and achieving a motion for reaching a safe
position after a cable failure. In this application, such a strategy takes into account the Wrench Exertion
Capability (WEC) of the rehabilitation robot and allows the motors to exert a braking force in the
opposite direction of motion. To make sure that the strategy works, the end-effector should also be
inside the feasible workspace after the cable failure. In the proposed case, this condition is certainly
respected when cable 4 breaks: indeed, when another cable breaks, the workspace can degenerate
into a bidimensional shape and the motion of the end-effector cannot be easily controlled. It is worth
noting that, during a therapy rehabilitation task, cable 4 can reach tensions higher than the other cables.
Therefore, it might be advisable to increase the number of cables to distribute the corresponding load
on more cables in a redundant setup.
The force that can be exerted in a speciﬁc direction, before and after the cable failure, can be
computed by means of a performance index called Wrench Exertion Capability (WEC). As mentioned
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above, this index computes the maximum force (or torque) that can be exerted in a given direction
while keeping all the other components null. This index can be used to compute the maximum
exertable braking force in the direction of motion, aimed at stopping the end-effector. It is important
to note that a speciﬁc reference frame should be deﬁned in order to compute the WEC index. Such a
reference frame should have an axis that lies along the direction of motion d. Accordingly, the braking
force is computed by searching for the cable tensions that guarantee the maximum braking force along
the direction of motion d by referring to the axis of the abovementioned reference frame. The following
linear programming problem allows for achieving the proper cable tension:
minimize : ( f d ) = sd τ

(12)

⎧
⎪
⎨
s.t. :

So τ = 0
τmin  τ  τmax ∀ τ = τ f ,
⎪
⎩
τf = 0

(13)

where

•

•
•
•

sd is deﬁned as the row of the Structure Matrix Sr that refers to the direction of motion. Let us
deﬁne R as the rotation matrix that identiﬁes the novel reference frame Sr by means of the
following relation: Sr = RS;
So is the matrix obtained by Sr by removing the row sd ;
τmin and τmax are the vectors that deﬁne the range of the proper cable tensions;
τ f identiﬁes the broken cable, whose tension is set to a null value.

From a practical point of view, following a cable failure, a wise choice can be to reduce the value
of the maximum allowed cable tension in order to reduce the risk of another cable failure. Therefore,
in this application we assume the maximum allowed cable tension after failure to be reduced to 70% of
the maximum allowed cable tension before failure so that τmaxE = 0.7 × τmax .
An important issue that is related to optimization problems is that they are iterative and
time-consuming. For this reason, their application in a real-time environment is discouraged and
sometimes not applicable. This aspect is thus carefully considered to keep the computational costs
within a feasible range for real-time implementation. Accordingly, the proposed case study considers a
computationally efﬁcient approach for computing the WEC index and the maximum allowed braking
force as soon as a cable failure is detected. The chosen method for computing the WEC index has
already been proposed in [13]. It is based on a geometric representation of the forces that can be exerted.
The main idea behind the algorithm is to consider the possible exertable wrenches as a polytope in
the n-dimensional space (where n is the number of degrees of freedom). The n-dimensional space is
represented so that the x-axis is oriented with the direction of interest d. The intersections between the
x-axis and the skull of the wrench polytope represent the maximum and minimum exertable forces,
respectively, in the direction of interest. The proposed algorithm also allows the corresponding tension
conﬁguration able to exert such forces. The corresponding tension vector is in the skull of the tension
polytope in the m-dimensional case (where m is the number of cables). This algorithm allows for
cutting 80% of the computational time compared with classic optimization-based algorithms.
4. Performance Analysis
This section reports a preliminary analysis of the performance (in terms of workspace and
exertable force) of the cable robot before and after failure. The structure of the robot is described
in Section 2. Considering the sizes of LAWEX, parameters a1 , a2 are both set to 0.36 m; h is 0.46 m,
while bi can be neglected. For the performance analysis the origin of the ﬁxed reference frame is
attached to point A2 . Figure 5 represents the static equilibrium workspace before and after failure.
Figure 5 is obtained by setting a minimum tension of 0.5 N and a maximum acceptable tension of 10 N
as referring to the twisted iron cables of LAWEX. The mass of the end-effector is equal to 5 N (robot
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unload). On the other hand, the force exertion capability has been investigated by considering the
directions of motion that the robot is supposed to have, i.e., left–right and up–down. The left–right
motion in the considered reference frame results in a straight-line motion in the direction 45◦ in the
plane x-y. The cyan rectangle in Figure 5 represents the plane for which the performance regarding the
right–left motion has been investigated. Simulations suggest that the best performance for this motion
can be reached when z = −h/2. Figure 6 shows the computed maximum exertable force in the right
direction (a–c) and in the left direction (b–d). This has been computed before (a–b) and after (c–d) the
failure of the cable with a color indicating the force magnitude. The color scale in [N] is reported on the
right side of Figure 6. The shape of the polytope changes according to the position of the end-effector,
since it is strictly related to the structure matrix S. It is important to note that only the tension polytope
after failure is shown here, since it has a three-dimensional shape. Instead, the tension polytope before
failure is a four-dimensional polytope that is not representable in a 3D plot.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Workspace of LAWEX before (a) and after (b) failure.

Figure 6. Computed maximum exertable force in the right direction (a–c) and in the left direction (b–d)
before (a,b) and after (c,d) the failure of the cable.
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5. Simulations
This section addresses the simulation of the behavior of LAWEX within its operation workspace.
Discussion is also provided to clarify the main differences between the proposed approach and other
previous approaches that are available in the literature, such as those reported in [5,6].
5.1. Simulation with Previous Approaches
Previous approaches are conceptually totally different from the proposed one as they aim
to compensate for the lost wrench due to a cable failure by mostly considering the static
equilibrium conditions.
A numerical simulation is reported to clarify the main features of the approaches in literature by
referring to the case study of LAWEX. Namely, one can consider the LAWEX robot with the end-effector
lying within its static feasible workspace. Without lack of generality, a feasible generic point P has
been chosen with coordinates P (0.05, −0.2, 0.23). In this position the static equilibrium is guaranteed
by the vector of cable tensions τ that allows one to achieve a null wrench w in Equation (11) so that:
⎡
w=



u1

u2

u3

u4

ug

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

τ1
τ2
τ3
τ4
mg

⎤

⎡
⎤
⎥
0
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎥ = Sτ = ⎣ 0 ⎦.
⎥
⎦
0

(14)

Since the robot is redundant, there are inﬁnite tension vectors that satisfy Equation (14).
In this case the solution with the minimum tension is chosen. Indeed, in this case one of the
cables exerts the minimum allowed tension, 0.5 N, so that the vector of cable tensions τ is:
τ = {2.62, 2.94, 3.67, 0.5, mg}.
If one considers the failure of one cable, its tension becomes zero. In case of failure of the fourth
cable, its tension became null (τ4 = 0). The existing methods in the literature, such as [5,6], aim at
achieving a new set of cable tensions that satisﬁes Equation (4) under the condition that one cable is no
longer able to exert any force. Accordingly, one can compute the wrench vector w as follows:
⎡
w=
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(15)

In this case, the robot is no longer redundant, since one cable is considered broken. Accordingly,
there is only one feasible tension vector that satisﬁes Equation (15) and vector τ can be computed as
τ = {2.29, 2.99, 3.19, 0, mg}. This new tension vector allows for maintaining the static equilibrium of
the end-effector after a cable failure.
5.2. Simulation of the Proposed Motion Strategy
The proposed approach differs totally from other existing methods, since it deals with a cable
failure by planning a motion strategy under dynamic conditions, instead of addressing the static case
as in existing methods. A numerical simulation is reported here to clarify the main features of the
proposed novel approach by referring to the case study of LAWEX.
An algorithm has been written in Matlab-Simulink in order to prove its effectiveness. In a ﬁrst test,
a periodic motion from left to right has been considered. Such a motion has been deﬁned by considering
the center of the end effector starting at coordinates Xi = [0.05, −0.35, −0.23]m and stopping its motion
at coordinates X f = [0.35, −0.05, −0.23]m; the period of the full motion (roundtrip) requires about 2 s
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equally distributed in the forward motion (lasting one second) and the backward motion (lasting 1 s).
We have considered a failure of cable 4 occurring at t = 0.65 s. In Figure 7 the full motion performed
by the end-effector is shown by a blue line, while the instant of failure is depicted in red.

Figure 7. The computed end-effector trajectory for the proposed simulation test.

Dashed lines in Figure 7 refer to cables that are still active after the failure of another cable.
The damaged or broken cable has been highlighted with a dotted line. The absolute velocity of the
whole path has been plotted in Figure 8 by showing the motion before the cable failure as phase 1
(from 0 to 0.65 s); the motion after cable failure as phase 2 (from 0.65 to 0.7 s); the reaching of ﬁnal
conﬁguration as phase 3 (from 0.7 to 1 s). The tensions of the cables are depicted in Figure 9. The time
axis lasts 1 s in order to highlight the three different phases. During the ﬁrst phase the end-effector
is moving along the planned trajectory; in the second phase, after the cable failure, the proposed
algorithm computes the cable tensions that are needed for exerting the braking force that is needed to
stop the end-effector. The last phase begins when the velocity of the end-effector is close to zero. In
this phase the cable tension reaches a static equilibrium conﬁguration in the actual position.

Figure 8. The end-effector velocity during the simulation (phase 1: motion before the cable failure;
phase 2: motion after cable failure; phase 3: reaching of ﬁnal position).
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Figure 9. Cable tensions during the simulation (phase 1: motion before the cable failure; phase 2:
motion after cable failure; phase 3: reaching of ﬁnal position).

6. Conclusions
This paper addresses the safe operation of cable-driven parallel manipulators by taking into
account the effect of a cable failure. Speciﬁcally, we propose a strategy to deal with one cable failure.
This strategy consists of a real-time computation that, after detecting a cable failure, generates a cable
tension that can achieve quick braking of the end-effector in a safe pose. A computation algorithm has
been discussed and simulation results have been analyzed referring to the real case study of a LAWEX
robot. This has allowed us to conﬁrm the engineering feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed
strategy when a cable failure occurs.
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Abstract: Unlike “classical” industrial robots, collaborative robots, known as cobots, implement
a compliant behavior. Cobots ensure a safe force control in a physical interaction scenario within
unknown environments. In this paper, we propose to make serial robots intrinsically compliant
to guarantee safe physical human–robot interaction (pHRI), via our novel designed device called
V2SOM, which stands for Variable Stiffness Safety-Oriented Mechanism. As its name indicates,
V2SOM aims at making physical human–robot interaction safe, thanks to its two basic functioning
modes—high stiffness mode and low stiffness mode. The ﬁrst mode is employed for normal
operational routines. In contrast, the low stiffness mode is suitable for the safe absorption of any
potential blunt shock with a human. The transition between the two modes is continuous to maintain
a good control of the V2SOM-based cobot in the case of a fast collision. V2SOM presents a high inertia
decoupling capacity which is a necessary condition for safe pHRI without compromising the robot’s
dynamic performances. Two safety criteria of pHRI were considered for performance evaluations,
namely, the impact force (ImpF) criterion and the head injury criterion (HIC) for, respectively,
the external and internal damage evaluation during blunt shocks.
Keywords: cobot; V2SOM; safety mechanism; safe physical human–robot interaction; pHRI; variable
stiffness actuator; VSA; collaborative robots

1. Introduction
Robotics was introduced into industry at the beginning of the 1960s. Several industries (e.g.,
automobile, military and manufacture) improved their productivity rates thanks to the use of robots,
taking advantage of their capabilities to execute repetitive tasks much faster than humans. Those
classical industrial robots generally executed the production tasks in highly secured cells, out of
the reach of human operators. Nevertheless, other tasks cannot be easily automated, and human
execution is therefore required, such as complex tasks or the manipulation of heavy loads. The use
of collaborative robots, known as cobots, emerges as a solution to improve the execution of those
tasks where a human is required. Unlike classical industrial robots, usually isolated to avoid physical
contact with humans, cobots actually coexist with them in a shared common workspace and cooperate
with them to accomplish the desired tasks. While a robot can magnify human capabilities, such as
their force, speed, or precision, humans can bring a global knowledge and their experience to jointly
execute the tasks [1]. With the fourth industrial revolution, the number of cobots has increased [2] and
they are being used more and more to assist well-experienced humans.
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Safety is the most important issue to solve before establishing collaborative tasks between humans
and robots, where a high risk of collisions between them is evident and may result in damage to
humans. In this context, research efforts are focused on the design of solutions to reduce the energy
transferred by the robot in the case of collision, decreasing the risk of injury for the human [3]. In this
regard, some basic solutions have been proposed. For instance, Park et al. introduce the use of a
viscoelastic covering on the robot’s body to reduce the impact forces [4]. Fritzsche et al. propose
monitoring the contact forces by providing the robot’s body with a tactile sensor used as an artiﬁcial
skin [5]. Furthermore, several control approaches have been proposed to provide the robot with
a compliant behavior while it executes a task. These compliant control strategies typically make
it possible to assign a dynamic relationship between the robot and the environment, enabling the
interaction behavior to be controlled by properly selecting the dynamic parameters. The compliant
behavior can be either implemented in the robot end-effector or in the joints, for the Cartesian or joint
space cases, respectively. A complete survey of the different collaborative control schemes can be
found in [6]. On the other hand, mechanical solutions have also been proposed to provide an intrinsic
compliance to the robot. Among these compliant mechanisms, variable stiffness actuators (VSAs)
allow the introduction of an intrinsic compliance to the robot joints [7]. These mechanisms are capable
of providing adjustable stiffness to the joints, which can be adjusted according to the needs.
Overall, two main approaches are well-respected for the human safety versus robot dynamics
trade-off. These approaches are summarized under active impedance control and passive compliance
(PC). The ﬁrst approach suffers from a low latency in the case of blunt HR collision that reaches
up to 200 ms [8,9], which may endanger human safety. In contrast, passive compliance presents a
robust instantaneous response to uncontrolled HR shocks. In general, what makes robots intrinsically
dangerous is the combination of high velocities and massive mobile inertia [10]. This latter aspect
is a key feature in making cobots behave safely without limiting the desired dynamic performances,
that is, by decoupling the cobot’s colliding part inertia from the heavy rotor side inertia via passively
compliant joints. In this respect, the earliest works yielded the series elastic actuator and the series
parallel elastic actuator [11,12], where the stiffness is constant. As this behavior cannot cope with a
cobot’s load variation and its dynamics, Zinn proposed the concept DM2 in [13] that improves the
control via the double actuation system. Subsequently, the concept of variable stiffness actuator (VSA)
gained more attention [8,14–17] from the robotics community. The VSA acts upon a wide range of a
cobot’s load by adapting its apparent stiffness. Note that every VSA is different, for example, in terms
of its stiffness proﬁle or working principal. A well-detailed study of a VSA’s design goal is presented
in [8]. There are some examples of systems implementing VAS control with a sensor-based approach,
which usually leads to a more complex mechanical structure, and a sensorless approach, as commonly
used in the position/stiffness control [18,19]. This study’s proposed approach, leading to the prototype
V2SOM [20], presents the following novelties with respect to the literature:

•
•
•

The stiffness behavior, in the vicinity of zero deﬂection, is smoothened via a cam-follower
mechanism.
The stiffness sharply sinks to maintain, theoretically as shown in Figure 5, a constant torque
threshold in the case of collision.
The torque threshold, Tmax , is tunable according to load variation.

The focus of this paper is V2SOM’s design which is dedicated to a cobot’s rotary joints. In Section 2,
the mechanism’s working principle is presented by emphasizing its design concept and the two
functional blocks: stiffness generation block and stiffness adjusting block. The design methodology
applied to obtain the ﬁrst V2SOM prototype is presented in Section 3. The theoretical as well as
experimental characteristics of the ﬁrst V2SOM prototype are addressed at the end of that section.
Section 4 presents a comparative study between V2SOM and a constant stiffness (CS) proﬁle, comparing
the choice of both HIC and ImpF criteria via simulation. Section 5 summarizes some notable outcomes
and perspectives of the present study.
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2. V2SOM’s Working Principle
The design concept of the variable stiffness mechanism (VSM) aims to make load-adjustable
compliant robots by implementing VSM in series with the actuation system, as depicted in Figure 1.
However, a VSM can simply be described as a tunable spring with a basic nonlinear stiffness proﬁle.

Figure 1. Variable stiffness actuator (VSA) scheme, including the actuation system coupled with a
variable stiffness mechanism (VSM).

2.1. Architecture Description
V2SOM contains two functional blocks, as depicted in Figure 2, namely, a nonlinear stiffness
generator block (SGB) and a stiffness adjusting block (SAB). To simplify the understanding of V2SOM,
we presented a kinematic scheme in Figure 2b with a semi-view that is symmetrical to the rotation axis
L1. The SGB is based on a cam-follower mechanism where the cam’s rotation γ about L5 axis, between
−90◦ and 90◦ , induces the translation of its follower according to the slider L6. Then, the follower
extends its attached spring. At this level, a deﬂection angle γ corresponds to a torque value Tγ
exerted on the cam. The wide range of this elastic deﬂection must be reduced to a lower range of
−20◦ ≤ θ ≤ 20◦ , as it is widely considered in most VSAs [21,22]. To this end, the SAB acts as a
reducer by using a gear ring system. Furthermore, the SAB serves as a variable reducer due to the
linear actuator M that controls the distance a while driving the gearing in a lever-like conﬁguration.
The reduction ratio of the SAB is continuously tunable allowing V2SOM to cope with the external load
Tθ , where the link side makes a deﬂection angle θ relative to the actuator side.
E
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Figure 2. Architecture description: (a) Block representation of the V2SOM (b) Kinematic scheme in
semi-view of the V2SOM.

The V2SOM CAD model as well as its ﬁrst prototype are presented in Figure 3. More details
are given in the V2SOM patent [20] and [15,16]. The V2SOM blocks as shown in Figure 3, with CAD
models and corresponding prototypes, are connected rigidly to fulﬁl each step of a dedicated task:

•

The SGB is characterized by the curve of the torque Tγ vs. the deﬂection angle γ. This curve is
obtained through the cam proﬁle, the followers. and other design parameters. The basic torque
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•

curve leading to the torque characteristic of the V2SOM is depicted in Figure 4a. This basic curve
is elaborated with a torque threshold equal to Tmax = 2.05 Nm, for the present prototype.
The SAB is considered as a quasi-linear continuous reducer (QLCR) and deﬁned by its ratio
expression given in Figure 4b. The ratio is a function of the nonlinear (NL) factor, deﬂection angle
γ, and reducer’s tuning parameter a. The NL factor is linked to the SAB’s internal parameters
and can be approximated with a constant when the deﬂection θ range is between −20◦ and 20◦ ;
this issue will be discussed in the next section.

Figure 3. V2SOM: (a) 3D model, (b) CAD model of upper block, (c) CAD model of lower block,
(d) prototype of upper block, (e) prototype of lower block, (f) ﬁrst prototype.

Figure 4. (a) Example of V2SOM basic torque curve with (b) QLCR. (c) Illustration of the V2SOM
torque characteristic with seven QLCR settings.

Figure 4c shows an illustration of the V2SOM characteristic resulting from Figure 4a with seven
increasing reduction ratio settings (seven values of torque tuning). Because of the QLCR behavior of
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the SAB, the curves in Figure 4c follow the proﬁle of the basic torque curve given in Figure 4b which
will be detailed in Section 2.2.
In general, V2SOM has two working modes between which a transition smoothly takes place
in the case of blunt shock as illustrated in Figure 5. The high stiffness mode (I) is deﬁned within
the deﬂection range [0, θ1 ] and the torque range [0, T1 ]. The T1 value deﬁnes the normal working
conditions of the torque. Exceeding this torque value means that the shock absorbing mode (II) is
triggered, characterized with low stiffness thus leading to the torque threshold Tmax .
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Figure 5. V2SOM working modes. (Left) Torque curve, (Right) stiffness curve.

2.2. Stiffness Generator Block (SGB)
In order to explain the working principle of the stiffness generator block, its corresponding
simpliﬁed sketches are shown in Figure 6. A relaxed spring conﬁguration with the cam-follower is
presented in Figure 6a. In this particular conﬁguration, the supported torque around the rotation axis
is equal to zero, Tγ = 0. The increase of the torque Tγ  leads to an elastic deﬂection angle as well
as a linear motion of the sliders. The rotation of the cam, as depicted in Figure 6b, compresses the
springs, allowing the followers to keep contact with the cam proﬁle. Contact surface analysis allowed
us to identify the interaction forces and then establish the static equilibrium conditions. A graphic
representation of a contact surface between cam and follower is shown in Figure 6c,d. Below, geometric
parameters are listed in addition to the corresponding static equilibrium force equations.

•
•
•
•
•

ρ: Distance among the rotation center, point O, and contact point of the cam-follower.
r1 : Follower’s radius.
r: Distance of the follower’s center, point O, to the cam’s rotation center. The rest value is r0 .
Fr : Resultant force at the cam-follower contact.
Fc : Component of Fr in charge of deﬂection torque Tγ . The relations can be written as follows:


Tγ = 2 ρFc
.
Fc = cos( β − α) Fr

(1)

Notice that the components of Fr of each follower, according to the axis containing the rotation
center, are cancelling each other.

•

Ff : Friction force at the slider supporting the follower.

•
•

Fk : Compression force of the spring.
R: Force applied on the slider perpendicular to its axis.

The following equations can be deduced from the static equilibrium condition, giving the relation
between forces Ff , Fk , R and Fr :

R = cos αFr
.
(2)
Fk + Ff = sin αFr
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(c) cam-follower contact surface geometric parameters, (d) cam-follower contact forces.

Considering a Coulomb-type friction at the slider joint and a proportional expression to Fr and μ,
the force and friction coefﬁcient are expressed, respectively, as follows:
Ff = μR = μ cos αFr .

(3)

The following relations between the geometric parameters, useful for the equation rearrangement,
can be obtained from Figure 6c:

r1 cos α = ρ sin β
.
(4)
r − r1 sin α = ρ cos β
Equation (4) is rearranged as follows:


β = a tan
ρ=



r1 cos α
r −r1 sin α
r1 cos α
sin β

.

(5)

A rotation of the cam from equilibrium position, 0 → γ yields to follower motion deﬁned by a
translation of the slider from initial position, r0 → r . The principle of virtual work applied to the SGB
can be written as follows:
γ
r
Tγ ( x ) dx = 2
Fk (y) + Ff (z) dy.
(6)
0

r0
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Then, Equation (6) is simpliﬁed as follows:
γ
0

Tγ ( x ) dx = 2

r
r0


Fk (y) 1 +

μ cos α
sin α − μ cos α


dy.

(7)

By substituting x = γ(y) in Equation (7), we obtain:
r .
r0

γ Tγ (γ(y)) dy = 2

r
r0


Fk (y) 1 +

μ cos α
sin α − μ cos α


dy,

(8)

.

where γ = ∂γ
∂r , γ(r0 ) = 0 and γ(a) = γ.
As Equation (8) is valid for any r ≥ r0 , one may write the following:

.
γTγ (γ(r )) = 2Fk (r ) 1 +


μ cos α
.
sin α − μ cos α

(9)

Combining Equations (1)–(3), (5), and (9) results in the following:


.

.

tan α = r γ

γ=

2Fk (r )
Tγ (γ)

+

μ
r

where γ = 0.

(10)

The ﬁrst step to ﬁnd the cam’s proﬁle, that is, the set of points deﬁned as the pair (β, ρ), is to solve
the second differential Equation of (10). Then, the pairs (β, ρ) are found using Equation (5).
In this regard, the following numerical scheme is adopted:
.

γ (ri ) =

γ ( r i +1 ) − γ ( r i )
.
r i +1 − r i

(11)

Substituting (11) in the second Equation of (10), leads to:

γi + 1 = γi + ( r i + 1 − r i )


2Fk (ri )
μ
+
,
Tγ (γi )
ri

(12)

where γi+1 = γ (ri+1 ), γi = γ (ri ) and γ0 = γ (r0 ) = 0.
For the sake of simplicity, we presented a combination of four extension springs (see Figure 3b) as
a single compression spring in Figure 6. Thus, the springs in Figure 6 have the following characteristic:


l0
,
Fk = 4rK 1 − √
r 2 + b2

(13)

where K and l0 are the extension springs’ stiffness and initial length, respectively, and b is a constant,
depicted in Figure 7, related to clash constraints.

Figure 7. Spring setup in the lower block: (a) CAD model, (b) simple sketch and parameters.
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It is now clear that the cam’s proﬁle depends on the characteristic of deﬂection torque Tγ vs.
deﬂection angle γ. The SGB of V2SOM has the torque characteristic shown in Figure 8, where the two
functional modes are shown. The equation of the curve in Figure 8 is given by the following:
!
"
Tγ (γ) = Tmax 1 − e−sγ ,

(14)

where Tmax and s are two constants of the designer’s choice.

Figure 8. Torque vs. deﬂection characteristic of stiffness generating block and V2SOM’s two
functional modes.

The ﬁrst mode, which we call normal operational condition mode (i.e., no collision takes place),
is deﬁned within the deﬂection range (I) of Figure 8. The range (I) is characterized by a torque value
T80% and a user chosen value, that represents 80% of Tmax . Accordingly, the range (II) represents the
collision mode where the deﬂection torque at the SGB exceeds the threshold of T80% .
2.3. Stiffness Adjusting Block (SAB)
The interval delimitating the deﬂection angle of the SGB is within [−90◦ ; 90◦ ] which is larger
then numerous cobot applications (e.g., [−15◦ ; 15◦ ] for humanoid arm application [11]). The tuning
of the V2SOM’s stiffness in a continuous manner is supported by the stiffness adjusting block (SAB).
This block’s functionality is deﬁned by its capability to adjust the deﬂection angle, the output of the
SGB. The SAB can be considered as a torque ampliﬁer.
As a gearbox, the main function of the SAB is to vary the torque. This block is composed of a
set of gears, two ring gears and one spur gear (see Figure 9a). The ring gears are considered as the
input carried by a double lever arm system applying a torque. The lever arm system is composed of
two drive rods and a prismatic joint L2, as shown in Figures 9a and 2, respectively. The displacement
of each driven rod is deﬁned by the parameter a. The actuator M, as depicted in Figure 2b, allows
one to change the value of the parameter a acting on the reduction ratio of the SAB. The parameter a
deﬁnes the distance between the driven rod and the cam center. The position of the driven rod can
also be deﬁned by the parameter x when it slides along the ring gear. All these parameters are given in
Figure 9b.
V2SOM’s deﬂection angle at the output is θ, Figure 9b, which is the output of the SAB. The relation
between the output torque Tθ and the input torque Tγ is given by the following:
⎛
R1 ⎝
Tθ
=
−1 +
Tγ
R2

⎞ −1


cos δ
a sin θ
⎠ : where δ = atan
! a "2
R − a cos θ
− sin δ2
R

⎧

⎨ Rsin πR2 ≤ a ≤ R
2R1 


⎩ |θ| ∈ 0, π 1 − R2 − acos R sin πR2
2
R
a
2R
1

1
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Equation (15-a) reports the condition of the tuning parameter a appearing in the rate of the
input–output torque equation and deﬁnes the torque behavior of the SAB. When the input angle γ
changes inside the bounding interval [−90◦ , 90], the output angle θ is still limited inside the range
given by Equation (15-b).
An approximation of Equation (15) can be written when the deﬂection θ is close to zero value
using second-order Taylor polynomial approximation. The obtained equation, noted Fideal , is expressed
as follows:
a
(16)
Fideal ( a, θ ) =
R−a

Figure 9. Stiffness adjusting block: (a) CAD model, cross-section view’ (b) simpliﬁed scheme with
single ring gear.

Figure 10 presents the real as well as ideal curves of the SAB’s reduction ratio

Tθ
Tγ

given by
R1
R2

Equations (15) and (16), respectively. The curves are computed for the numerical value
= 7.5,
considered for illustration purposes. One can observe that in the vicinity of the zero-deﬂection value,
the two curves overlap. This occurs for normal working conditions correlating with range (I) in
Figure 8. Beyond the zero-deﬂection value, the system toggles to the range (II) and the two curves
slightly split up. The approximation formula of the reduction ratio, Fideal ( a, θ ), meets well the real
curves under normal working conditions. In addition, one observes the possible tunability through
parameter a. The only drawback lies in the fact that the curves split up, which can be avoided, as
explained in the next section, with a correction on the proﬁle of the cam.

Figure 10. SAB ratio

Tθ
Tγ

curves (dotted line) and their ideal approximation Fideal (solid line).
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3. V2SOM’s Prototype
In the previous sections, we presented the two functional blocks and concluded that in order to
get the overall ideal approximation of the SAB, the cam’s proﬁle must be corrected. This change
compensates for the declining trend of the reducer’s ratio, thus making the SAB behave as a
continuously tunable quasi-linear reducer. The cam’s proﬁle originates from the Tγ expression in
Equation (14) which is corrected with a second-order polynomial factor, resulting in Tcor as follows:

Tcor (γ) = Tγ (γ)· a0 + a1 γ + a2 γ2

(17)

with a0 , a1 and a2 are real coefﬁcients. The second-order polynomial factor is chosen in a way that
the Tγ value is modiﬁed only in the range (II) while the continuity between the two deﬂection ranges
is preserved. This is done with a simple optimization based on the least squares method, where the
error is the difference between a set of points representing the real SAB characteristic and their ideal
matching set. Figure 11 summarizes the design methodology of V2SOM.
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Figure 11. Illustration of V2SOM’s design.

The V2SOM prototype was developed with its two functional blocks as illustrated in Figure 12.
Two miniature linear motion actuators (Series PQ12, [23]) were used in the upper block. These compact,
miniature-sized actuators present the following characteristics: maximal speed (no load), 9 mm/s;
stroke, 20 mm; and maximal force, 35 N. The considered parameters of the torque curve vs. deﬂection,
corresponding to the theoretical curve shown in Figure 8, are Tmax = 2.05 Nm and s = 50. The real
coefﬁcients of the second-order polynomial obtained through optimization process and handled in the
cam design are [ a1 , a2 , a3 ] = [1.001, −0.0369, 2.588].
Figure 13 shows the theoretical curves (solid line) which maintain a relatively constant threshold in
the range (II). This indicates the quality of the correction brought to the cam’s proﬁle. The experimental
curves show a slight deviation from their corresponding theoretical ones that is due to the imperfection
of mechanical parts (e.g., natural friction phenomenon). Overall, a practically good match can be
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concluded as the crucial deﬂection range (I) shows a good match and the collision range (II) slightly
deviates from its theoretical value. The presented V2SOM prototype has a cylindrical volume of 92 mm
in diameter and 78 mm in height, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 12. V2SOM prototype with each two functional blocks: (a) SAB: stiffness adjusting block, (b)
SGB: stiffness generator block.

Figure 13. V2SOM’s torque vs. deﬂection theoretical and experimental curves for the eleven different
SAB settings.

4. Performance Evaluation: V2SOM vs. Constant Stiffness
In this section, a comparison between V2SOM vs. a tunable constant stiffness proﬁle is carried out
on the choice of both HIC and ImpF criteria via simulation, as quantitative evaluation. A mechanical
model of HR shock [10,17] is considered and implemented under a Matlab/Simulink platform for
this purpose.
4.1. Safety Criteria
The safety of pHRI is quite problematic, particularly in terms of quantiﬁcation as well as its
validity to the whole-body regions. The most widely considered safety criteria include, but are not
limited to, the following:

•

•

•

HIC: this criterion quantiﬁes the high accelerations of brain concussion during blunt shocks
even for a short amount of time, for example, H IC15 less than 15 ms is sufﬁcient for robotics
applications according to [24], which can cause severe irreversible health issues [25].
ImpF (also known as contact force): this criterion is quite interesting as it can be applied to the
whole-body regions. The contact force value is computed for a speciﬁc contact surface with a
minimum 2.70 cm2 area.
Compression criterion (CompC): this criterion reﬂects a damaging effect of human–robot (HR)
collision by means of a deformation depth, mainly considered for the compliant regions such as
chest and belly.
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The head region is the most critical part of the human body compared to the trunk region which is
naturally compliant. The CompC criterion is not relevant for the head region as the skull is quite rigid.
In contrast, HIC and ImpF are considered for their complementary aspect of HR shock evaluation.
HIC is suitable for internal damage evaluation as it quantiﬁes dangerous brain concussions, while
ImpF is suitable for external damage evaluation. The collaborative workspace should be designed, as
noted in ISO/TS15066 permits, in a way that free head motion cannot be compromised as the ﬁrst step
to guaranteeing safe pHRI.
4.2. Human–Robot Collision Model
The most critical body region, as investigated in the literature [17,18], is still the human head
from the perspective of safety problems. With respect to that investigation, a theoretical modeling of a
dummy head hardware in a crash test was proposed and validated experimentally. The mechanical
model is shown in Figure 14 and parameterized according to [10]:

•
•
•
•

Neck viscoelastic parameters d N = 12 [Ns/m] , k N = 3300 [N/m];
Head’s mass Mhead = 5.09 [Kg] and linear displacement x;
Contact surface viscoelastic parameters dc = 10 [Ns/m], k c = 1500 [N/m];


Robot arm contact position l = 0.6 [m] and inertia Iarm = 0.14 Kgm2 ;

•
•

Rotor inertia Irotor , torque τrotor and angular position θ1 ;
Stiffness of the variable stiffness mechanism K and angular deﬂection θ = θ1 − θ2 .

Figure 14. Mechanical model of dummy head hardware collision against a robot arm.

Both criteria, ImpF and HIC, are deduced from the collision model. The ﬁrst one, ImpF, is obtained
from simulation data as the applied force on the contact surface. The second one, HIC, is computed as
a result of the following optimization problem:

H IC15 = maxt1 ,t2

1
( t2 − t1 )

t2
t1

a(t)dt

2.5



(t2 − t1 ) , Subject to t2 − t1 ≤ 15 ms

(18)

where a(t) is the head acceleration value at instant t.
4.3. Simulation Results of HR Collision
In the ensuing analysis, a comparison between V2SOM and a constant stiffness (CS) VSM was
performed through simulation of the HR collision model under Matlab/Simulink. An identical elastic
deﬂection value was considered for CS and V2SOM deﬂection at 80% of Tmax . This torque value deﬁnes
the deﬂection range of the normal working mode for the V2SOM after which the shock absorbing
mode is triggered. The shock absorbing mode is triggered when the torque reaches T1 value (see
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Figure 15). In this case, the springs are compressed by the followers’ displacement as a result of the
cam rotation (as shown in Figures 5 and 6).
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Figure 15. V2SOM and CS proﬁle, ( Tmax , T1 ) = (15, 12) [Nm].

The simulation aims to emphasize the decoupling capability of V2SOM along inertia and torque
in comparison to an equivalent CS-based variable stiffness mechanism.
Inertia decoupling. The obtained results given in Figure 16 show that V2SOM presents more than
an 80% improvement for the HIC criterion compared to CS. On the other hand, an improvement from
10% up to 40% is observed on the ImpF curves. H ICV2SOM and ImpFV2SOM curves are still stable for a
large range of rotor inertia. One can conclude from these results that V2SOM presents a high inertia
decoupling capability compared to a CS-based variable stiffness mechanism. This characteristic means
that in the case of HR collision, the human body sustains only arm side inertia rather than the heavy
resulting arm and rotor inertia.
Torque decoupling. The obtained results given in Figure 17 show quasi-constant curves for
V2SOM. The variation of motor applied torque τrotor does not affect the two criteria values, HIC and
ImpF. An improvement of 10% up to 40% is observed for V2SOM for the ImpF criterion. This outcome
is alleviated by the HIC values which conﬁrm the torque decoupling capacity of a V2SOM similar to
elastic behavior.



.
Figure 16. Irotor simulation results; (τrotor , Tmax , T1 ) = (10, 15, 12) [Nm]; c = 37 [SI]; θ 1 = π rads−1 .


Figure 17. τrotor simulation
results; Irotor = 0.175 Kgm2 ; (τrotor , Tmax , T1 ) = (7.5→30, 15,12) [Nm];

.
c = 37; θ 1 = π rads−1 .
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5. Conclusions
This paper deals with the design methodology of the variable stiffness safety-oriented mechanism
(V2SOM). This new device, as its name indicates, comes to ensure the safety of physical human–robot
interaction (pHRI) as well as to reduce the dynamics’ drawbacks of making robots compliant. Due to
its two continuously linked functional modes, high and low stiffness modes, this novel device presents
a high inertia decoupling capacity. The V2SOM mechanism’s working principle has been presented
as well as its two functional blocks. The mechanical description of each block in addition to its
mathematical models have been detailed. The interaction along the whole proﬁle response between the
two blocks has been discussed. Each block accomplishes a speciﬁc role, the ﬁrst generating the desired
stiffness proﬁle through a cam-follower system and the second adjusting the stiffness proﬁle through
compact ring gears. The theoretical as well as the preliminary results of the ﬁrst V2SOM prototype has
been presented and discussed. Further experimental results will be addressed in future publications.
The performance evaluation of V2SOM in terms of safety through an evaluation of safety criteria was
performed. The impact force (ImpF) criterion and the head injury criterion (HIC) for external and
internal damage evaluation of blunt shocks were considered, respectively.
Currently, a faster and lighter version of this device is under development, knowing that the
current version weighs about 970 g with all its integrated control electronics.
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Abstract: In the design of humanoid robotic hands, it is important to evaluate the grasp stability,
especially when the concept of underactuation is involved. The use of a number of degrees of
actuation lower than the degrees of freedom has shown some advantages compared to conventional
solutions in terms of adaptivity, compactness, ease of control, and cost-effectiveness. However, limited
attention has been devoted to the analysis of grasp performance. Some speciﬁc issues that need
to be further investigated are, for example, the impact of the geometry of the ﬁngers and the
objects to be grasped and the value of the driving mechanical torques applied to the phalanges.
This research proposes a software toolbox that is aimed to support a user towards an optimal design
of underactuated ﬁngers that satisﬁes stable and efﬁcient grasp constraints.
Keywords: humanoid robotic hands; underactuated ﬁngers; graphical user interface; grasp stability

1. Introduction
In the last few years, increasing interest has been devoted towards compliant and underactuated
hands as a compact, reliable, and ﬂexible grasping solution in manipulation applications [1,2].
However, relatively limited attention has been given to the development of simulation tools that
address the speciﬁc challenges connected with underactuated grasping [3]. Notable examples are
GraspIt! [4] and OpenGrasp [5]. Both simulators allow a set of common objects and various types
of grippers to be analyzed, but they are not well suited for grasp stability analysis, especially when
underactuated architectures are considered. Other recent efforts that address the speciﬁc design of
under-actuated hands include [6], whereas SynGrasp [7] is a MATLAB toolbox for grasp analysis
of fully or underactuated robotic hands. Finally, in [8], the Yale-CMU-Berkeley (YCB) object and
model set is presented that is intended to be used to facilitate benchmarking in robotic manipulation,
prosthetic design, and rehabilitation research.
This paper introduces a simulation toolbox that the authors developed during their current efforts
at BionIT Labs towards an efﬁcient design of Adam’s Hand: a transradial myoelectric prosthesis that
uses a highly underactuated mechanism, composed of 14 differential stages actuated by a single motor
−15 degrees of freedom (DOFs), 1 degree of actuation (DOA) [9]. The underactuation among the ﬁngers
is obtained by symmetrically stacking ﬁve bevel gear differential stages, while the underactuation
within each ﬁnger is obtained by stacking serially two differential idler pulleys per ﬁnger. A functional
scheme of the designed mechanism is shown in Figure 1, while a more in-depth analysis of the proposed
mechanism can be found in [10,11]. This paper extends the study, preliminary presented by the authors
Robotics 2019, 8, 26; doi:10.3390/robotics8020026
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in [12], on the contact forces generated by the underactuated ﬁngers during enveloping grasps.
The overall goal is to optimize their features by maximizing the contact conditions for which a stable
grasp can be achieved. As explained in the following section, these contact situations are identiﬁed by
a combination of phalanx ﬂexion/extension angles and contact points of the phalanges with the object
to be grasped. In order to simplify the analysis that involves a high number of variables, a software is
presented in Section 4 to support a user during the design stage. The software framework, available
upon request, is developed in the Mathematica environment, which is a very powerful symbolic
language and well-established in the scientiﬁc and industrial world. Mathematica programming
environment allows to easily exploit other speciﬁc tools and built-in math functions enabling the
exploration of multiple approaches and the integration with other analysis tools, e.g., statistical
processing of experimental data, optimization, dynamic models, and simulations.

Figure 1. The Adam’s Hand mechanism employs the following underactuation tree [11].

2. General Static Model
Drawing on [13], the model of underactuated ﬁnger used in this paper is shown in Figure 2.
The following assumptions hold: the ﬁnger motion is planar (no abduction/adduction), and all the
n phalanges, which are driven by a single actuator, are linked through revolute joints. Equating the
input and output virtual powers of this system, one obtains:
t T ωa =

n

∑ ξi ◦ ζi

(1)

i =1

where:
•

t is the input torque vector exerted by the actuator (Ta ) and the springs located between the
phalanges (T2 , . . . , Tn ):

T
(2)
t = Ta T2 . . . Tn
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•

ωa is the corresponding joint velocity vector:

ωa = θ̇ a

•

θ̇2

...

θ̇n

T

(3)

where θi is the ith joint variable.
ξ i is the twist of the ith contact point on the ith phalanx (assuming one contact per phalanx) with
a corresponding wrench ζ i , and the operator “◦” stands for the reciprocal product of screws in
the plane.
It can be shown that:
ξ i ◦ ζ i = f T ( J θ̇) = f T ( JTωa )

(4)

where:
•

f T is the vector of the resultant of contact forces, f i , normal to phalanx 1, . . . , n:
f =


f1

f2

...

T

fn

(5)

•

J is the Jacobian Matrix, a n × n square matrix which depends only on the location of the contacts
k i on the phalanges and their relative orientation rijT , their length li and the friction coefﬁcients μi
and ηi :
⎡
⎤
0
...
0
k 1 + η1
⎢ rT (x − μ y ) + η
k 2 + η2
...
0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
2 2
2
J = ⎢ 12 2
(6)
⎥
⎣
...
...
...
... ⎦
T (x − μ y ) + η
T
r1n
n
n n
n r2n ( xn − μn yn ) + ηn . . . k n + ηn

•

T is the Transmission Matrix, a n × n square matrix which depends on the stage transmission ratios
xi of the mechanism used to propagate the actuation torque to the phalanges:

T=

− x1 x2

1

− x1 x2 x3
In−1

0nT−1

...

− ∏in=1 xi


(7)

where In−1 and 0nT−1 are the identity matrix and the zero vector of dimension (n − 1).
Then, considering Equations (1) and (4), the equilibrium of virtual power for the system results:
t T ωa = f T ( JTωa )

(8)

from which one obtains a useful relationship between the actuator torques and the contact forces:
f = J −T T −T t

(9)

It should be noted that a n-output m-input underactuated mechanism requires n − m springs in
order to be statically determined. For this reason, depending on the mechanism design, it is possible
that a torsion spring will be required also in the base joint O1 . In this case, matrix J remains the same,
while vector t and matrix T −1 respectively become:

t = Ta

T −1 = T ∗ =

1

T1

T2

x1 x2

...

x1 x2 x3
In
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T

...

(10)
∏in=1 xi


(11)
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where In is the identity matrix of dimension n, and T ∗ is now a rectangular matrix of dimensions
(n + 1) × n. Equation (9) in this case becomes:
f = J −T T ∗T t

(12)

and the forces obtained are the same calculated in absence of the base joint spring, except for f 1 , which
1
contains the additional term T1
(and this holds for any number of phalanges). This result
k 1 + η1
represents the most general one, since if T1 = 0 also f 1 equals the one previously obtained. For this
reason, from now on, matrices J (Equation (6)) and T ∗ (Equation (11)) and vector t (Equation (10)) will
be used to optimize the ﬁngers design using Equation (12).

Figure 2. Model of an underactuated ﬁnger.

2.1. Impact of Phalanx Thickness
As can be seen in Figure 3, when the ith phalanx thickness i is not negligible the angle θi should
be augmented by the quantity:

ψi = arctan i
(13)
ki
and the contact location k i should be shifted by
k∗i =

k2i + i2

(14)

In addition, when friction is non-zero, the equilibrium locus changes due to the moment generated
by the tangential force, which can be modelled using the coefﬁcient ηi : the tangential force produces
a moment about Oi equal to − f ti i . This moment can be seen as a wrench with the same normal
and tangent forces and a torque τi equal to the case of a zero thickness phalanx. Therefore, one gets
τi = ηi f i = − f ti i = − f i μi i , thus the equivalent instantaneous rolling friction coefﬁcient is ηi = −i μi .
The latter coefﬁcient must be added to the previous value of ηi describing the contact friction (even if
it is zero). This change can be reﬂected directly into the matrix J to obtain the new force expressions.
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Figure 3. Impact of the phalanx thickness.

2.2. Positive Deﬁniteness of the Forces
Given a set of geometric parameters, Equation (9) or (12) provides the contact conﬁgurations
deﬁned by the pair (k∗ , θ∗ )
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤
k2
θ2
⎢k ⎥
⎢θ ⎥
⎢ 3⎥
⎢ 3⎥
∗
∗
k = ⎢ ⎥ and θ = ⎢ ⎥
(15)
⎣. . .⎦
⎣. . .⎦
kn
θn
that ensure full positiveness of the vector f . The set of these contact situations corresponds to the
stable part of the space spanned by the contact situations pair (k∗ , θ∗ ) which are referred to as the
space of contact conﬁgurations or grasp-state space. Stable grasps correspond to contact situation pairs for
which the vector f has no negative component, that is, the phalanges in contact with an object have
a positive (or zero) contact forces. The other phalanges that are not in contact with the object must
correspond to zero contact forces. It should be underlined that this approach tries to characterize the
ﬁnger itself, independently from the object being grasped.
It should be also considered that the grasps requiring all the phalanges correspond only to a
subset of all the possible grasps: fewer-than-n-phalanges grasps can also be stable if each phalanx
which contacts the object has a strictly positive contact force and each phalanx not in contact with the
object has a null contact force.
3. Contact Forces Writing for the Proposed Finger Mechanism
The general equations presented in Section 2 are written for the scheme proposed in Figure 1,
for both the two-phalanx thumb ( I ) and for the four three-phalanx ﬁngers, from index ( I I ) to pinkie
(V ). As mentioned in Section 1, the prosthetic hand under study features n = 15 DOFs that are
actuated by just m = 1 DOA, so n − m = 15 − 1 = 14 springs are required to solve the static
equilibrium equations. Due to symmetry considerations, these springs have to be located in all the
joints of each ﬁnger (three springs for ﬁnger I I ÷ V and two springs for ﬁnger I), so that also the base
joint (O1 ) of each ﬁnger will be linked through a spring to the ﬁxed palm.
3.1. Two-Phalanx Finger
Three DOFs are assigned to the thumb, corresponding to proximal and distal phalanges
ﬂexion/extension and to metacarpus abduction/adduction. These members are interconnected via
three revolute joints. A torsional spring that is positioned in each joint, which links the phalanges,
the metacarpus, and the palm. Since the analysis carried out in Section 1 does not consider
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out-of-the-ﬂexion-plane movements, in the following analysis the metacarpus motion is constrained
so that the thumb results as composed only by the proximal and the distal phalanges. Whereas this
approximation subtracts generality to the analysis, it should be considered that many grasp typologies
can be obtained with the metacarpus ﬁxed relatively to the palm. The model of the thumb is presented
in Figure 4a.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. Model of the underactuated 2-phalanx thumb (a) and determination of J I elements: vectors
r11 (b), r12 (c), and r22 (d).

Both ﬂexion/extension of the two phalanges and abduction/adduction of the metacarpus are
driven by the torque deriving from the bevel gear differential stage 4, as shown in Figure 1.
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Matrix J I according to Equation (6) is given by:

JI =

k 1 + η1
k2 + l1 (cos θ2 − μ2 sin θ2 )

0
k 2 + η2


(16)

The physical meaning of J I is showed in Figure 4b–d.
When phalanx thickness i is taken into account, the ﬁnger model becomes that shown in Figure 5a,
as discussed in Section 2.1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. Model of the underactuated 2-phalanx thumb considering non-negligible phalanx thickness
 (b), r  (c), and r  (d).
1 , 2 (a) and determination of the components of vectors r11
22
12

Matrix J I gets:


JI =

k 1 + η1
k2 + l1 (cos θ2 − μ2 sin θ2 ) + μ2 η2

180

0
k 2 + η2


(17)
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since vectors rki in this case acquire another component proportional to phalanx thickness i along
yi axis, as shown in Figure 5b–d. This matrix represents a generalization of the matrix reported in
Equation (16) for i = 0 (i = 1, 2). Therefore in the following analysis, matrix J I will be derived from
Equation (17).
Matrix TI and vector t I can be obtianed respectively from Equations (7) and (10):
⎡

1
⎢
TI∗ = ⎣1
0

t I = Ta,I

⎤
x12,I
⎥
0 ⎦
1

T1,I

T2,I

(18)
T

(19)

with x12,I being the transmission ratio between the base and the middle idler pulleys and Ta,I the
torque exerted by one of the two sun gears of the bevel gear differential Stage 4. Moreover:

Th,I =

Kh,I (π/2 − θh,I + Zh,I )

if spring opposes hand opening

−Kh,I (θh,I + Zh,I )

if spring opposes hand closing

(20)

with Kh,I being the spring stiffness and Zh,I the spring preload for joints h = 1, 2 of the thumb.
The contact forces obtained from Equation (12) are then:
⎧
1
[k + η2 + μ2 2 + l1 (cos θ2 − μ2 sin θ2 )]
⎪
⎪
− ( T2 + Ta x12,I ) 2
f = ( T1 + Ta )
⎪
⎨ 1
k 1 + η1
(k1 + η1 )(k2 + η2 )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ f 2 = ( T2 + Ta x12,I )

1
k 2 + η2

(21)

Neglecting friction (μi = ηi = 0 ∀i) and considering x12,I = 1, these equations become
much simpler:
⎧
1
k + l1 cos θ2
⎪
⎪ f 1 = ( T1 + Ta ) − ( T2 + Ta ) 2
⎪
⎨
k1
k1 k2
(22)
⎪
⎪
1
⎪
⎩ f 2 = ( T2 + Ta )
k2
The grasp is stable only if f i > 0 for i = 1, 2. By studying the contact situations deﬁned by the
pair (k2 , θ2 ) for a determined set of geometric, static, and dynamic parameters (phalanx length and
thickness, friction coefﬁcients, springs stiffness and preload, actuation torque, . . .) the portion of the
grasp-state space in which all the forces are positive can be obtained. By varying the design parameters,
this portion can be maximized in order to ensure a stable grasp for the largest number of contact
situation achievable.
3.2. Three-Phalanx Fingers
In this case, three DOFs are assigned to each one of ﬁngers I I ÷ V. They all feature three phalanges
linked through three revolute joints among them and to the ﬁxed palm. A torsional spring is located
in each joint. The model of this ﬁnger is presented in Figure 6a. The model is modiﬁed as shown in
Figure 6b when phalanx thickness is not negligible.
Each ﬁnger is driven by the torque delivered by the bevel gear differential stages 2 (ﬁngers I I and
I I I) or 3 (ﬁngers IV and V), as shown in Figure 1. Considering the same assumptions made for the
two-phalanx ﬁnger, the contact forces obtained from Equation (12) are:
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⎧
[k + η2 + μ2 2 + l1 (cos θ2 − μ2 sin θ2 )]
1
⎪
⎪
− ( T2 + Ta x12 ) 2
⎪ f 1 = ( T1 + Ta )
⎪
k 1 + η1
(k1 + η1 )(k2 + η2 )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
[
μ

+
l
(
cos
θ
−
μ
sin
θ
⎪
2
2
2
2
2 )][ k 3 + η3 + μ3 3 + l2 (cos θ3 − μ3 sin θ3 )]
1
⎪
+( T3 + Ta x12 x23 )
⎪
⎪
⎪
(k1 + η1 )(k2 + η2 )(k3 + η3 )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
l [cos(θ2 + θ3 ) − μ3 sin(θ2 + θ3 )]
⎨
−( T3 + Ta x12 x23 ) 1
(k1 + η1 )(k3 + η3 )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
1
[k + η3 + μ3 3 + l2 (cos θ3 − μ3 sin θ3 )]
⎪
⎪
⎪
− ( T3 + Ta x12 x23 ) 3
f 2 = ( T2 + Ta x12 )
⎪
⎪
k 2 + η2
(k2 + η2 )(k3 + η3 )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
1
⎪
⎪
⎩ f 3 = ( T3 + Ta x12 x23 )
k 3 + η3

(23)

Again, neglecting friction (μi = ηi = 0 ∀i) and considering x12 = x23 = 1, these equations become
much simpler:
⎧
1
k2 + l1 cos θ2
⎪
⎪
f 1 = ( T1 + Ta ) − ( T2 + Ta )
⎪
⎪
⎪
k
k1 k2
1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
[
k
l
cos
θ
+
l
l
cos
θ2 cos θ3 − k2 l1 cos(θ2 + θ3 )]
3
2
2
1
1
⎪
⎪
+( T3 + Ta )
⎪
⎪
k1 k2 k3
⎨
⎪
1
k3 + l2 cos θ3
⎪
⎪
f 2 = ( T2 + Ta ) − ( T3 + Ta )
⎪
⎪
⎪
k2
k2 k3
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
1
⎪
⎪
⎩ f 3 = ( T3 + Ta )
k3

(24)

The grasp is stable only if
f i >0 for
i = 1, 2, 3. As for two-phalanx ﬁnger, by studying the contact
 
k2
θ2
situations deﬁned by the pair
one can obtain the portion of the grasp-state space in which
,
k3
θ3
all the forces are positive.

(a)
Figure 6. Cont.
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(b)
Figure 6. Model of the underactuated 3-phalanx ﬁnger studied, respectively considering negligible (a)
and non-negligible (b) phalanx thickness.

4. Proposed Software
The software toolbox provides a useful tool to simplify the grasp-state space analysis and
parametric optimization. It was developed under the Wolfram Mathematica environment [14].
The graphical user interface (GUI) is shown in Figure 7. It consists of four main areas. The ﬁrst
row (2-phalanx ﬁnger) and the second row (3-phalanx ﬁnger) refer to the ﬁnger geometric parameters
explained in the previous sections; the third row collects the parameters relative to the target object
(position, size, shape), other parameters used to deﬁne the limits of the grasp-state space, and the
constraints on the normal and tangential contact forces both for two- and three-phalanx ﬁngers;
the fourth row includes the graphs that represents the grasp-state space (k2 , θ2 ) and the scheme of the
two-phalanx ﬁnger on the left side, whereas two graphs representing the grasp-state spaces (θ2 , θ3 )
and (k2 , k3 ) and the scheme of the three-phalanx ﬁnger are shown on the right side. Each subsection of
the GUI is explained in more detail in the remainder of the paper.
•

Sections 1 and 2—Phalanx length and semi-thickness
Phalanx lengths can be set by matching those of the human hand, using standard biomechanical
measurements ([15]), as shown in Table 1. Phalanx thickness, instead, has been set considering
the size of the mechanical transmission, in order to simplify the following design validation and
due to the lack of standard biomechanical measurements in the Literature.
Note that the software requires as input the phalanx semi-thickness.
Table 1. Standard phalanx lengths [mm].
Phalanx

Thumb (I)

Index (I I)

Middle (I I I)

Ring (IV )

Pinkie (V )

dp
mp
pp

21.67 ± 1.60
31.57 ± 3.13

15.82 ± 2.26
22.38 ± 2.51
39.78 ± 4.94

17.40 ± 1.85
26.33 ± 3.00
44.63 ± 3.81

17.30 ± 2.22
25.65 ± 3.29
41.37 ± 3.87

15.96 ± 2.45
18.11 ± 2.54
32.74 ± 2.77
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•

Sections 3, 4, and 5—Springs presence, direction, stiffness, and preload

•

The software foresees the adoption of a spring in each joint; when a joint (e.g., O1 , O2 , O3 ) is
checked, the rotary spring is activated and the relative stiffness and preload can be set, otherwise
the spring is neglected. The user can also choose if the spring opposes opening or closing of the
prosthetic hand.
As stated before, the proposed mechanism requires a spring in each joint of the ﬁnger in order to
obtain a statically determined ﬁnger.
Section 6—Friction coefﬁcients

•

The user can choose whether or not to consider friction by checking or unchecking the relative
button; in the ﬁrst case the value of friction coefﬁcients μi and ηi (i = 1, 2, 3) can be set. These values
depend on the material of the object–ﬁnger contact: typical values are 0.8 for a steel–steel contact
and 1 ÷ 4 for solid–rubber (in both cases clean and non-lubricated [16]). As a matter of fact,
it should be considered that robotic ﬁnger surfaces can be coated with a rubber-like layer to
increase friction or indirectly through the use of a tactile sensing device.
It should be also noted that for a given value of μi,static two values of μi should be considered,
each corresponding to one sliding direction, i.e., μi = +μi,static or μi = −μi,static .
Section 7—Torque and transmission ratios

•

The base joint actuation torque Ta must be provided in order to calculate contact forces.
Speciﬁcally, in the case of ﬁngers I I − V, this torque is found under the assumption that in
the steady-state condition it is equally distributed among all ﬁngers.
The user can also choose the value of transmission ratios between the phalanges: in order
to simplify and speed up the mechanism prototyping, the current version presents unitary
transmission ratios.
Sections 8 and 9—Force application points and ﬂexion angles
The parameters adopted to study the grasp-state space are the phalanx ﬂexion/extension angles
θ2 , θ3 and the force application points, expressed as a percentage of the phalanx length (k2 ≡ %l2
and k3 ≡ %l3 ):
–
–

for two-phalanx ﬁngers this space is of dimensions 3, therefore easily readable on a single 3D
graph parameterized as a function of (θ2 , k2 );
for three-phalanx ﬁngers, instead, at least two different graphs should be considered: the
current version of the software shows the force vector components as a function of (θ2 , θ3 )
in the ﬁrst graph (on the left of Figure 7) and as a function of (k2 , k3 ) in the second graph
(on the right) of the same ﬁgure. However, other parameters combinations, such as (θ2 , k2 )
or (θ3 , k3 ) are easily implementable.

•

Section 10—Grasped object parameters

•

When the object button is checked, the software working modality is affected: force application
points, in this case, are automatically deﬁned by the intersection between the phalanges and the
object outer shape. The user can choose the object dimension, shape, and position relative to the
ﬁnger base joint O1 .
Section 11—Graphic settings
The sliders in this section help deﬁning the grasp-state space boundaries both in terms of (θ2 , θ3 )
and (k2 , k3 ). They also deﬁne the number of points for which numeric integration of a performance
index is performed. This index indicates the percentage of the deﬁned grasp-state space, which
allows for a stable grasp. The boundaries for contact forces can also be set, in order to analyze
their trend.
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Moreover, the visualization of each single contact force both in the grasp-state space graphs and
in ﬁnger schemes can be activated by checking the relative button. In detail:
–

–

•

the contact forces f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 are denoted respectively as yellow, orange, and blue
surfaces in the grasp-state space graphs, while the green surfaces indicate the portion
of the grasp-state spaces where the forces are all positive, therefore indicating a stable
grasp. The green (stable grasp) or red (unstable grasp) point indicates the current
conﬁguration of the parameters (θ2 , k2 ) for the two-phalanx ﬁnger or (θ2 , θ3 ) and (k2 , k3 ) for
the three-phalanx ﬁnger;
the vectors representing the contact forces in the ﬁnger schemes are green or red if the forces
are, respectively, positive or negative. The blue vectors, instead, indicate the tangential forces
acting at the object contact points.

Furthermore, the GUI language can be set (the current version only supports English and Italian).
Section 12—Results
This section shows the main analytic outcomes obtained from the software: normal and tangential
forces and values of the performance indexes both for two- and three-phalanx ﬁngers. In the
conﬁguration considered in Figure 7, the grasped object, a disk, is positioned at the same distance
from the base joint O1 for the two ﬁnger architectures, but the grasp results stable only for
the three-phalanx ﬁnger. This is due to the fact that, for the given combination of the chosen
parameters, in the case of the two-phalanx ﬁnger the force f 2 is negative, while in the case of the
three-phalanx ﬁnger all the forces are positive. Speciﬁcally:
–

–

as can be seen in the grasp-state space graph of the two-phalanx ﬁnger (Figure 8a), the force
f 2 —orange surface—is always negative for each value of the (θ2 , k2 ) parameters, so that
the only way to obtain a stable grasp is that of changing the other parameters, such as the
phalanx length or thickness, the friction coefﬁcients, or the springs features;
in the case of the three-phalanx ﬁnger (Figure 8b) the ﬁrst grasp-state space, which is a
function of the (θ2 , θ3 ) parameters, shows a stable grasp—green surface—just in the 38.2%
of the deﬁned space, mainly due to the trend of f 2 surface; on the other hand, the second
grasp-state space, which is a function of the (k2 , k3 ) parameters, shows a stable grasp in the
91.2% of the deﬁned space.

As an example, if in the case of the three-phalanx ﬁnger the friction coefﬁcients are modiﬁed
from μ1 = μ2 = μ3 = 0.8 to μ1 = μ2 = μ3 = 0.6 the grasp becomes unstable (as shown in
Figure 9); this result highlights the importance of friction in the grasp stability problem and it also
shows how this software could be useful in ﬁnding the best design parameters for an efﬁcient
underactuated gripper.
The proposed toolbox helped in the design choices of the Adam’s Hand prototype family that is
shown in Figure 10. It was especially useful in setting the stiffness of the joint springs to increase the
stable portion of the grasp-state space of Adam’s Hand.
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Figure 7. Graphical user interface (GUI) of the developed software. Please refer to the online colored version for a better view.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 8. Grasp-state space graphs and ﬁnger schemes of the two-phalanx ﬁnger (a) and of the
three-phalanx ﬁnger (b).

Figure 9. Grasp-state space graphs and conﬁguration of the three-phalanx ﬁnger for an unstable grasp
due to insufﬁcient friction.
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Figure 10. Adam’s Hand prototype family: alpha-prototype at the top and beta-prototype at the bottom
of the image.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, a software framework was presented to help a user during the design stage of a
humanoid robotic hand that employs underactuated ﬁngers towards grasp stability optimization.
The tool is highly parameterized to cope with various parameters that include phalanx thickness and
length, friction, joint spring properties, and driving torque. Although it was primarily intended
for a parametric design of a humanoid underactuated hand using simulated grasping, it could
also be valuable as an educational tool to help non-expert users or students to understand the
principles underlying underactuated grasp by visualizing how the parameter slide bars impact on the
stability indexes.
Future developments will be devoted to extend the single point contact model by also taking
into account the linear and circular contact. The interaction with the grasped object by more than
one ﬁnger at a time will be added to the system. Efforts will be made to include deformability of
the phalanges, ﬁngers, and grasped object towards a fully soft underactuated design. Finally, while
many quality measures for grasps have been proposed in the literature, the use of these measures
for automatic grasp choice remains an open issue [17]. Therefore, grasp quality metrics other than
stability will be considered, for example, by taking into account the task requirement and following
knowledge-based approaches.
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Abstract: Variable stiﬀness actuators are employed to improve the safety features of robots that share
a common workspace with humans. In this paper, a study of a joint variable stiﬀness device developed
by PPRIME Institute—called V2SOM— for implementation in the joints of a multi-DoF robot is
presented. A comparison of the interaction forces produced by a rigid body robot and a ﬂexible
robot using the V2SOM is provided through a dynamic simulator of a 7-DoF robot. As an example
of potential applications, robot-assisted Doppler echography is proposed, which mainly focuses on
guaranteeing patient safety when the robot holding the ultrasound probe comes into contact with the
patient. For this purpose, an evaluation of both joint and Cartesian control approaches is provided.
The simulation results allow us to corroborate the eﬀectiveness of the V2SOM device to guarantee
human safety when it is implemented in a multi-DoF robot.
Keywords: safe physical human–robot interaction (pHRI); variable stiﬀness actuator (VSA);
collaborative robots; robot-assisted Doppler sonography

1. Introduction
The capability of industrial robots to execute tasks signiﬁcantly faster than humans has improved
the eﬃciency of several industrial processes. However, there exist numerous tasks that are harder to
automate, where human execution is required. The use of Cobots (i.e., collaborative robots) appears to
be an eﬀective solution to improve the execution of complex tasks where humans are required. Unlike
the classical industrial robots, which are usually isolated and avoid physical contact with humans,
Cobots share a common workspace with humans and cooperate with them to achieve a desired task [1].
At this time, the use of collaborative robots in medical and industrial applications is rapidly
growing. In the context of robot-assisted Doppler sonography, a teleoperated manipulator holds an
ultrasound probe and reproduces the same movements over the patient, which are executed by the
medical expert manipulating a ﬁctive probe from a master site. In this application, the eﬀorts applied
by the manipulator over the patient must be regulated to ensure patient safety and thus, it is important
to create compliance in the robot movements.
When using Cobots, the most important issue is to guarantee a safe human–robot coexistence.
In this regard, several solutions have been studied [2]. Park et al. led the use of a viscoelastic casing in
the robot’s body to reduce consequences of any impact [3]. Fritzsche et al. proposed the supervision
of the impact forces by covering the robot’s body with tactile sensors [4]. Human safety can also be
ensured by providing the robot with compliant motion capabilities. Two main strategies are deﬁned
for this purpose. The ﬁrst one concerns the use of speciﬁc control approaches in order to provide the
robot with compliant motions, such as the well-known impedance control [5], admittance control [6]
or the compliance control [7] approaches. Some of them react to the external forces applied to the
robot, which are either measured by a force/torque sensor or estimated by a disturbance observer [8].
Robotics 2019, 8, 29; doi:10.3390/robotics8020029
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Furthermore, more simple controllers do not need an external torque measure or estimation, such as
the one proposed in [7], which uses the potential energy of a virtual spring to perform the compliance
motion. On the other hand, a second strategy implementing compliant motion capabilities involves
the use of joint compliant mechanisms, allowing us to introduce intrinsic compliance to the robot.
For instance, series elastic actuators (SEA) are simple compliant mechanisms, including a mechanical
spring between the motor transmission output and the robot link [9]. Unlike the SEA that proposes a
constant stiﬀness, variable stiﬀness actuators (VSA) are capable of providing adjustable stiﬀness values
according to the requirements [10,11]. Several VSAs have been proposed since the 1980s. Some of them
propose mechanical solutions for modifying the stiﬀness, such as the use of leaf springs [12,13]. Other
more complex mechanisms include an extra actuator to vary the stiﬀness behavior [14,15]. This is also
the case for the V2SOM mechanism, a novel rotational variable stiﬀness actuator that was recently
presented by PPRIME Institute. This mechanism presents an innovative stiﬀness behavior, which is
smoothened in the vicinity of zero deﬂection through the use of a cam-follower mechanism. In the case
of collision, stiﬀness sharply sinks to a steady constant torque threshold, which is tunable according to
the load variation [16]. The working principle of V2SOM and an evaluation of its safety performance
when implemented on a multi-DoF is presented in this paper.
Various human safety indexes have been studied to validate the eﬀectiveness of the compliant
mechanism, such as the head injury criterion (HIC) [17] or the head impact power (HIP) criterion [18],
which are used when evaluating the consequences of an impact to the head. These criteria measure the
displacements, velocities and accelerations of the head during crash impact tests [19] and are usually
used in the automotive sector. Nevertheless, other safety criteria can be employed in robotics, such
as the measures of displacements, velocities or accelerations. Furthermore, the measure/estimation
of the interaction forces provides signiﬁcant information for studying the safety behavior of a
compliant mechanism.
The validation of safety performance for VSA is typically performed by studying a single-DoF
system case. Thus, the collisions between the link attached to the VSA and the environment representing
a human being are typically produced and evaluated. Nevertheless, this type of study only provides
information about the local safety performance of the compliant mechanism and makes it impossible
to evaluate its global performance when using it in a multi-DoF robot.
In this paper, a study of the V2SOM safety performance is presented. Unlike classical studies
evaluating the safety performance in a single-DoF model, the presented work studies the performance
of a 7-DoF robot using V2SOM on each joint. For this purpose, the dynamic model of a commercial
7-DoF robot has been modiﬁed to include the compliant mechanism on each joint. Moreover, two
study cases are presented. The ﬁrst one considers the execution of desired trajectories in joint spaces.
In the second one, an application, namely robot-assisted Doppler sonography, is considered. Finally,
interaction forces are evaluated according to the human safety index since low accelerations are
performed in the application.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the modeling of a multi-DoF robot using the
V2SOM is depicted. Furthermore, joint and cartesian control approaches for executing tracking
trajectory tasks are explained. In Section 3, the robot-assisted Doppler sonography application and
their issues are presented. A study case for the comparison of the safety performance of a rigid body
robot and a robot using the V2SOM on each joint is also presented. A discussion of the obtained results
and the conclusions of the presented work are provided at the end of this present paper.
2. Materials and Methods
In the following section, the dynamic model of a multi-DoF robot with joint ﬂexibility that is
provided by the implementation of the V2SOM is described. First, the working principle of the V2SOM
is depicted. Subsequently, the dynamic robot model with the V2SOM for the execution of tracking
trajectory tasks in both the joint and cartesian space is presented.
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2.1. Working Principle of V2SOM
In order to ensure safe behavior in the event of a collision, a mechanism has been designed to
provide a ﬁnite torque’s slope when approaching to the zero deﬂection. When the deﬂection increases,
the stiﬀness smoothly decreases until it reaches a threshold torque level Tmax . The performance curve
of the V2SOM is given by:


Tθ = Tmax 1 − e−sθ ,
(1)
where s is a positive constant value and θ represents the elastic deﬂection angle.
In general, two working modes are identiﬁed for the V2SOM. The transition between the two
modes smoothly occurs in the case of a strong collision, as illustrated in Figure 1a. The ﬁrst mode
represents a high stiﬀness behavior (I) and is deﬁned within a deﬂection range [0, θ1 ] and a torque
range [0, T1 ], respectively. The value of T1 deﬁnes the limit of normal torque working conditions.
When this value is exceeded, the impact absorbing mode (II) is activated, which is characterized by
a progressive decrease in the stiﬀness before reaching the torque threshold Tmax . In the developed
V2SOM prototype, the deﬂection θ1 corresponds to a torque T1 = 0.8·Tmax and supports a maximum
deﬂection θmax = π2 .

Figure 1. (a) Working modes of the V2SOM; and (b) Various performance curves of the V2SOM
according to diﬀerent values of r (tunable reduction ratio).

The nonlinear behavior is achieved through a cam/follower system. Two blocks form the mechanics
of the V2SOM, with each one having a speciﬁc task. The two blocks are rigidly coupled as it can be
corroborated in the kinematic scheme of the Figure 2a.
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Figure 2. (a) Kinematic scheme; (b) CAD model of the upper block (top) and lower block (bottom); and
(c) First prototype of V2SOM.

The upper block, called the stiﬀness adjusting block, is basically a deﬂection angle reducer (torque
ampliﬁer) with a tunable reduction ratio. This ratio can continuously be adjusted by modifying the
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reducer’s tuning parameter r through the actuated joint L2. Each value of r leads to a diﬀerent torque
curve with its corresponding Tmax and θmax values. Some of these curves are shown in Figure 1b.
Moreover, the V2SOM is designed to have a symmetric torque vs. deﬂection behavior, which allows it
to work in two rotation directions. The lower block, called the nonlinear stiﬀness generator block, is
based on a cam/follower mechanism with some additional springs. The cam proﬁle, related to a given
positive parameter s, generates the desired torque curve Tθ vs. deﬂection θ (see Equation (1)). The
CAD design and an image of the ﬁrst prototype are shown in Figure 2b,c, respectively. Readers are
invited to refer to [20] in order to obtain further details about the design phase of the V2SOM.
In the following section, a description of the dynamic model of a multi-DoF robot with joint
ﬂexibility by means of the V2SOM implementation on its joints is presented. The two control designs
for executing tasks in the joint and cartesian levels are also depicted.
2.2. Joint Control Design
The dynamic modeling of a ﬂexible joint proposed by [21] is useful for representing a n-DoF serial
robot implementing V2SOM on each joint as follows:
 . .
..
M(qo )qo + C qo , qo qo + g(qo ) = Tθ + Text ,

(2)

The vector qo ∈ n comprises the link side positions and Tθ ∈ n contains the output torque
provided by V2SOM whose behavior is explained by Equation (1), as shown in Figure 2. The external
forces acting on the robot are represented by the torque vector Text ∈ n . Moreover, the motor side
dynamics is deﬁned by:
..
(3)
Bqi + Tθ = Ti − T f ,
where B ∈ n×n is the motor inertia matrix, qi ∈ n is the vector containing the motor side positions
and Ti ∈ n contains the motor torques. The friction torques are represented by T f ∈ n . After this,
the elastic deﬂection angle is deﬁned by θ = qi − qo .
Several control approaches can be used to control a robot, including ﬂexible joints, such as the one
presented in [22]. This approach was proposed for fast movements, such as pick-and-place applications.
In this case, in order to execute joint tracking trajectory tasks, the torque motor Ti can be controlled
through a PD regulator that is added to a gravity compensation term in a similar way to the approach
proposed in [23]:
.
Ti = Kp (qd − qi ) − Kd qi + ĝ(qo ),
(4)
The vector qd ∈ n is the desired link side position. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the
implemented control approach. Furthermore, the passivity of the system can be guaranteed by properly
choosing the constant values Kp and Kd .

Figure 3. Block diagram of the proposed joint space control architecture.

2.3. Cartesian Control Design
In the case of cartesian tracking trajectory tasks of dimension m, the torque motor Ti can also be
achieved through a PD regulator and a gravity compensation term, as follows:

. 
Ti = JT Kpx (xd − xi ) − Kdx xi − N (q)ξ + ĝ(qo ),
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where xd ∈ m is the vector of the desired end eﬀector positions. Similar to the joint space case,
the passivity of the system can be ensured with a proper choice of the constant values Kp and Kd .
J (q) ∈ m×n is the Jacobian matrix and N (q) = I − JT J + T is a null space projector that allows us to
optimize an objective function represented by ξ. Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the implemented
control approach for the cartesian case.

Figure 4. Block diagram representing the proposed cartesian space control architecture.

3. Implementation and Results
In this section, the robot-assisted Doppler sonography is ﬁrst presented. As mentioned above,
the use of V2SOM can be useful for this medical application. Subsequently, two study cases allowing
us to compare the safety performance between a rigid body and a compliant robot using the V2SOM
are presented, where the latter study case concerns the mentioned medical application.
3.1. Robot-Assisted Doppler Sonography
Several studies demonstrate the appearance of work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WRMD)
due to the uncomfortable postures adopted by the sonographers during the examinations [24,25]. The
motion capture analysis performed during examinations has allowed us to conﬁrm that sonographers
frequently take postures completely out of the comfort zone. In order to avoid the existence of WRMD,
a robotized platform for Doppler sonography has been proposed by PPRIME Institute. The medical
expert, located at the master site, operates a 3DoF haptic device (Figure 5). In a real-life scenario,
the sonographer will perform examinations on patients lying on the examination table in the same
conditions as in his medical oﬃce. The setup shown in Figure 5 is used to perform the ﬁrst experimental
tests. The haptic device pedals the movements of the serial robot and maintains the ultrasound probe
over the patient. The use of the master device instead of manually manipulating the probe allows
medical experts to restrict their movements to the comfort zone.

Figure 5. Teleoperated system for Doppler echography.
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In order to ensure safe patient–robot contact, it is important to create compliant behavior in the
slave robot. Therefore, compliance can be provided by implementing V2SOM on each joint of the robot.
A study case is provided below for a classical trajectory executed at the beginning of a robot-assisted
Doppler sonography examination.
3.2. Study Cases
Hereafter, some preliminary results of the safety performance of a multi-DoF collaborative robot
using V2SOM to provide it with joint ﬂexibility are presented. A 7-DoF Kuka IIWA robot has been
used for this experience. This is one of the most relevant torque-controlled collaborative robots that are
employed by the research community.
3.2.1. Joint Space Trajectory Task
For this ﬁrst experience, the cartesian workspace is restrained to the YZ plane. According
to this restriction, only the movements on joints 2 and 4 are activated, while the rest of the
joints have
been blocked to ﬁxed joint
 position values. The link side position vector is deﬁned

as qo = π/2, qo2 − π/2, 0, qo4 , 0, 0, 0 .
After this, the proposed V2SOM is implemented in the second and fourth joints with the purpose
to provide safe compliant behavior in the case of a collision with an external object. A joint desired
linear trajectory for the joint 2 is deﬁned, i.e., qd2 from 0◦ to 90◦ . For joint 4, a ﬁxed desired angle
qd4 = 0◦ was set. A compliant object is placed on the robot’s workspace, which interferes with its
trajectory. The external compliant object is characterized by certain stiﬀness and damping values of
ke = 1000 N/m and de = 10 Ns2 /m, respectively. Figure 6a illustrates the proposed study case.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) First study case: a 7-DoF robot using V2SOM in joints 2 and 4 executes a trajectory within
a planar workspace while a compliant object obstructs with the desired trajectory. (b) Second Study
case: a 7-DoF robot integrating V2SOM on each joint executes a 3D trajectory until getting in contact
with the human body.

The constant parameters were deﬁned as follows: Kp = diag{4000, 12000, 4000, 12000, 4000, 4000, 4000}
and Kd = diag{300, 811, 300, 811, 300, 300, 0.15}. Friction eﬀects were neglected for the sake of
simplicity, i.e., T f ≈ 0. Furthermore, the compliance parameters of the V2SOM for joints 2 and 4 were
selected as follows: Tmax = ±100 Nm and s = −184.428 rad−1 for a deﬂection value θ1 = 0.5◦ . Figures 7
and 8 show the obtained simulation results for this study case. A comparison between the robot’s
behavior in two diﬀerent compliance conﬁgurations is presented: when using a rigid body robot (i.e.,
Tθ ≈ Ti ) and when V2SOM is implemented in joints 2 and 4. Considering the low velocities used in
these examinations, the HIC and HIP criteria are not suitable for evaluating the safety performance of
the robot. Thus, the interaction forces Fext induced for the two conﬁgurations are proposed for the
safety performance index.
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Figure 7. (Top) Position signals for joints 2 and 4 in the two cases: with (“V2SOM”) and without
(“RIGID”) using the V2SOM. (Bottom) Interaction force Fext generated in these two cases.

Figure 8. Link side torque signals Tθ2,4 generated by joints 2 and 4 in both cases: when using a rigid
body robot and when the output torques are provided by the implemented V2SOMs.

The interaction force Fext generated during the physical contact between the robot and the
compliant object naturally induces a variation in the joint position signals. In the case of a rigid body
robot implementing a classical joint position control strategy, the PD regulator, directed by the constant
values Kp and Kd , are forced to reach the desired trajectory using the maximum torque provided by the
motor. This behavior can be veriﬁed in Figures 7 and 8, where joint 2 reaches its motor torque limit
T jmax (±200 Nm according to the manufacturer) that provides a joint trajectory close to the desired one.
As expected, this behavior also increases the magnitude of the interaction force (Figure 7, bottom).
On the other hand, the intrinsic compliance provided by the proposed mechanism induces a decrease
in the interaction force, which naturally causes a loss of accuracy in the following trajectory task.
Moreover, it can be veriﬁed in Figure 8 that the variable stiﬀness law provided by V2SOM limits the
motor torques to the deﬁned torque threshold Tmax = ±100 Nm. It is worth mentioning that the torque
variations generated from t = 2.5 s correspond to the variation of the desired trajectory for joint 2.
3.2.2. Cartesian Space Trajectory Task for Doppler Sonography
In the context of robot-assisted Doppler sonography, the robot holding the probe is ﬁrst positioned
at its zero position (the probe is placed over the patient). After this, the robot executes a vertical
trajectory until it comes into contact with the patient’s body. This vertical trajectory corresponds to
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the ﬁrst part of the proposed desired 3D cartesian trajectory, which is denoted as xd (t). During the
second part, the robot moves away from the patient’s body. In real life conditions, once this trajectory
is executed, the sonographer is able to teleoperate the robot using the haptic device.
For this study case, the patient’s body is represented as a compliant entity characterized by certain
stiﬀness ke = 3000 N/m and damping de = 30 Ns2 /m values, respectively. Figure 6b illustrates the
proposed study case.
Constant parameters have been fixed as: Kpx = diag{6000, 6000, 6000} and Kdx = diag{300, 300, 300}.
Similar to the previous study case, friction eﬀects have been neglected (i.e., T f ≈ 0) and the compliance
parameters of the V2SOM were selected as: Tmax = ±30 Nm and s = −184.428 rad−1 for a deﬂection
value θ1 = 0.5◦ . The objective function was employed to stabilize the internal motion by reducing the
.
joint velocities, i.e., ξ = −0.1qi .
The robot’s behavior in three diﬀerent conﬁgurations are compared: when using a rigid body
robot, i.e., Tθ ≈ Ti ; when a linear compliant behavior is implemented (constant stiﬀness); and when the
V2SOM is implemented on each joint of the robot. The obtained results are shown in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9. (Top) Current position along the z-axis; and (Bottom) Interaction force Fext measured for the
three conﬁgurations: rigid body, constant stiﬀness and when using the V2SOM.

Figure 10. Link side torque signals Tθ in each compliant joint for the three diﬀerent conﬁgurations:
rigid body, constant stiﬀness and when using the V2SOM.

As expected for the medical application, the compliance behavior provided by the V2SOM
decreases the interaction forces (Figure 9 bottom). Furthermore, the z-axis trajectory performed by the
robot using V2SOM does not aﬀect the quality of the Doppler test since the contact between the probe
and human body is established and guaranteed. Figure 10 proves that the output torques provided by
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V2SOM are always restricted by the desired limits Tmax = ±30 Nm unlike the motor torque signals of
the rigid body and constant stiﬀness cases.
4. Discussion
In the ﬁrst study case, Figure 7 shows the position signals of joint 2 and the interaction force
induced by the collision between the robot’s wrist and the compliant object in the two conﬁgurations.
The magnitude of this interaction force represents a safety index, which indicates a more human-friendly
behavior when low values are measured. In this case, Figure 7 allows us to verify that the interaction
force Fext has signiﬁcantly decreased for the conﬁguration when using V2SOM in joints 2 and 4, which
proves its safer performance.
Figure 8 shows the control torque signals for joints 2 and 4 in the two conﬁgurations. It is possible
to verify that the output torque Tθ provided by the V2SOM that is implemented in joint 2 is constrained
by the torque threshold Tmax at a time of around 3.6 s. In contrast, the torque signals of the rigid body
conﬁguration are only restricted by the motor torque limits T jmax .
In the second study case, the current position signals on the z-axis and the interaction force
generated by the collision between the probe and the patient’s body for the three conﬁgurations
are shown in Figure 9. Similar to the previous case, it is shown that the interaction force Fext has
considerably decreased when using the V2SOM, which demonstrates safer performance compared to
the rigid body robot conﬁguration.
Although the external eﬀorts generated during the physical interaction are experienced by all the
robot joints, Figure 10 allows us to verify that the eﬀorts felt by joint 4 are particularly important as
they reach the torque threshold Tmax of 30 Nm. An opposing case can be seen for the rigid body and
the linear compliance conﬁgurations as the only restriction imposed to the joint torques concerns the
motor torque limits, which are not reached for this case.
It is worth mentioning that the use of V2SOM intrinsically improves the safety performance of the
multi-DoF robot used in the teleoperation system, as veriﬁed by the interaction forces in the presented
study cases. Further details about the safety performance evaluation of V2SOM through an evaluation
of safety criteria can be found in [26,27].
5. Conclusions
In this paper, the safety performance of a collaborative robot using the V2SOM, a variable stiﬀness
mechanism conceived by PPRIME Institute, has been presented. A dynamic simulator to integrate the
nonlinear compliant behavior of the V2SOM to the joints of a 7-DoF collaborative robot (i.e., a Kuka
IIWA robot) has been developed. The dynamic robot’s model has been modiﬁed to include the V2SOM
compliance model. Two study cases were proposed to evaluate the safety performance of the modeling
system. Firstly, the physical interaction between the robot and a compliant object when executing joint
space trajectories was studied. Secondly, the use of the modiﬁed robot model for a medical application,
namely robot-assisted Doppler sonography, was presented, where the forces applied by the robot
holding the ultrasound probe over the patient must be minimized. Several comparisons were made in
terms of the safety performance between the robot using and without using the V2SOM which mainly
considers the generated interaction forces as a consistent safety criterion. This provides evidence of a
safer response when the V2SOM is implemented.
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